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1. - Mr, Belmont 
L =~ Mr, Sullivan 

" 1 - Mr, Baumgardner “ἢ " 

Airtel 1 - Mr, Shaw 

To: SAC, Chieapo (134-46 Sub B) 

From: Director, ΚΒ’ (100-423091) 
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INTERVAL OOCUALTY =~ Ὁ 

Nouraivtel 10/16/63 rceomacnding that CG f024—6 
bo pornitted to locate individuel moubors of the Cosuunist 
Party, USA (CDPUSA), when he cen control for tho purpoco of 
placing specizie amounts in their honds Yor invosecont in 
Gsvermmony bonds or other interest-bearing accounts. 

Tig προ has boon given carorul concideratign 
ond the οι conevrs vith intormant's observation tha? — 
uniccs informent handles these funds por invtructiong of “tus 
Nall, it is pocsible ὑοῦ lini will placo these funds “in 
other hends and wo will thus lege control of tho dicpe 2.3 
of theme Sunds, mon Ὁ 
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UNITED STAT ES ὁ 6 

Memorandum 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100~428091) DATE: 10/16/63 

FROM δίων SAC, NEW YORK (100~134637) 
ἈΝ 

SUBJECT: _ SOLO 
1.0 

Uf (00:¢G) 

Joe NY 694.5* on 10/13/63, received via a mail drop 
in NYC a note from-IESLIE IS, General Secretary of the 
GP of Canada, the said note to beytransmitted to GUS HALL. 
The message was that -BEA_JOHNSONMBISKIND had arrived safely 
in Cuba, was already at work thére, and would write te 
MORRIS in the near future. Coie NN fa, “" 

— ντωγτι 
παραραμαιαημηι γι 

NY 694.8* requests that Chicago advise CG 5824.5%* 
of above information, τ᾿ 

| 
RET ,μρ- {48 77- 3 470 " 

| EX. [τῇ 
ue | ΤΟΣ 6 001 2:6 196 6b 

: 2-Bureau (100~-428091} (RM) πον a A 218. 
| CBrturee ὦ, (134~46~SUB B) (RU) “ἢ ΤῊΝ 

2.-ἯΡν 134-91 INV.) (41) [ yf 
ἽΝ 100-26915 BEA JOHNSON SISKIND) (412) ἤ 
J=NY 100 8.90} at 
ΝΥ 100~150659 
ΝΥ 100~134637 
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ἤτον 42-13-56) 

δ @ @ 
FBI 

Date: 10/11/63 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code} 

AIRTEL | 
{Priority or Method of Mailing) | 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) ye" | 

| νὰ SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) a R iy ἊΨ 

617) A SOhO ᾿ 4 oo Le ΣΝ: 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 3 copies tz 
and for the New York Office 1 copy of an informant's a POR 
statement captioned "INFORMATION REGARDING OFFER OF ὦ Ἧ 
SOVIETS TO GIVE A DEGREE TO JAMES JACKSON", | 

| The information in the enclosed informant's 
statement was furnished on 10/9/63, by CG 5824-S* to 

\ .SAs WALTER A, BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN, | , 
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te 

“INFORMATION REGARDING OFFER 
OF SOVIETS TO GIVE A ΚΟ 

TO JAMES JACKSON 

a ᾿ πὰ August, 18 uring the course of conversation — 

with ALEKSEI ANDREEVIC IN, Assistant to the Head of | 

| the Morth and South American gection of the International 

|| Departuent, Central Committees, Communist Party of the Soviet 

“Ton (CES0), this individual neted that JAMES JACKSON, during 
‘a visit to the Soviet Union several years ago, had inquired 

as to whether it might be possible for gone Soviet institution 

to bestow a degree on him, At the time he was told that this 

' "would be impossible because there was nothing that would warrant 

the granting of such degres. However, in August, 1963, GRECHUKHIN 

indicated that perhaps if JACKSON, ac a Negro, could write a book 

on problems dealing with the Negro, it might be now arranged : 

that auch a degree could pe granted to him by some Soviet 

inatitution. GRECHUKHIN further yeomarked that such a book | 

by a Negro about Negroes might be of value as an instrument 

in countering the CP of China’s current racist line. 

Qn Gctober 5, 1963, the above information concerning 

the Soviets’ current offer to give a degree to JACKSON was 

relayed to: JACKSON during conversation held with him, JACKSON 

was extremely pleased and happy with the offer of the doviets. 

He remarked that he was presently working on such a book but 

had only completed three chapters thereof. However, now with © 

- the incentive which had been provided him by the Soviets, he 

will go to work on it and complete it as sqon as possible, 



ἡ" 12-13-56} 
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ΕΒῚ 

Date: 10/14/63 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

AIRTEL 
Via 

(Priority or Method of Mailing) 

TO; DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

OLO 
Is - Ὁ 

CG 5824-S*, following his return from New York 
City on 10/8/63, advised SAs WALTER A, BOYLE and RICHARD 
W, HANSEN as follows: 

On 10/7/63, he had talked to GUS HALL, General 
Secretary, Communist Party, USA (CP, USA) in New York City 
concerning possible future trips abroad, At this time, 
HALL suggested that perhaps consideration concerning the 
next trip to the Soviet Union should be held in temporary 
abeyance pending a full assessment of the Party's financial 

. Structure and developments in the international arena, 

to get together with CG 5824-S* perhaps in late 10/63, 
and take a long look at the total financial resources of 
the Party, including total funds on hand. He then noted 77 
that in view of the Soviet wheat negotiations and deals, | 
as well as the Soviet Union's heavy financial commitments ™ 
in Cuba, it will be almost impossible for the Party to 
ask for or expect to receive as much financial assistance 
from the Soviets for 1964 as they have in the past. He 
mentioned that perhaps when the review is made of the 
Party's financial situation, a trip for carrying out 
financial negotiations could.possibly be combined with 
a trip by CG 5824-5 relating to international ideological 
oun i *. - RECT (00-42 $0G/ — On 

HALL stated that in the near future he intended 7 
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CG 134-46 Sub Β 

In the latter regard, HALL noted that undoubtedly 
there would be an international conference on the developing 
ideological differences and when this is held, CG 6824-S* 
would be, under any condition, one of the CP, USA delegates, 
He noted it would not make any difference if the CP, UsA 
sent other delegates to such a conference because he would 
want CG 5824~S%* present under any condition, This being 
so, HALL felt if such a conference is not held in the too 
far distant future, CG 5824-S* might be able to combine 
his attendance at such a conference with the additional 
task of fund negotiations, 

As the Bureau knows, the Soviets have as yet not 
specifically responded to the CP, USA's inquiry as to when 
this conference might be called, However, the CP, USA is 
awaiting such information, 

In conduding his remarks, HALL stated whether 
we fo slow or fast in preparing for a future trip depends 
primarily at this point on the Party's current financial 
picture and what funds are available, He repeated that 
perhaps in late October we can get a detailed look at 
this matter, 

The above matter will befollowed closely by the 
Chicago Office and the Bureau will be advised of all 
developments regarding a possible 14th SOLO mission, 



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 s010-108 ᾧ , 
MAY 1942 EQITION { . 

GSA GEN, REG. NO. 27 ᾿ Tolson 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Belmont 
i ᾿ τ πῇ oe "Δ Casper —____ 

' 1, Calkehan .............ὕ.. Memorandum ---- --..--.-. .... oe ἡμῶν τς 
DeLoach —___ 

Evans 

Gale 

TO : Mr. Conrad a DATE: October 14, “WA ro ΖΕΙ͂ 
ff avel 

Trotter 
Tele. Room 

FROM i a Ν F. Dow ote Holmes 

SUBJECT: CsoL0 | ZA /9 (oS Be 
_y.¢ INTERNAL SECURITY - Ὁ | IMO 

(| | Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable confidential 
informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communications transmitted 
to him by radio, 

On 10/14/63, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's radio 
station at Midland at scheduled times and frequencies, but no messages 
were transmitted. 

ACTION: 

For information. 
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4 Gale 
TO : Mr. W, Ὁ, τας van ¢ DATE: October 7, 1963 gosen - 

Tavel 

g Trolter 

_ 1} - Mr, Sullivan Tele. Room 
FROM εν Ἐν J. Baumga ner 1 ~ Mr. Baumgardner . Gandy. 

O 1 - Mr. R.W. Smith 
supjecT: SOLO’ 1 ~ Mr. Shaw AN an 

“INTERNAL SECURITY - τ ce | ty 
miele 

This is to recommend that the Central Research Section review 
and evaluate copies of two publications recently transmitted to the Soviets 
by NY 694-S* in order to determine any possible use that we can make of 
these publications. 

In the way of background the Soviets recently conveyed to 
Gus Hall, General Secretary, Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), their desire that 
Hall advise them concerning the names of periodicals and newspapers in the 
United States which are being influenced by the Chinese, 

The attached airtel from New York dated 10/3/63 discloses that 
pursuant to the request made by the Soviets, Hall furnished NY 694-S* for 
transmittal to the Soviets a 20-page 1963-64 catalogue of "China Books and 
Periodicals” along with a 39-page pamphlet entitled "Which Path--Cowardice 
or the Teachings of MAO Tse-tung?" In accordance with Hall's instructions 
NY 694-S* on 10/3/63 gave these two publications to his Soviet contact 7 
along with the following comments made by Hall concerning these publications. 

Hall described "China Books and Periodicals, 292 Gough Street, 
San Francisco, California,’ as” being possibly tl the most lavish promoter and 
distributor of Chinesé literature in the United States. Hall indicated 
that the catalogue of this agency is widely distributed. 

With reference to the pamphlet,4Which Path--Cowardice or the 
Teachings of MAO Tse-tung?,“ Hall commented that this is a reprint of a 

_ 12/31/62 editorial which appeared in "Renmin Ribao," an official publication 
of the Communist Party of China 611 stated that the pamphlet was 
published under the auspices ve Cllanmer an and Steel," a publication edited “= 
by Homer Bates Chase, who was expelied from τ the" CPUSA in 1961 for advocating 
the liquidation of the CPUSA and for anti-Party activities. Hajl described 

Phat sTe 5 + petenbiesks, Wee Ret. Ag foo“ f2GO7/-S)G 6 
Enc, MF >, on Bh an βίοις; fo? 

100-428091 meen Liem nem 
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Memorandum to Mr. Sullivan 

RE: SOLO 

100-428091 

"Hammer and Steel" as being filled with the most slanderous falsehoods 
against the CPUSA and Communist Party of the Soviet Union. Hall pointed out 

that the introduction and back page ad of the pamphlet "Which Path--Cowardice 
or the Teachings of MAO Tse-tung?"” exposes the anticommunist character of 

the "Hammer and Steel" group. 

RECOMMENDATION : 

That the Central Research Section review and evaluate the 

attached copies of the two publications furnished by NY 694-S*to his Soviet 

contact for whatever use we make of them. 

Ρ op 

anh 
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FBI 

Date: 10/15/63 

Transmit the following in 
{Type in plain text or code} 

\ γα. AIRTEL ΝΥ ΕΝ 

το: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

| '"~“SOLO 
Is ὦ 

‘etmelosed. hérewith for the Bureau are 3 copies , 
and for tiie. New York Office 1 copy of an informant's (AA 
statement .éaptioned "DOCUMENT PREPARED BY PHIL FRANKFELD ΓΡ 
REGARDING NEGOTIATIONS WITH SOVIET REPRESENTATIVE IN 
LITERATURE FIELD". 

The information in the enclosed informant's 
statement was furnished on 10/10/63, by CG 5824-S* to 
SAs WALTER A, BOYLE and RICHARD W, HANSEN, 
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DOCUMENT PREPARED BY PHIL PRANKFELD =? 
| REGARDING NEGOTIATIONS“WPTe-BOVIET 
“REPRESENTATIVE IN-LITERATURE FIELD 

- ΝΞ In early October, 1963, HYMAN LUMER turned over 

' -the following communication prepared by PHIL FRANKFELD,: © 

operator of World Books, Ney York City. The communication — 

¥etatés in part to recent discussions held by FRANKFELD 
. and LUMER with an individual identified only as Mr, G, 

τ who apparently waa 8 representative of Mezhdunarodnaja Eniga 

(MK), official U.S.5.R. exporting agency for books andi 

publications, FPRANKFELD had prepared this letter for 

possible transmission to the Communist Party of the Soviet 

Union (CPSU) in order to bring their attention to certain 

Problens arising since the discussions had been held with 

Mr. ἴα", : , . ; . εν . . " ᾿ 

oe The document noted above is set forth in full 
below: BT ΕΕΕΕΕΟ oo rere hiss 

“The Yorld's Great Books in The Age of Ideas | 

| "747 Broadway 
' “New York 3, ΝΟΥ. | . 

ΕΝ "October 7, 1963 

. 51}. Two discussions were held with Mr. G.... One in the store | 

τ °" which was attended by myself (PHIL PRANKFELD) and two other 

people who iistened in and a gecond one held in Horn ἃ . 

Hardup (cafteria) attended by Mr, Hy L (LUMER), Mr. ὅ. 

and nyselif, ae " a 

| 2) In both of these conversations, the discussions centered 

- around the five (5) brochures of speeches and statenents 

᾽ς made by Mr. Khrushchev, Ὁ ΝΕ | 

pa. WereG l ~ 3k} 

ENCLOSURE Ὁ 



4g) Mr. @.,, made it clear that World Books would have an 
‘exclusive’ in the handling, promotion and sale of the 

: five Ebrushchevy brochures, We were told that Uiversal 
_ Distributors were not ordering any copies and that Four .. 
_ Continent would order only a few hundred copies of the 

sets. 

We discussed with Mr, G..... the prices of the brochures 
_ and agreed they were to retail for 25¢ per copy and the 
set of five were to be sold for $1.00, We also discussed 

| promotion, advertising, direct mailings of the set of 
brochures to 1,500 to 2,000 opinion-sakers, leading 

. educators, publicists, university libraries, ete etc. | 
.We discussed running of advertisements in the HOY. . 
Times, National Guardian and other publications, 

. Mr. GG... asked me to prepare a special budget for 
promoting and advertising the sale of the brochures. — 
This was done, 

on 

While talking to the owner of Univeraal Distributors | 
about some titles of books, we got around to speaking 
about the Khrushchev brochures, HK TOLD ME THAT HE HAD. 
ORDERED 2,000 COPIES OF KACH TITLE BECAUSE HE HAD BEEN | 
ASSURED THAT FOUR CONTINENT. WAS. ORDERING A SMALL QUANTITY 
AND THAT WORLD BOOKS WAS ORDERING ONLY A YEW HUNDRED SETS, 
He told me that he had worked out an agreement to adver- 

tise the Khrushchev in the NY Times and other publications 
and was also going to mail out same to a large number of 

- people, Otherwise, he told me HE NEVER WOULD HAVK ORDERED THAT LARGE QUANTITY OF COPIZS OF THE KHRUSHCHEY BROCHURKS. 
Mr. Kertez (owner of Universal Distributors) tried to. 

᾿ 7g). 

convince me that we should charge 35¢ for each brochure. 

Frankly, I was surprised and distressed to learn that 
Universal Distributors had been told practically the sane 
thing that was told to World Books, Ke felt that he had 
‘pretty much of an ‘exclusive’ on these titles. I do not. 

. Know how many copies (or sets) of the Khrushchev brochures 
have been ordered by Four Continent. 

Finally, we have run “into 8 terrific probles in the way 
the Khrushchev brochures have been sent out, a) we did 

Rot recedve the invoices in the shipments that were made, 
- We therefore had to call up Mr. G.,. to have M/K immediate- _ ly remedy this oversight, INVOICES SHOULD HAVE BEAN 



οαμα πριν WITH EACH SHIPENT VIA ATRVAYS FRANCE AND τς 8.4.8. b) the shipments have been made in dribs and ᾿ς | 
drabs...BUT WE HAVE TO PAY $15.00 FOR CLEARANCE AND 
ENTRY FEE FOR ZACH SHIPUENT TO THE CUSTOMS BROKER, | 

‘This will come to 2 considerably sum of money-~and it 
im ἃ total and useless waste of money. In fact, there 
were shipment# made of only two parcels of brochures-- 
and for thie small shipment, we will have to pay $15.00 . 

_ for clearance ἃ entry to the customs broker. Such details 
_ &@re not unimportant, they are and should. be cleared up in. 
> all future “shipnents from the USSR," 

In connection with the above iten, it has now been 
‘learned that this document will not be innediately transmitted 
abroed but delivery thereof will be temporarily held in abeyance 
‘pending possible negotiations which are scheduled to be carried | 

L out in. another situation Felated to literature. 
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10/14/63 

ATOLL τ ἢ MATL 

TO + PINKCTO., ΣὉῸΣ (100: 102} 

TOM: BSC, CHICAGO (100-5420) aT 

COMMUNIST PANTY, U4 κι 
RELW DUS es / ε | . 18 πὸ Cy 

i ' - a 

A the Dureeu is owiuru, OG U8ScheD4* and NY GO4e5% heave 
substontiod CogsA reserve funds in thodr custody, oll ox hich 
sUnCS ara tndntrined in σον deposit bones in Chicaye ond Nes, 
york ond “ro not invested vor the parpose ox obtaining income. 

τί Daren is wero o4 the tnet thet GOO WALL cor the 
PEE Sever? L months kos placed the responsibility cor investment 
OL GONE OF theve funds solely on the back of CG σόοι, ΡΟΝ 
time when the lniormont i: in contect with UDALL, he, UALL, 
immedintely ccqucsts iniermition as to the disposition oi the 
investmint part of these dunce. He hee ΡΟ ον instructed 
CG ὑδῶβ to inavest up to ἀσῦ, 0, Yor osamplo, on 10/7/68 YALL 
egoin made intwiry concerning the investment of the °100,000 which 
ho hac lastructed CG bacd-S« to nuke. HALL, ater belag cdviees 
by CG O32465%* that no investments: hed been made, stoted, "Sas ‘ 
dd... it, FT geve you authority to invest up to 2100,000. we ecantt ‘\ 
det this money just sit. At lerst invest this concy τὸ wo get 
iuterest nad can at lerst pay our travel costs. You have the | 
mthority. You handla the detedic." 

7 " " " ; Ϊ᾿ - Va 
CG O8adeh* hag advised that he is minadinl af the Buren 

ductrustion: ond dinds himtolyY in tho middle in thic mattec. fe Ν 
Stated thut be onn no longer postpones inventing theca monies and ι 
that bo euecrontly δ no busdrnocen. Lavectmentc in wind. We fools we 
that di he could invest 11100,000 in covernment bonds: or intercet | 
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CG 100-341083 

bearing savings accounts that he could at least temporarily 
pacify UALL. He further advised that unless he handics these 
monies per instructions immediately, it is possible that HALL 
WiLL plece these funds in other hands and the Bureay will Ἰοῦς 
control of the dinposition of those tunds, 

The informent advises that HALL is expectcea in 
Chieago on 10/27/63 ond he veelis that at this tiwe he must 
be able to pacidy WALL on this invectmoent matter. 

heconmenaction 

in view ox the position CG S&2-l85*" find. hieseif in, 
it is the recommendation of Chicago that the Bureau permit 
him to locate indivicual members of the Party κσ he can 
control sor the purpose of piecing speciriec amounts: in their 
honds yor lnvestucnts in government boncs: or other tatercet 
bearing necountu. These sunas would be pluced by the informant 
in the hands ot theso individunis with the understinding that 
they would be readily available on call by CG 9824-8% ond that 
411 interest oveluding amounts: that the individuals ἀμ heve 
to pay vor inecowe ta: purpascs woald be turnedqwur to CG 5524-5, 
CG 5824-$* would invest no monies under hig own or his wivets 
nome or under the trac name οὐ NY Οὐ ρας 

Tho Gureau is requested to give cxupcaltious 
consideration to this mattcr so thet CG 0824-8% con bo viven 
this authority and make crvangeucents prior te 10/27/c3, 
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Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE ἜΞΞΞ " 
rac] 

DeLoach 

¢ Evans 

TO >: Mr. Ἧς ὅς Sullivan DATE: October 17, 1963 Gale ee 

W/ Ree — 
FROM : Mr, F, J. Baumgardner. My, Belmont Tele. Room 

Mx, Sullivan ake 
2 Baumgard Cc ne 

SUBJECT), SOLO’ Mr, Shaw é 
“YNTERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST { A δ“. 

+ 

μεὲ μὰ μὶ μὲ Badtt 
»ορο 

This is to advise that CG 5824-S*'s proposed Solo Mission to 
the Soviet Union tentatively set for November, 1963, will probably not 

take place until early 1964, In addition, this is to recommend that 

CG 5824-S* be permitted to invest up to $100,000 of Solo funds,in his 
possession, pursuant to instructions given informant by Gis Hajl, General 

Secretary, Communist Party, USA (CPUSA). eye zy 

In the way of background, my memorandum of 9/19/63 pointed out 

that Gus Hall had instructed CG 5824-S* to be prepared to travel to the 

Soviet Union in. November, 1963, for the purpose of obtaining from the 

Soviets a financial commitment for the 1964 budget of the: CPUSA. 

On 10/7/63 Hall met with CG 5824-S* and told inforiiant that 
the forthcoming trip to the Soviet Union should be held in abeyance 

pending a full assessment of the Party's financial structure and develop 

ments. in the international arena, Hall noted that in view of the Soviets’ 

wheat: negotiations, as well as the Soviet Union's heavy financial com-=- 

mitments in Cuba, it would be almost impossible for the CPUSA to expect 

to receive as much financial assistance from the Soviets for 1964 as the 

Party has received in the past, Hall also noted that undoubtedly there 

would be an international conference of 811 fraternal parties held in 

early 1964 in regard to the Sino-Soviet ideological differences, Hall 

suggested that CG 5824-S* might be able to combine his attendance at such 

a conférence with the additional task of funds negotiations, 

Hall then discussed with CG 5824-S* the matter of investing 

Party funds being held by CG 5824-S* and NY 694-S*, (06 5824-~S* and 

NY 694-S* have in their possession approximately oné ‘half million dollars 

of CPUSA funds, These funds are maintained by informants in safety 

deposit boxes.) Hall inquired of CG 5824-S* if informant had invested 

any of these funds as Hall had previously instructed. Upon learning 

that informant had not invested any of these funds, Hall admonished 

informant stating, "We can't let this money just sit. At least invest 

this money so we get interest and can at least pay our travel costs," 

Hall instructed informant to take immediate, steps -to invest upto 

$100, 00 of these funds, | ἐπα “““-Ἅ , 

ὍΝ gt ibs, ΠΕ pic. 29 [00-4 2P09/-3.296 
Geteeeres eesti = WAGE 



Memorandum to Nr, Sullivan 

RE: SOLO 
100-428091 

Informant feels that if the Bureau will permit him to invest 
up to $100,000 in Government bonds or in an interest-bearing account, 
this would pacify Hall, Our Chicago Office recommends that CG 5824-S* 
be permitted to locate individual Party members he can control for the 
purpose of placing specific amounts in their hands for investment in 
Government bonds or interest-bearing accounts, 

OBSERVATIONS; 

We have given this matter of investing Party funds much 

thought in order to arrive at some course of action which would pre~- 

clude the Party from receiving any returns on its investments. However, 

unless informant handles these funds per Hall's instructions, it is 

possible that Hall will place these funds in other hands, If this 

happens we will lose control of the disposition of these funds, 

RECOMMENDATION ; 

That the attached airtel be sent to Chicago authorizing 

CG 5824~S* to take appropriate steps to invest Party funds along the 

lines recommended by the Chicago Office, 

δ᾽ 
Ἢ 

᾿ γί aw 
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ΝΣ 8 Polen pf 
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Α Mohr 

Casper 

Μ emoranaum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE = 
Evons 

TO / Mr. Conrad 9, je DATE: October 21, 1963 , fis Ξ 

“ ave} 

Ww” “yh Trotter “y fROM ; & Downing a 

SUB ἮΝ 
f UBJEGT: » 

“-- 

TERNAL SECURITY - C 913 ah 

The captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable confidential 
informant, NY 694-S* who has been receiving communications transmitted to 
him by radio. 

On 10/21/63, on scheduled times and frequencies, a transmission 

was heard by the Bureau's radio station at Midland at which time a message, 
NR i35 GR 29 was sent. 

The plain text of the message is set forth below. The cipher text 
is attached. 

WE WOULD LIKE TO SEE YOU AT "BERKMAN (repeat) BERKMAN" ON 

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER (number) 23 (repeat) 23, AT USUAL TIME. 

Ω» 
bs “ar BERKMAN is a cover name for Serry's Bar and Grill, Bronx, 

New Yorks 

AGTION:?, 

x τὶ Bor information. 

1 = "Mr. Belmont 
2- Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. “Shawy 

\ . ὌΝ Phe Ὁ 
ip ee , ΠΝ ho i & — 

\ PWP-dry -. ah /oo- 4} 50 qf 
XN (10) So et NG 

AM an 00 24 1963 

(Je 



41119 11068 33579 52919 20958 58669 53160 00720 63542 00024 
80866 60320 90889 63238 088384 34115 13064 65196 90475 37719 
28846 55301 34212 42981 71938 40915 45961 71361 08329 

/00-Y2 760 V—S29/ 
ENCLOSURE 
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Date; 10/16/63 
i 
[ Transmit the following in 

(Type in plain text or code) 

Vie AIRTEL Ι 

(Priority or Method of Mailing) 

me ee L.-- ne 

TO; DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 
A 

-EROM:~, SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) Δ 
ἡ ; ( ~SOLO 

) 4 fs 

; -Igs-c¢ {- ae 
o 

K On 10/14/63, the Chicago Office received through 6 
᾿Ν a mail drop maintained for the exclusive use of CG 5824-S* ©7¢ 
“A in Chicago, an airmail communication postmarked Prague, 

ja, date not legible, which was addressed to 
δα το Office Box 5878, New Post Office, cna ge 
80, Illinois. Ae 4 = AY 

yep FO! 

The above communication was made available to 
CG 5824-S* on 10/15/63, at which time he advised that it 
had been transmitted by NORIANGREED, the Communist Party _ 
(CP) of of Canada representative to the ‘World Marxist Review" 
the théoréticat-trgan of the world communist” movement, al, Von aay a ῤ 
Prague, Czechoslovakia, This communication had been δ κϊ 
directed by FREED to the mail drop address which had been 
given to FREED during their meetings in Prague during 8/63, | 

Contained in the envelope were 4 separate items, . 
the verbatim contents of which are set forth below, Fahne Ψ 

1, A one-page typewritten letter dated 10/7/63, 
prepared by NORMAN FREED, In connection with this letter, 
FREED utilized open code which had been set up between 
himself, NY 694-S*, and CG 5824-S*#, This letter, with 
the interpretations of CG 5824-S* appearing in parentheses, 
is set forth below: 

id 3) ne (RM) 
1 - New ae  ὐνδνυονο 4) (RM) ΜΙ 
1 - Chicagg:”* Phe 5- ᾿ 

᾿ς 
ἈΠ ΝῊ Yo ρθουν Osan Yn 609) SAE ἐν 

ej i A 

Mia cnUCl R883 

aan / Sent ς΄ eee More 
KAT AD δρεςη Agent in Charge 



CG 134-46 Sub B 

Oct, 7 

Dear Goody: (CG 5824-S") 

Just got back a fev days aro from a very wondervul 
and enjoyable holiday and found a note from Bill (Kashtan, 
Organizational fSocretary, CP of Canada) advising me that 
everyone was in good health, ‘Was sure plad to hear about 
that. 

You reeall that we had jointly agrecd to revise 
the score (text) of Wally's (Gus Ball's) music (pamphict - 
"Peaceful Coexistence ~- The Only Choice")into a morc popular 
vein. (shorter and up-to-date version), The revised sheets 
have been forvarded to the editor ("iorld Marxist Review") 
and we hope that ally (Hall) will give his o,k, as soon as 
possible co that we can procced with publication, (in "ον 
Maruist Revicw'). 

J@ sent you an invitation to the reception (confcrencc) 
at the Villa ("World Marxist Revicw") which is coing to take 
pince at the end of the month, We are anxious to know if you 
can accept the invite as we have not had a reply as yet. 
Please let us know your intentions immediately. 

Also gound two letters from Bella (Poatrice Johnson) 
when I got back. These wore sent from the beach, (Cuba). fn 
enclosing both of thom, They are self-cxplanatory. Would 
apprcciate your comments on these so that I can advise her 
accordingly, 

My visit to the small lakes (Canadian CP) has been 
delayed until carly next year, Will let you know in good time 
when I will go fishing. (traveling), 

Have not heard from Poerchy (NY 694-S*) since I saw 
hin last. Hope all is well down his way. We are anxious to 
hear fron hin, 

εὐ ᾿ 

aunt Booker a ina and cends hor 
love, She sent on al © prcesencs (Timur 6 
Tirofcev). bic 



CG 134-46 Sub Β 

Trust you and yours are well, All the best to you 
and your good frau from both of us and all our mutual friends, 

Haven't seen the professor (Abe Chapman) yet but 
Will in a day or so, Understand all is well and all arrange- 
ments are compicted for his new appointment, (Trip to United 
States), 

Hope to hear from you soon, Yours as ever, 

Bass, (Norman Freed) 

P.S, Would appreciate your comments on my review (revision) 
of Vally's music, (Eall's pamphlet). 

In connection with pararraph 3 of the above letter, 
CG 5824-S8* noted he was not exactly sure as to what conference 
FREED had made reference to as scheduled to be 614 at the 
end of 10/63, in Prague but was looking into this matter, 

2. A one-page typowritten letter dated 9/18/63, 
prepared by BEATRICE SISKIND™ ONKSON, “Worker! correspondent, 
Havana, Cuba, In connection with che text set forth below, 
the information appenring in the parentheses has been added 
by CG 5824-8 for assistance in interpreting the contents 
thereor, ΕΣ 

sept, 18, 1963 

Dear Rormy- (Norman Freed) 

After a memorable journey on the TU 114 we arrived in this 
glorious country. (Cuba), Its as hot as hell, but the 
excitement of beings here and seeing this vonderrully heroic 
people, working organizing and defending theneelves makes 
everything else insignificant. 

Norny please inforn Bill (CP, USA or CG 5824-S*) that no one 
here knew of my coming, Oaly, Blas (Roca) had heard sonothing 
and expected me July 26th. When nothing further was heard he 



CG 134-46 Sub B 

cave it up, It is only due to my acquaintance vith the 
international organizations people who had been to Europe, 
that I vas able to establish contact. It was not good, 
My main appointment Gith Fidel Castro) will be Friday 
and I"shalT write to say what happens, 

Shall I write to you? No one hear seens to ποῖ if Libby 
(Parks) and her husband (LMF Parks) are still here, Have 
been looking all day. Perhaps it will still turn up. 
I can be renched at the Riviera (Rotel) until next veek « 
I sball inform you of any change, 

As goon 25 I have more definite information about things I 
shall write in detail, One thing is certain I must have 
material sent me, Lor at this moment, it may be didtferent, 
but at this tonent it seems as if my predessor (Joseph 
North) has left nothing to go hy. Ag the case nay be, 
current stuff 1. will certainly aced, And Norny can you 
put me on the list for Marxism (‘iforld Marxist Review) 
today irom Canada? 

Last night was the x*sirct one here and out or uy 18 storey 
window I say the 3 nile limit loaded with war ships flashine 
their amonous (sic) lights on the peaceful island. Tits ἃ 
menacing οὐ σα to see, 

be 
My best of ΘῸ ΘῈὮῪΈῈΕΟ and (Abe and Relle) Chaprane,. nae 

Love 

Beatrice, CJohnson) 

Excuse the typing « its a strange machine - mine has not yet 
arrived, who has the tape recorder? 

BJ 

3, <A one-page handvritten letter dated 9/21/63, 
from JOHNGON, Here again, the information appearing in 
yarentheses has been added by CG SS24-~S* for assistance in 
interpreting the contents thereor, 
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Seot. 21, 1963 

Ceaxr Normy- 

we have been here 5 days and its a most exciting experience, 
The vatch word is organization on all fronts, The enthusiasm 
is on a very high level, 

Ho one expected me and Lt was by virtue of my international 
reputation that I was able to set the people I needed. And 
I found a sirl here with « press card for the paper ("The 
Worker") as the correspondent, Can't figure it all out. 

Anyvay started something. Please give the enclosed ta 
Bill. (Apparently referring to CP, USA). 

And Norny pleaze do send me your publication ~ need material 
badly, 

owl {τ Ci 

with love 

Beatrice 

PS ~ This is my second letter, Answer please, Saw Libby (CPorks, 
CP of Canada representative in Cuba) - there ig no recorder - 

4, Δ one-pare undated handwritten letter from one 
"Bolla" who CG 5824-S* tocels is JOUNEON, addressed to BILL, 
who CG 5324-8* believes is intended to moan hin or perhaps 
GUS HALL or JAMS JACKSON of the CP, USA, In CG 5824-5%'s 
opinion, the message was so prepared by JOHNSON in order to 
conceal the identity of the writer and identity of the 
addressee in case of a possible intercept of this mescare 
in its transmittal to tne CP, USA, The text of this letter 
is as follows: 

Bear Bille 

ve have been here 5 days and found to our surprise that they did 
not expect me, It created problems, Through people I had known 
Jmanasre to present my stuf, including a series of proposals 
οὐ Which to work, 
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1. For the people down here to issue mass appeal to our 
people to be used in a mass carnpaign for reversing 
hostility, for recoenition, trade and to promoting 
friendship, 
(As soon as I hear from you I will send more details), 

2— To start questionaire in the paper about what is doing 
down here which T will answer by journalistic media, 

3— To arrange to send bundles of publications for circulation 
here, There has not been anything for about a year, but 
left stuff, 

4— Io want direct mail as soon as possible, 

Ny status is a new thing here, jm the only one so far and 
Will have to find a way to do it, But it cant be onesided 
or in an isolated manner, You understand I am waiting word 
from my friends, 

Best to everybody- Fella 

PS-By the way therc is a girl here with a press card fron Jin, 

One Xerox copy of the foresoing items are being 
furnished herewith to the New York Office in order that they 
nay be imuediately transiitted to NY 604 -πϑ for his information, 
CG 5824-S* sugeested that WY 694-5" not at this time nake the 
full text of these itens known to GUS HALL, 



10/21/83 

AIRTSL 

) ™® + ᾿Βαπεότοι, Far (65-upu) (ATTN: FRI LABORATORY) 
FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (65~22525} 

ata Trane θὰ Between 12185 S 
and 129 AW EDT on 10500 0) 
(oon) | | C4. 2“ 

et 

Re NY airtel, 10/10/63. 

. ἢ, 10 ἐδ χα Τὴ tntereepted the folowing radio meseage eddengs 

ον ἢ, RERRE BT (tens break ) τῶν OR 40 Br 

Te 3 " reise Se 2 ade ca 
overriding interBerens καρ iufied further copy) 

The sender was transmitting on abgut 14500 ES. ἜΝ 
transmitter began sending the 881. at 11120 a.n., | ἀρ ΕΜ ΕΣ, at 11:25 a.n, he oie treme this onli and cent the above ; 

enéed with SK. Thia was 40 gvoup 
identical to that used in reairtel 

& ωἱ ΨΩ _— Ὶ } * 4 

9) | Nor Nor ἈΝΗ͂ΛΘΕΝ. Bf | 
oo 202 oct 81 8 Μὅκ[Ὁ 

68 NOV 201983 
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FBI 

Date: 10/21/63 

° ἊΝ 
Transmit the following in 

(Type in plain text or code) 

για _ AIRTEL REGISTERED 
(Priority or Method of Mailing) l 

-.. -------.....-..................-........--.........ὄ. ι:.. ... --. --..-., 

ef LO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-~428091) 
} / ~ 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

SUBJECT: ~ SOLO. 
TIO 

(00:66) 

On 10/21/63, NY 694.S* received from the Soviets a 
ciphered-coded radio message advising that the informant'ts 
Soviet contact desired to meet him at the "Berkman" rendezvous 
on 10/23/63, at the usual time (6 p.m). 

τς, areau (100~428091) (RM) 
“Godengo | (130-H6-Sub δὴ min (RM) © 

I~. Lal e ' - , 

1-NY 100-134637 Ay we” /o6 «ὦ 2SOG/ — S02 fy 

ACB: umh a een, | 
(7) oS 

on ahh 

con ἢ l Ι 
Approve - “Δ Sent 

pa Uke i Spec SAgent in Charge 

* 
* 



OPTIONAL FORM NO, τῷ . 5010=106 

2 RUPE Φ μας Ζ' 
r UNITED STATES ERNMENT Belmont 

Mohr 

' ‘Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPES: 
nrad 

DeLoach 
Evens 

Gele TO : Mr. Conrad ye DATE: October 23 , 1968 yO 

Tavel 

Trotter 

Tele. Room 

Holmes 

Gandy 
ἦς 

FROM 

Ε λ th 
}° ; INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

0/22/63, at approximately 3:00 P.M., Superviso 
New York Office, telephonically furnished the plain text Ὁ 
e informant desired to send and requested it be enciphered.,, . 

At about 4:10 P.M., 10/22/6 of this message was μ7ς 
telephonically furnished to 

Set forth below is the plain text. The cipher text is attached. 

TO REFEREE (Central Committee) (space) WE RESPECTFULLY INQUIRE 
WOULD NEST (USSR) LANE (CP) DISCUSS WITH A REPRESENTATIVE OF 
COVE (USA) LANE (CP) OUR PROBLEMS ON THE JEWISH QUESTION, AN 
IMMEDIATE REPLY WOULD BE MOST APPRECIATED, BIRCH (Gus Hail). 

ACTION: 

For information. Lr f 

as 

Enclosure 

1 - Mr. Belmont 
ἃ - Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A, Sizoo, Mr, W. G. Shaw) 

ved dry REC: te “" | As 

“9 a Joo 4 γ) χα 94 7 ὅὅδὸ 
Ebay. 1963 core Ζ py 7 e200 28 

6 a aeeile - — “p> Me ὯΔ ' 

| \ENCLUSURE 
+ st 



00-4 2209] ~ 3200 
LaXSCLOSURRE 



, OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 ; BIO-108-09 τ 1 
MAY 12 EDITION Cr nS 

ς GSA GEN. REG. NO, af 

UNITED STATES co 

— FBI (100-428091) DATE: October 16, 1963 

FROM : W iby SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) "a i ee 

oS oR" \ Ci 
SUBJECT: ~s0L0 | | ΒΥ 

Is +c ἽΝ oe 

οὐ " per 
Re Chicago airtel dated 9/9/63, and enclosed pias 

informant's statement captioned "Discussion with HENRY ( 
WINSTON, Vice Chairman, Communist Party, USA, Moscow, USSR, | 
August, 1963," 

\! ve The referenced informant's statement notes that 
(HENRY WINSTON carried on an extensive discussion with 

ma CG “CG δ8δάς S* during August, 1963, relative to his marital 
“ status and other personal problems, At this time, WINSTON 

remarked that ἃ be another try for reconcilia- 
tion made with IRVING POTASH would be the 58 
individual he wou choose to make the effort for him, At bre 
the time, WINSTON noted that he wou ike POTASH to make 
another effort on his behalf and se or hin, 

On October 9, 1963, CG 5824-S* advised SAs RICHARD 
W, HANSEN and WALTER A, BOYLE that he had been in contact / 
with IRVING POTASH during the week of September 29, 1963, fry Ibs 
while in New York City. At this time, he discussed the “obec 
WINSTO ation with POTASH and POTASH agreed to attemptr 
| to see] and speak to her on behalf of HENRY, 2 

Ly pi if Ὁ 
ΓΙ 

aa 

Nee | REC I 
- Bureau (RM 

New York aT ih Τὴ 2 GED Λ 00- ἡ, 42. 97 -ῷ 5 ὥ / 
1 ~ Chicago 20 Hayy OCT 28 22 1963 

rere 

RWH: bil 
(4) θει 19 i Fe bi (1 

Wye 

ὁπ oct 29 1563 
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Φ ROUTE 1@® ENVELOPE 

10/29/63 

1 ~ lz. Shaw 
Airtel 

Fo} SAG's, New York (100134637) 
Chicaso (194-46-8ub ἘΣ 

ἢ} φορές Diveetor, 581 (160~423091) 
ἘΝ ; 

\ LA a 

INTERNAL SECURITY ~ ὦ 

Reurairtel (copy te Chicase) received at the 
Bureau 10/25/63 which pertains to ἃ moot between NY 624-5* 
and his Sovies principzl, Aleksey Kolobachkin, on 10/23/65. 

Page nine of renirtel discloses that Kolobashkin 
roquested NY G04-8* to furmish the names and addresses of 
three reliable white male Americans, in the 20-30 year ago 
bracket, progressive, but not asseciated with the Comnunist 
Party, USA. Kolobashkin stated that the Russians had in 
mind thet these individuals “york with us." 

Pare ten of veairtel diccloses that your office 
has under consideration the possibilities for oxploltation 
inherent in this request and appropriate recommendations 
Will be made by separate communication. ΐ 

Chicago should also rive this matter dis CC 
consideration relative t means of exploiting this | 
gituation commensurate with the security of the Sola 
operation. 

Give this matter expeditious attention and keep 
the Bureau promptly advised. 

Tolson 
Belmont 

yp οὲ 

Callahon 
“tintin 

onre 
WGEs serc 

J 

Delwach wt 
6 

me DOT 29 1953
 

E i { ) if 

- 
' 

| 

vane 

7 : 

Gale ’ 

i G
 

Ros 
tie ἀὐβτεταὶ 

Sullivan 2 Ase 

στ ΘΟΤ 3 1 1969 
MAIL ROOM ELBTYPE untt L_] Gandy 
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εὐ 
ἦ on ἐν ΕΒῚ 

Date: 10/3/ 63 

-----τ- ee ee 

Δ 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

Via AIRTEL REGISTERED | 
(Priority or Method of Mailing) 

em mt es sy eres ee ee ee ee ei is 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

Β FROM: SAG. NEW YORK (100- 134637) 
“a 1 
woh SUBJECT: SOLO 2) 
Ἴ ; - IS-C ia 

74. a 7 

On 10/3/63, NY 694-S* advised 8 
that at 6:00 p.m. on 10/2/63, he met his 
ALEKSEY M, KOLOBASHKIN, in the vicinity of the “armstrong” 
rendezvous. They proceeded to the Sutphin Boulevard Station 
of the Independent Subway, where they boarded the train, 
disembarking at the next stop, the Parsons Boulevard Station, 
of the Independent Subway. They walked to the west of the 
Parsons Boulevard Station through a residential area, during 
which time they conversed. NY,694-S* gave to KOLOBASHKIN two 
rolls o£ microfilm containing, ἃ number of messages, 

Mee pate Me GAM 
at ΩΝ yok ποιοϑῦθθι Myers 

at al A ny wie Coo A. wd pA 3-4 BUREAU (100-428091) (Enc. 2) (RM) Seat 
woe 1 - CHICAGO (134-46~Sub-B) (Enc. 2) (RM~AM) αὐ ὃ 

yi’ NY 134-91 (INV) (41) -- e ὐ 
/ 1 - NY 105-36402 (ALEKSEY- KOLOBASHKIN) Gan) 7 

- 00-1346 75 

ἅς τ μα δ si WGC :msb 1 on yt, ie ΤῊΝ : ων " . - ot! τς ». i 

Approved: 
, 

e™ ' ΠΕ Charge 
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The following messages were included on the microfilm: 

(1) . ἃ ciphered-coded message, the plain text of which was 
set forth in NYairtel, 9/20/63, on pages 2 and 3, and which 
message concerns Mr, and Mrs. WILLIAM J. POMEROYS being invited 
to the Soviet Union. 

(2) A partially-coded message, the plain text of which follows: 

“To CCCPSU: ae LE | 
en a 1. 

URELIX_ GREENE is the author of the book: awakened 
China' which has become very widely known. Some of our members 

ΟΣ CPUSA have had some discussions with him during the last few 
days. They think he is an honest progressive. While he still 
has leanings toward China, he now has many questions about their 
problems, The Chinese CP has invited him back to China. He wants 
to go, but he also wishes to go to USSR on his way back to China. 
He is thinking of writing a book on the differences between China 
and the USSR, Our CP members have suggested to him that he stop 
first in USSR both on the way to China and also on the way back. 
He has now left for London. There he is going to ask USSR Embassy 
for visa through USSR to China. It is my opinion ihe should 
be invited to USSR and while there efforts should be made to 
convince him on the incorrectness of the Chinese CP position, 
I am sure it will have an effect as to what he will write when 
he gets back to USA, 

"GUS HALL” 



ΝῪ LO0-134037 

(3) A ciphered-coded wessuge, the plaim text of whicn 
is as follows: 

"fa CGGPSU: 

"Upon his return MORRIS CHILOS informed me that an 
international fraternal confercrice was being considercd. We 
heartily endorse this and believe that un curlier date would 
be desirable sinec the Chinese continue to aggravate the 
situation, Please inform us of the dare chosen. As soon as 
we ave Finished with a series of top NEC woetings which acc now 
in sesaion, it is planned to send CHILDS to Moscow to take up 
with you ἃ number of importent and earnest questions πῆ concern 
our CP. Tne date of this international conference is of freat 
importance; therefore your immediate reply to us is most essential. 

"GUS HALL" 

KekYairtel, 9/6/63, page 2, itea 3, with respect to 
a messacze foxwarded to the Soviets on 9/5/63 noting 
GUS HALL's approval of the proposal for ἃ conference 
of fraternal parties in about six months. 

(4) A cipnered-codad mossage, the plain text of which is 

"CP members GUS HALL aod ELIZASETH GURLLY PLYnn want 
to attend the conference of Frateroal parties when it is held. 
{hey arc initiating as of now legal action to optain passports. 
Toeir case can be strengthened if they can give soverrnent an 
approximate date for traveling. fois fight will be conducted 
openly and publicly. We repeat, an approximate date is urygent-- 
rumors in press here very confusing. 

"MORRIS CHILDS” 
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(5) A coded message, the plain text of which is as follows: 

"To CCGPSU: 

“PLEASE NOTE! ‘The following statement is a 
first draft - and is not for publication. Our NEG meeting 
is now in session and we are speeding this draft copy to 
you, for your reading only - final and finished statement 
will be rushed also,’ 

The "first draft" referred to above is a 13-page 
document entitled "On the Ideological Position of 
the Communist Party of China - Statement by the 
Communist Party of the United States, September 23, 
1963." Copies of this statement were forwarded to 
Bureau and Chicago as enclosures to New York airtel, 
10/2/63, captioned "CPUSA - ORGANIZATION, IS - 0." 

A copy of this statement followed message #5 on the 
microfilm delivered to his Soviet contact by NY 694~s*, 

(6) A partially~coded message, the plain text of which follows: 

“Initial steps being taken by a group of loyal business- 
men to lease exhibition booths at New York World Fair, International 
Pavilion, which opens April 1964 to sell and to exhibit products 
from socialist countries. The objective of this exhibition is to 
create goodwill between the people of USA and USSR and the 
socialist countries since there will be no official exhibits 
of USSR and other socialist countries at this World Fair. This 
exhibit will serve an important purpose--to publicize the goods 
of socialist countries; to obtain from the sales a profit which 
this group of loyal businessmen will secretly give to CPUSA. ‘We 
will send two representatives of this group to USSR to consult 
with representatives of your Commercial Ministry in order to 
arrange for the purchase of your p arrange for 
credit. These two businessmen are nd \WEINSTEIN. 

— Ὲ τς 
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'Please arrange with your Embassy in Washington that they 
secure their visas within a few days. Your cooperation in 
this matter will be deeply appreciated. The success of this 
project will obviously be beneficial to you and to us. We 
respectfully request that upon completion of their talks with 
you, you arrange contact for them with Embassies of Poland, 
East Germany, Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria, Rumania and Hungary 
to obtain visas and travel arrangements for similar talks. 
Please be advised that these two U. S. businessmen and GP 
members are friends of mine and work with Morris Childs. 
When Childs was in USSR last, he informed you that such a 
delegation of businessmen was constituted and would visit 
you soon. One or two of the wives may accompany the delegation-- 
these ΟΡ members also work in our organization. With warm 
fraternal greetings. 

"EUS HALL" 

ReNYairtel, 9/19/63, page 5, with respect to a 
message concerning the operation of an exhibition 
booth at the coming New York World EKair, which 
message was delayed until such time as revisions 
could be made by CG 5824-S*, 

(7) A ciphered~coded message, the plain text of which follows: 
* 3 Ν᾽ ' 

"Please notify yobr/Washington Embassy to give visas 
for USSR to MAX and ISABELLA “WEINSTEIN, leaving very soon as 
part of businessmen's “delegation representing CPUSA.” 

(8) A plain-text message as follows: 

79 CCCPSU: 

"Dear Comrades: 

“Comrade MAX WEINSTEIN, member of the CPUSA for over 
30 years, accompanied by his wife ISABELLA, who is also a CP 
member, is a member of the businessmen delegation sent by, the 
_GPSU to the USSR and to other socialist countries to negotiate 

~ F&F κμ 
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"with commercial institutions profit making ventures in our 
behalf. Please take care of them as loyal, devoted CP members. 
We will pay their fares to USSR but while in USSR we hope that 
these CP members and dear friends will be treated as guest of 
the CP. 

"GUS HALL" ~- 

(9) A partially-coded message, the plain text of which follows: 

"The following is the first of reports 
regarding pro-Chinese activities in USA, 

"JACK BROOKS” 

"To CCCPSU: 

"The following is a description of Chinese activity 
in which they contact pro-Chinese elements so to help them 
financially and promote Chinese ideological activities: 

if | Boot ΝΙΝ 
"Partial and Incomplete Memo re -Chinese Propaganda Material 

ard _ ἊΝ 

1) / Guozi Shudian, the book and periodical export firm 
for_ the Peoples Republic of China, recently wrote to MARGARET 
KRUMBEIN, of Imported Publications in New York City, a proposal 
for an intensive campaign for subscriptions to 'The Peking Review.' 
They urged that ads be put in other publications and especially 
in ‘The National Guardian’ and ‘Progressive Labor.' These were 
the only publications mentioned by name for the ads. Mrs. KRUMBEIN 
notified Guozi Shudian that she cannot and will not undertake such 
a subscription campaign of ads for 'The Peking Review.' MARGARET 
KRUMBEIN is primarily interested in Soviet publications and is a 
responsible person, » 

ἷ Via } 

2) MILTON ROSEN, -who was expelled from the Communist 
Party in 1961 for advocating liquidation of the Communist Party 
and capitulation to the U. S. Supreme Court decision of June 4, 
1961 on the Mc Carran Act against the CP,USA, recently came to the 

yf 
phy 
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"office of Imported Publications and told MARGARET KRUMBEIN 
that he had received a letter from Guozi Shudian making the 
proposal that MILTON ROSEN become the agency in New York for 
all Chinese publications and materials. 

mid "ROSEN, wno is the leader of a grouping called 
| Progressive Labor Movement and the editor of the monthly | 
publication called *Progressive Labor,' inquired of Mrs. thy 
MARGARET‘KRUMBEIN as to what is involved in registering as 
'an agent of a foreign government! under the laws of tne U.S.A. 
He was told tnat ne would have to register, and tnen said that 
under those circumstances he would not want to become personally 
the agent, 

\ 1 

"Two days μι he 
Brooklyn, who is now a member of ROSEN's orfanization, came 
to the office of MARGARET KRUMBEIN and asked the s 
about becoming an agent for Chinese publications. a 
who was expelled from the Communist Party in 1958 for Joining 5; 
with anti-Party persons of the ultra left in an effort to split b7c 
the Communist Party, said shews going to open a bookstore in 
Harlem and was going to be an agent for Chinese literature with 
a special effort to sell and distribute such literature among 
the Negro Ls store has not yet been opened, but 
obviousl is doing this as a member of the *Progressive 
Labor! group Ὁ ROSEN, 

"These events indicate the closer relations between the 
Chinese and this anti~Party, irresponsible and opportunist group 
known as 'Progressive Labor,' 

"3) Possibly the most lavish promoter and distributor of 
Chinese literature is\' China Books.and. Periodigals,.292 Gough 
Street, San Francisco, Calif.' this agency started in Chicago 
and has moved to California. Their 20-page catalogue is widely 
circulated. Some pages shown here. 
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HA) Fiver « and Steel,' a publication by Homer Chase 
which is filled with the most slanderous and crude falsehoods 
against the CP,USA, and against the GP of the Soviet Union and 
especially against the leadership of these respective Parties, 
also claims to be an authorized spokesman for the Communist Party 
of China, and a distributor of the Chinese nee . 

Hen ΟΣ ἢν ετν 

"Homer Chase was expelled from the Communist Party in 
1961 for advocating the liquidation of the Communist Party and for 
“factionalism and anti-~Party activities, and for a series of 
irresponsible acts in violation of Party policy. He organized a 
group of about five or six persons in Boston as a base for carrying 
out his anti-Communist activity and for mailing material, 

"The pamphlet shown below, ‘'Whi¢h Path - Cowardice or the 
Teaching ΟΕ Mao, Tse=Tung' is a reprint of a "Renmin Ribao! editorial 
of December 31, 1962. The introduction and the back page ad expose 
the anti-Communist character and publications of this group. 

n- 

- πὰρ 

15) The publication, . ARErica Revolution,' was shipped 
to this country in substantial quantity without any announcement, 
agreement or orders, To some who read the first issue, the 
character of this publication was not so easily established. 
After some discussion, its purpose was soon established, and the 
second issue was more easily identified as divisive, factional, 
and of a splitting purpose. 

"Thus, Mrs, MARGARET KRUMBEIN helped get some 
subscriptions when this publication first came and placed an 
ad announcing the publication. When the second issue came, and 
when she saw the character of the publication, she refused to 
handle it in any way. She even wrote to those who had subscribed 
through her and returned their subscription money because she 
could have nothing to do with this publication. 

"However, a Mr. GIBSON, who formerly had been in a 
responsible post of the Fair Play for Cuba Committee in the 
U.S.A., became the agent for ‘Africa Revolution' with offices 
in Geneva, Switzerland. 
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"Mr. GIBSON has many contacts in the U.S.A., and has 
been using these contacts to circulate 'Africa Revolution.' 

Sh "Mr. GIBSON has been in contact with Mr. WATTS of the 
(biberator,' a monthly publication with a policy now that is 

‘divisive and negative toward the Negro Freedom movement in the 
United States. The ‘Liberator’ role has been particularly vicious 
and slanderous in its attitude toward the role of Rev. MARTIN L. 
KING, JR. 

"Mr. WATTS received 1500 copies of ‘Africa Revolution! from 
Mr. GIBSON. There was some delay at Customs but he is now distribut- 
ing this publication. Thus, the Chinese are using Mr. WATTS and the 
'Liberator' here to advance their line, 

"To what extent this has been repeated in other cities, 
at the moment we do not know. 

"6) There is a new U. 8. law which went into effect 
last January, and which requires certain labelling of 'subseription' 
material as distinguished from other publications sent as free copies. 
Without going into details, Mrs. MARGARET KRUMBEIN had worked out an 
arrangement so that 'subscription' publications could be sent to a 
subscriber without any harassing of the subscriber. 

“However, the Chinese decided to ignore all such 
arrangements and sent pamphlets and other material with their 
point of view to every mailing address which they had available. 
Thus, the subscribers to the Medical Journal, or to the Sports 
magazine, or to China Pictorial - as well as the subscriber to 
Peking Review - received the pamphlets, 'The Difference Between 
Comrade Togliatti and Us,' and ‘Whence the Differences,' and 
'More on the Differences,' and 'A Comment on the Statement of 
the CP,USA,' etc. 

"The reaction to this material among subscribers and 
the reaction of the Customs authorities is not difficult to 
imagine. The result is further restrictions by the authorities. 
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"7) As to other publications such as the Trotskyite 
™ilitant' and 'Workers Worid,' and their use of the Chinese 
material, we think this is well known. 

"The above is not a complete memo and is only intended 
as a partial examination of some developments." 

Following the above message were copies of a catalogue 
of "China Books & Periodicals," 292 Gough Street, San Francisco, 
California, and the pamphlet, “Which Path ~ Cowardice or the 
Teaching of MAO Tse-tung?". A photostat of each of these 
documents is being forwarded herewith for the Bureau and the 
Chicago Office. 

ReNYairtel, 9/24/63, with respect to Shinese 
influence upon periodicals and newspapers in 
the United States. 

10) A partially~coded message as follows: 

"BERKMAN is next. 
Sister HELEN is next.” 

This message designates the next rendezvous for 
personal contact and for a drop. 

11) A partially~coded message, the plain text of which follows: 

"NOTE! Reminding you again for 15 more invitations 
for Friday's reception for Gromyko. Our NEC members are in 
New York from all over the United States and some of them/would 
very much wa \fo go there. Give invitations to JESSICHYSUITH 
ox to JAMES E. FSAGKSON.” -π ἢ 

“ 10 - 
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NY 694-S* advised that the above message refers 
to ἃ reception to be held on the evening of 10/4/63 
at the Soviet Mission to the United Nations in 
New York City in honor of ANDREI P, GROMYKO, USSR 
Minister of Foreign Affairs. GUS HALL, General 
Secretary, CPUSA, had received four invitations 
to this affair from the Soviets, but desired fifteen 
additional ones in order that some of the members 
of the CPUSA NEC might attend this reception. 

12) A partially~coded message, the plain text of which follows: 

"If there are no definite arrangements in making 
contact by Walky~talky or otherwise please go to Sister HELEN 
on October 23, I do this to make sure I do not lose contact 
with you.” 

Sister HELEN refers to a drop through which contact 
may be made by NY 694-S* with KOLOBASHKIN. 

NY 694-S*, in referring to message #5 above, advised 
KOLOBASHKIN that with respect to the ‘first draft" of the 
statement, "On the Ideological Position of the Communist Party 
of China,” a copy of which was included in the microfilm he had 
given KOLOBASHKIN, the draft has become the final draft. 
KOLOBASHKIN said that he would send the statement to the CCCPSU 
as soon as possible. 

KOLOBASHKIN informed NY 694-s* that on 10/1/63, he had 
received a telegram from the CCCPSU containing messages concerning 
BERNARD KOTEN, BEATRICE JOHNSON and the meeting at the “Armstrong” 
rendezvous on 10/2/63, From their conversation, NY 694-S* was 
able to determine that this message that KOLOBASHKIN had received 
by telegram on 10/1/63 was the same which he, NY 694-S*, had 
received from the Soviets in a ciphered-coded radio message. 
This message is set forth in NYairtel to Bureau, 9/30/63. 

- 11 - 
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KOLOBASHKIN emphasized that BERNARD KOTEN should 
not be given any “secrets” under any circumstances, 

NY 694-S%* advised KOLOBASHKIN that GUS HALL would 
appreciate it if fifteen additional tickets for the ANDREI 
GROMYKO reception on 10/4/63 at the Soviet Mission to the 
United Nations could be made available to HALL. KOLOBASHKIN 
advised NY 694-S* that these tickets would be made available 
on 10/3/63 to either the editor of "The Worker” or to JESSICA 
SMITH. 

KOLOBASHKIN advised NY 694~S* that arrangements have 
been made whereby GUS HALL will be able to meet privately with 
ANATOLI F. DOBRYNIN, the Soviet Ambassador to the United States, 
while both are in attendance’ at” the 10/4/63 reception at the 
Soviet Mission to the United Nations. KOLOBASHKIN and NY 694-s« 
have agreed that when KOLOBASHKIN sees GUS HALL at this reception, 
he will walk up to HALL, shake HALL's hand, and ask HALL if it 
is true that he caught a 50-lb. fish last summer. HALL should 
be able to recognize KOLOBASHKIN from his physical description 
and from the fact that KOLOBASHKIN has an anchor tattooed on 
his right hand between his thumb and forefinger. KOLOBASHKIN 
will ask HALL if he desires to meet another fisherman, referring 
to ANAZOLI-DOBRYNIN. HALL, by his reply, will then be able to 
indicate wether or not he desires to meet with DOBRYNIN. 
KOLOBASHKIN noted that if HALL does not wish to confer privately 
with DOBRYNIN on this occasion, arrangements may be made for a 
subsequent meeting at the UN Mission; for example, at the November 
celebration of the Soviet Revolution. 

NY 694~S* informed KOLOBASHKIN that under no circumstances 
is anyone else from the CPUSA’to be allowed to talk with DOBRYNIN, 
noting that some of these pedple, such as JAMES JACKSON and 
BENJAMIN J. DAVIS, are very/ambitious. KOLOBASHKIN agreed on 
this point, but noted t at jthe Soviets are interested in having 
DOBRYNIN speak with JAMES“ARONSON of the "National Guardian" in 
an effort to influence tite editorial policy of the "National 

i 

' 
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Guardian” with respect to the dispute between the CP of China 
\and the CP of the Soviet Union. KOLOBASHKIN described the 
/ National Guardian" policy in this regard as "zigzag." ie seaedaptanasteedenthanatebaaieabaal 

ad ι ™ 

NY 694~S* advised that he himself does not know what 
matters HALL wishes to discuss with DOBRYNIN or if HALL will, 
in fact, speak to DOBRYNIN. However, it was agreed between 
NY 694-S* and KOLOBASHKIN that under no circumstances is 
GUS HALL-to speak to DOBRYNIN about money, but that he may 
speak to him in general terms on politics. NY 694-S* anticipates 
that he will be advised by HALL himself of the results of any 
meeting that may take place between HALL and ANATOLI DOBRYNIN. 

In the course of their meeting on 
10/2/63, KOLOBASHKIN advised NY 694~S* of the signals to be 
used in the future by means of the “walky~talky" radio equipment 
in setting up contacts either through personal meetings or drops. 
This matter will be set forth in detail under separate cover. 

Chicago is requested to notify CG 5824-S* of each 
of the above messages, - 

- 13 - 
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(SOLO, IS-C, 
~—--- GUS HALL ARRIVED CHICAGO PM OCTOBER 24 AND HAS SPENT 

ALL DAY OCTOBER 25 WITH CG 5824-S*, INFORMANT HAS BEEN ABLE 
TO MAKE TWO VERY BRIEF CONTACTS WITH CHICAGO OFFICE DURING 
THIS TIME. INFORMANT ADVISES GUS HALL INSTRUCTED INFORMANT 

|} HE SHOULD BE PREPARED TO DEPART ON NEXT SOLO MISSION WITHIN ONE 
} WEEK ΤῸ ΤῈΝ DAYS. MORE DETAILS WILL BE AVAILABLE LATER AND WILL 

BE FURNISHED BUREAU WHEN AVA!LABLE. 

RECEIVED: 10-26-63 12:16 AM \ EFH 
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pefaphrased in order to protect the Bureau’s cryptographic systems. , 
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The Attorney General 

HCLASSIFICAT 

Getohber 30, 1963 

Director, FBI i ~ ur, Reddy 

1 ~ lin, Shaw 

COMMORIST PARTY, USA 
INTERNATICNAL RELATIONS 
ENTERNAL. SECURITY = ¢ 

The following information supplied by a source who 
has furnished reliobie information in the past is heing brought 
to your attention as ἃ matter of possible interest. 

The Sovicts have invited 1,000 guests to attond a 
: party at the heatiquarters of the Soviet Wission to the United 
" J Nations on Koevenber 7, 1963, in celebration of the Russian 
| | ᾿ BSA (CDOS), Elizabeth Gurley Fiynn, Chairman, Communist Party, 
ft aS ig cupected to head the CegsA delegation in 

atibendance at this party. Flynn wild be the Sovicts' *oucst of 
. onor, 

Because of the sensitive pature of our source, ἐξα 
communication has heen classified * 
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Fee emorandum Baumgardner to Sullivan, 10/28/63," 
captioned “Solo, fnternal Security-Comnunist," WGS:par. 

This letter is classified ' "Pek Spedai" because 
| unauthorized disclosure of this information could reveal the 

-, ἦι, identity of the source (NY 694-S*) who is of continuing value, 
and such revelation could result in exceptionally grave danrraca 
to the Nation, 
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The Attorney Generali Cstober 30, 1068 

Director, ἘΠῚ i - tr, Evans 
1. ir. Sullivan 
1 ~ ir, Baungardner 

ΘΟ. PARTY, usa 1. if. Shaw 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS Lee 
INTERNAL SECURITY ὦ COBMUNIST ᾿ς & 

τι τὸ 
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My lctter to you dated September 24, 1963, contadried 
inforaztion that the Communist Party, USA (CRUSH), desired t% 
have the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) invite ac 
Negro dologation fzon the United States to tour the Sovier_, ΓΞ 

, Union, ; 

Tho Loliowing infornation supplied by ἃ source who * 
has furnished reliable infornation in the past is being brought 
to your attention as 2 matter of possible interest, 

fho CPSU recently advised the CPUSA that tho Sovict 
Uebel Society of the Friendship and Cultural Relations with ,.»; 
Foreign Countries desires to invite to the Soviet Union in 

. Oetobor or November, 1968, ἃ delozation of seven Negro leadors 
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for αὶ visit of onc-month duration. The Society will pay all 
travel czpenses as woll ag all expenses during the delicnation's 
stay in the Sevict Union. The CPST requestcid the CPUSA to 
furnish names of Negroes to be included in this delegation, The 
CPSU indicated it would profex eminest Negra leaders “who could 
openly speak in the Soviet Union as well as after thoir roturn 
to the United States," 

The CPSU alse advised the CPUSA that the Sovict presa 
is giving wide coverage to the struggle of the Negro peopic for 
their richts and several Sevict. public organizations have made 
statonents and pretests against the brutalities of Anerican 
Yacists toward the Negre people. . , Dr} 
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Sce memorandum-laungardner to Sullivan dated 
10-28-63, captioncd—"folo, Internal Security - Communist,” 
VWESspac. 

Classified ™ixp TeerSi" because unauthorized 
disclosure of this information could reveal the identity 
of the source (NY 694~8*) who is of continuing value, and 
such revelation could result in exceptionally grave damage 

to the Nation, 
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bate: Gctober 28, 19635 

Toe: Director 
Bureat of Inteliicence and Research 
Bepartcent of State 

- “ τοῦς John Edgar loeover, Director | 

Subject: COMMUNIST PATTY, USA Calo 
INGEMIATIONAL RELATIONS 
INTERNAL SECURITY - ς 

The following information supplied by a source whe 
has furnished reliable information in the past is being brought 
to your attention os a matter of possible interest. 

The Communist Party of the Sevict Duion (CPST) 
recently advised the Communist Party, USA <{CPUSA), that the 
Soviet Uzbek Society of the Friendship and Cultural Relations 
with Foreign Countries desires to invite to the Seviet Union 
in October or Novenber, 1963, a delegation of seven Negro 
leaders for ἃ visit of one-month duration. The Society _ 
Will pay ail travel expenses as well as all expenses during 
the delegation's stay in the Soviet Union. The CPSU requested 

, the CPUSA to furnish nanes of Negroes to be included in this 
delegation, The CpSu indicated it would prefer eninent Negro 
jeaders "who could openly speak in the Soviet Union ns wel { 
aS after their return te the United States.” ἥ 
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COMTTSFES ., , . The CPS alse advised the CPUSA that the Soviet press 
iS giving wide coverage to the struggie of the Negro people 
for their rights and several Soviet public orsanizations have 

———" made statenents and pretests against the brutalitics of 
Anerican racists toward the Negro people. 
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Director 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research 
Departcent of State 

NOTE: 

See nemorandum Baungardner to Sullivan, dated 
ἐπ ς 2808, captioned "Selo, Internal Security -- Communist, " 

spar. 

Classified "6p Seerek" because unauthorized 
disclosure of this infermatien could reveal the identity 
of the source (NY 694-S*) who is of continuing valuc, and 
stich revelation could result in exceptionally grave damage 
ta the Nation. 
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10/28/63 

1. Mr. Shaw 
Airtel 

phe 
ΕΣ fo: SAC, Chicago (134-46-Sub-B)_. 9) 
ἢ WH “22 ( 

e From: Director, Far (100-428001) π΄ 4 4 0) ν 

SOLO ᾿ 
INTERNAL SECURITY «ὦ 

Reference is made to your telephone call 10/24/63 
to Section Chief Janes F, Bland, Domestic Intelligence 
Division, requesting authority to provide stenographic 
assistance to CG 5824-8* at the time of Agent contacts with 
informant, 

Provided complete security is afforded this matter, 
you are authorized to utilize any one of the three mature, 
experienced, well-qualified stenographers who have been used 
in the past to meet with CG 5824.S* and the contacting Agents, 

NOTE: 

See memorandum Mr. J. A. Sizoo to Mr. Ἢ, C. Sullivan, 
same caption, 10/25/63, recommending that SAC, Chicago, be 
authorized to provided stenographic assistance to CG 8824-S* 
at the time of Agent contacts. ‘The Director noted “OK, HL" 
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GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27 

ἀ UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
G 

το : Mr, W, Cy soffavan DATE: October 25, 1963 oe 
1 - My. Belmont τιοῖος 

FROM : Mr.-J.. ἃ. 1 = Mr. Sullivan Holmes ον 

; ὃ 1 - Mr. Baumgardner Gandy 
1 - Mr. Gurley 

SUBJECT: SOLO” 
INTERNAL SECURITY - C D ou LEAT; 

PURPOSE: ζεῖ, 

SAC Johnson, Chicago, advised on 10-24-63 that he had discussed 
with CG 5824-S* his contemplated forthcoming trip to Russia and the 
possibility of an earlier preparatory conference there. Johnson stated 
that the informant's health is not good and recommended the use of 
Bureau Stenographers in taking the informant's information,with which 
we concur, bearing in mind the primary consideration is the security 
of the informant. 

DETAILS: 

SAC Johnson, Chicago, telephonically advised on 10-24-63 that 
he had just left a meeting with CG 5824-S* at which they discussed the 
informant's possible attendance at the forthcoming conference of 
workers, and* communist parties throughout the world in Moscow, Russia, 
probab Ly- in- ear ly 1964, The informant stated there was a possibility 
ofa prepardtory conference which would be held in advance of the main 
conference. The informant had no information as to the date of this 
preparatdéry conference, but felt he would probably only receive short 
notice, requiring him to proceed to Moscow, He also indicated it was 
likely that he -would be requested by the Russians to remain in Moscow , / 
for the fti1 conference. (! [ 

Ske Johnson stated that the informant's health is not good 
|ana that he, Johnson, feels assistance must be given to the informant 
in handling his work load, particularly as regards his informant reports. 
Previously on the informant's return from Solo trips to Russia, the 
Chicago Office has utilized trusted and experienced stenographers to 
take dictation from the informant of the voluminous information developed 
while in Russia. Johnson feels that it would be a tremendous help in 
view of the informant's health to provide a stenographer approximately 
once each week to assist. an preparing the informant's information in 
report form, Infaddition to taking some of the pressure off of the 
informant, it would ‘permit the Bureau: ‘to have the benefit of the exact 
wording of the informant's information. 
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Re: Solo 

100-428091 

SAC Johnson stated he had gone into the question of security 
of the informant thoroughly; that he would be in a position to utilize 
any one of three mature, experienced, well-qualified stenographers who 
have been used in the past to meet with the informant and the contact- 
ing Agent. Meetings with the informant are constantly rotated from hotel 
to hotel, 

OBSERVATIONS; 

The informant has been in declining health now for Sometime. 
Despite this fact, he has continued to assist us in these highly secret 
clandestine operations, It is felt that we can relieve him of some of 
his load in the preparation of informant reports by making a stenographer 
available for direct dictation from the informant. This will not only 
relieve the informant of some pressure, but shauld effect a savings in 
time and will give us the benefit of having reports in the informant's 
words. Insofar as security is concerned, we see nothing in this 
arrangement which would jeopardize the informant, 

RECOMMENDATION: 

That SAC Johnson be authorized to provide stenographic 
assistance to the informant at the time of Agent contacts. He will 
be advised that security is of primary concern and must be constantly 
borne in mind, 

10-aG-@F | ~2- 
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FROM, εὐ, EF, Downing Holmes 
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SUBJECT: 

a 

“SOLO Ἃ of 
: ΗΝ δον ΡΝ eae INTERNAL SECURITY - C brows Oris J 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable confidential 
informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communications directed to 
him by radio. 

On 10/28/63, a transmission was heard at scheduled times and 
frequencies by the Bureau radio station at Midland but no messages were 
sent, ΤΙ 

ACTION: 

For information. 

2. - Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 

(9) 
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TO : Mx. W. C. Sullivan DATE: 10/23/63 Figen 
ἢ } 

T 

i - Mr. Belmont tele Rasa 
~ Mr, Sullivan Holmes 

andy 
- Mr. Baumgardner 

“" 7 - Mr, Wannall 
{ SUBJECT(§0L0- { 

Cs - Mr, Shaw Llp 
Χ INTERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST ή 7, fel 

I thought you would be interested in learning of developments 
which have caused a breakdown in relations between the Communist Party, 
USA (CPUSA), and the Communist ye (CP) of Cuba. 

iar ω ἧς 4, ! ιν 
You" ὙΜΕῚ recall that the CPUSA made previous arrangements for 

Beatrice Siskind \Johnson to be "The Worker" correspondent in Cuba and 
to also serve 85 liaison between the CPUSA and the CP of Cuba, Johnson 
is a former United States citizen who has been employed in radio work 
for a number of years in the German Democratic Republic (GDR). By 
reason of her work in the GDR she was awarded the highest honor of that 
country which is equivalent to the Soviet Order of Lenin. It was neces 
sary for the CPUSA to do considerable persuasion to get Johnson to 
agree to leave the GDR and accept the assignment in Cuba in behalf ΟΣ 
the CPUSA, MoeLe 

CG 5824-84 received information through a mail drop in 
Chicago that Johnson after her arrival in Cuba had not been accepted 
by the Cuban CP as liaison between the CPUSA and the CP of Cuba and 
that another woman already was ‘serving as "The Worker" correspondent — 
jin Cuba. CG 5824-S* conveyed this information to ‘NY 694-S* requesting 
that CPUSA General Secretary Gus Hall be advised, τ Μ 

PROM: Mr. Ἐς de Ba ἢ, ep 

af a 7 meh 
f 

Jot fast foot ead 

— ; dh, LA a /}Y 
“del Oe 10/16/63 NY 694-S* furnished this information to gus 811, Ὁ 
\ipon hekring this report, Hall became enraged shouting, "That S.0.B, 

astro!} After all the trouble we took to send her (Johnson) theret 
ΡΒ πα ignores us!" Hall then stated he had previously, sent a 

message to Castro through Victor Rabinowitz, a New York City-Attorneyy // 
whe handled legal matters for the Cuban Government. In hisdiessage,/ Ἃ 
ΗΔ. said he pointed out to Castro that the student youth organization 
(Permanent Student Committee for Travel to Cuba) that-went to Cuba in 
the Summer of 1963 was an anti~Party, pro~Chinese group and the Cuban 
CP was dealing with "the wrong people.",, According to Hall, Castro in 
replying to his message referred to Hall 8 "that S.0.B. Hall!" Castro 
said he would deal with whomever he pleased and that Hail should mind 
his own business" and not try to tell him who to see or what to do, 
Hall then excoriated Gastro Ἐδ notrsténingsthe nuclear test ban 
treaty; for! aligning Himself with the Chinese; for acting like a 

1007498091 LO) 
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Memorandum to Mr, W. C. Sullivan 
RE: SOLO 
100~428091 

dictator in not holding elections; and for refusing aid from the 
American Red Cross to assist the Cuban people in recovering from — 
the effects of the recent hurricane. Hall declared that Castro's 
antics were making it impossible for the CPUSA to create any 
American sympathy for the Cuban regime. 

NY 694-S* stated that Hall was so incensed concerning the 
Beatrice Johnson incident that he left the room stating he was going 
to find out from James Jackson, Editor, "The Worker," as to who was 
acting as "The Worker" correspondent in Cuba, When Hail returned, 
he was apoplectic with rage. Without identifying the woman by name, 
he said she was "that G-- d--- woman who was arrested with the Cuban 
saboteurs in New York." Hall then proceeded to continue his vituper- 
ative attack on Castro and the Cuban CP. He was so agitated that he 
picked up a handful of toothpicks and broke them into bits and then 
tore to shreds some papers he had in his hand. 

As regards the identity of the woman reportedly acting as , 
ln 

“The Worker" correspondent in eatrice Johnson's;,;- 
arrival there, it is noted that as the woman 
arrested with the eu as of August, 1963, 
it was reported by that she was residing in Cuba as a — 
representative of the "Daily Worker." Cite " 

tt fee 

OBSERVATION : 

It is not clear at this stage how happens to be 4; 
representing "The Worker" in Cuba and it remains To be seen what = ijc 
Steps Halil will take to iron out this situation, Most likely he 
will seek the aid of the Soviet Union in endeavoring to force the 
Cuban CP to accept Beatrice Johnson as "The Worker" correspondent 
and liaison between the CPUSA and the Cuban CP, 

ACTION: 

We will follow this matter closely and keep you advised 
of all pertinent developments. a | 7) 7 
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Fete mm ee eee ....... -'.-...-ρ».τ,-.--...-..-....................-..................... ee 

\ TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

τὰ FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

‘\ SUBJECT: Quo | PSpx ? 
~ is-¢ eae 

© {; .} Ln ; 

Re Chicago airtel, 10/16/63, cdptioned as above, 
reflecting that CG 5824-S* had received a communication from 
NORMAN FREED, Communist Party (CP) of Canada representative 

i a ------- to the World Marxist Review. '- ee 

N, Je On 10/22/63, NY 694-S* advised that he received, 

Syste a mail drop in New York, a coded letter from NORMAN 
FREED, which was transmitted to the informant by the Canadian 

The said letter repeated the information contained in 
the referenced ‘Chicago airtel, and with respect to the part 
thereof reflecting that GUS HALL's pamphlet, "Peaceful 
Coexistence--The Only Choice,” was being revised, and sent 4 |. 
to the CPUSA under separate cover, FREED requested that he ὦ \ 
be advised by wire whether GUS HALL approved the changes as 
made in the said document. FREED noted that the "World 
Marxist Review” intended to publish the document in at wrt 4 
three languages--English, French and Spanish. Cet Me re a “1 

. ἣ 

FREED further mentioned that he had seen "a WO mor" 
(ABE CHAPMAN, mentioned in referenced Chicago sities 

Ceri, REC 13 
VW POF τῷ o os 

ΚΣ BUREAU (100-428091) (au) 00° YOU ἬΝ 
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ΝΥ 100-134637 

at which time, he learned that the latter expects to be back 
in the United States by the end of October. FREED also said 
that he would confer with CHAPMAN before the latter left for 
the USA and would discuss with him a number of important matters. 

NY 694~s* further advised that on 10/22/63, he received, 
via a New York mail drop, a coded letter from LESLIZ MORRIS, 
enclosing a note from BEATRICE JOHNSON SISKIND, The note from 
SISKIND is as follows: 

"Oct. 4, 1963 

"Greetings: I suppose Libby has already informed you that 
I am here, have been for two weeks. There is so much going 
on that its hard to know where to start and discussion with 
people is ; Sporatic, polite, but not very helpful, I have 
already send several things directly to JIM, but its in a 
vacuum, because I dont have the slightest assurance Ὁ that 
anything gets there. So you see Its a tough proposition, 

“and in this respect I have a great favor to ask of you. 
Can you get word to G, that our paper no one has seen for 
@ year, other publications are not known, some individuals 
get a copy every now and then and that is all, the left 
stuf£ is all over the place. Secondly to write to me and 
give me indications as to what is most likely needed from 
here, I am using my judgement based on some things that get 
here over the wires. Most important I have made a series 
of proposals which involve coordination. They will probably 
be discussed here one of these days. The truth is that the 
people here are a little cold to us, because they dont see 
to much activity in their behalf and because some of the 
lefts have established contact. 

"ZT must ask you to transmit the above because as far as I 
know there is no other way at this moment. L am very 
anxious to get started, but it can't be completely on my own. 
You understand. 



NY 100.134637 

"In general there is little or no information and 
understanding of the work of our people, the changes 
during the cold war period and now, One hears some 
strange things, All this can be changed with the proper 
material. I am handicapped, because 411 my books and 
materials are in the harbor for want of a place to bring 
them to. In time that will be solved, but a way must 
be found for current stuff. 

“Everything here is in the propose of formation and 
organization, The job is tremendous, It must all go 
from top to bottom. The people are magnificent and the 
revolutionary spiirt is high, but discipline and 
organization must be cultivated, 

“We are glad to be here, but would like to be able to do 
the job that is necessary under the circumstances. So 
thanks for connecting me with my folks." 

᾿ς "LIBBY" mentioned in the above letter in paragraph one 
is LIBBY "PARKS, Canadian CP liaison with the Cuban CP, 

"JIM" mentioned above in paragraph one is JAMES JACKSON, 
editor of "The Worker," 

"G." mentioned in paragraph two above is GUS HALL. 

In the same letter, LESLIE MORRIS advised NY 694.-5} 
that the Canadian CP was delighted to learn that CG 5824-s* 
and CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT would attend the coming CP plenum which 
will be neld between November 15 and 18, 1963, in Toronto, 

LESLIE MORRIS also stated that the CP of Canada nas 
no more information concerning the recent hurricane in Cuba than 
the CPUSA has. He stated, however, that he hoped that the PARKS, 
who would be writing soon, would furnish current information 
concerning the situation in Cuba as a result of the hurricane, 
He further noted that pressure was being placed on the Canadian 
government to furnish assistance to the Gubans at this time, 

-3- 
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Ἴ “INTERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST 

On 10-23-63, NY 694-S* had a meet with his Soviet principal, 
Aleksey Kolobashkin, Third Secretary, Soviet Mission to the:United 
Nations. The following pertinent information was obtained as a.fesult 
of this meet. 4 - 

Request for Assistance from Communist Party, USA, in Soviet 
ntelligence Operations aa 

ἐν ὡς 
Kolobashkin said the Soviets desired that NY 694-553, furnish 

them the names and addresses of three reliable white, male Americans in 
the 20-30 age bracket, "progressive" but not associated with the 
Communist Party, USA (CPUSA). He also requested that the Soviets be 
furnished a biographical sketch of these persons. Kolobashkin said 
that the Soviets had in mind that "these individuals work with us." 
He said that once NY 694-55 submitted the names of the requested 
individuals, informant would have nothing further to do with this as 
the Soviets would handle the matter from there on. Kolobashkin also 
told informant that the Soviets, depending on how successful they might 
be with regard to the first three individuals suggested by NY 694-S*, 
might make similar requestsof the same nature. 

Comment: NY 694-S* expressed the opinion that as a result } 
of ἘΒῚ coverage of Soviet activities, the Soviets are. ἐ τ 
being forced to seek aid from the CPUSA for their espionage. ΠΝ 
apparatus. We have under consideration the possibilities 
for exploitation inherent in this request of the Soviets 
and appropriate recommendations will be made by separate 
communication, = 

Negro Matters 

Kolobashkin advised that the Soviét press is giving wide 
coverage to the, struggle.of the Negro people for its rights and 
several Soviet,publi¢ organizations have made statements and protests 
against the briitalities ‘of'American racists toward the Negro people. 
Kolobashkin also advised that the Soviet Uzbek Society of the Friend- 

i ship and Cul tga y Relations qwith foreign countries would like to invite 

j November, 1963, for a visit of one-month duration, 

Pay WEIR ceo AME (00 ἀέρος 
65 NOVeE? 1963 ἢ 

oy 
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RE: SOLO 

INTERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST 
100-428091 

pay all travel expenses and expenses during the delegations’ stay 
in the Soviet Union. The Soviets would prefer to include in this 
delegation eminent Negro leaders who could openly speak in the 
Soviet Union as well as after their return to the United States. 

Comment: My memorandum of 9-23-63 pointed out that 
CG 5824-S*, while on a Solo mission in the Soviet Union 
in August, 1963, took up with Soviet officials the matter 
of why they had not invited a Negro delegation to visit 
the Soviet Union in view of the importance of the current 
Negro struggle in the United States. The Soviet officials 
stated that any "decent" Negro delegation could visit the 
Soviet Union but that it would be inadvisable to invite 
such a delegation after November due to the fact that the 
Negroes would suffer from the effect of the extremely 
cold weather in the Soviet Union. This information was 
disseminated to the Attorney General by letter of 9-24-63. 
We will disseminate to the Attorney General, Department 
of State and the Central Intelligence Agency the fact that 
the Soviets have invited a Negro delegation®to visit the 
Soviet Union. 

Soviet Reception to be held 11-7-63 al 
LP Liga be . 

Kolobashkin told wy 694-5 that the Soviets have invited 
1,000 guests to atténd a party at the headquarters of the Soviet Mission 
to the United Nations on 11-7-63 to cékebrate the Russian Revolution. 
Kolobashkim said ‘that the Soviets were sorry that it would be impossible 

Ταῦ *Hall_to“attend this party, but expected that Elizabeth Gurley — 
lynn; CPUSA Chairman, would head the CPUSA delegation at this~celebra- 
‘tion and they would consider Flynn as "their guest of honor.” 

ΟΕ ΓΚ eed 

(thot yet selected) 

ὯΝ “ Comment: Gus Hall y dééTinied to attend because of © 
ὦ the prosecution pending against him under the [Internal Security 

Act of 1950. There iS no prosecution against Flynn due to 
her age (74). The information pertaining to Flynn's expected 
appearance at this party will be disseminated to the Attorney 
eneral, 

ACTION: 
For information. Expeditious attention is being given to 

the dissemination of the items pertaining to the Soviets' desire to 
have a Negro delegation visit the Soviet Union and the information 
pertaining to the Soviet reception to be held 11-7-63. 
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PaN¥let to Bureau 10/15/68, 

3, SA VILLIAN C, MARTIN telephonically 
as previously arranged, at the ΤῸ 

fhe would be available for 
replied, "Why not?" It was 

and Madison Avenue, New then agraed T 

York City, at 23 00 PM on 

SAS PIULLLIP 
Semant © 

7 
i 

At approximately 2:00 Pio 
M. BROOKS and VTLLTARLO, MAREN mot at 48th ἐπ 
and Madison Avenue, Was mos τον upon contact Ἂν 
and vac agreeable whan τ was sugposted to lunch at the Club 2 
Youse Restaurant, 39 East 49th Street, sew York City. ἐπ 

"ἢ. 

At the outset of the tuncheon,| _Jexntained x 
that his time was again limited to a forTy-riV@ minute lunch,» uy 

mH, 

OF 
period, 

including credit risks 
mobile, American rade sound oquiprent (ΠΣ ΟΥ̓Δ σιν sys 
as compared to foreicn made aquinnent. 

Follovine this general conversation which afforded 
Agents time to create an atmosphere of uaerth and cordiality, 
soute discreetly steered the conversation to a discussion of , ._ 

past business experience and associatians Bojor ~~ 
Oo questioning tin on this point, Apentn advised that 

1 ~ New York " mf 
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the excellent reputation that the FSI nor possesses was 
not gained by accident or chance, but rather is the result 
of careful planning and hiphly specialized inves itination, 
He was advised that since he has now agreed to be οἵ assis- 
tance to the TBI, he must be willing to answer questions 
concerning his background and associates forthrightly and 
honestly to show a sincerity of purpose, 

It was fe 
mature to question 
when he was enpaged in the 
tt was dectded to question 

t this meeting it would be , Prem 

Marines 

: arked! 
rom the ἮἯ Be 

Srseyees "Eyorybody knew tha 
was a boy. His father used to have a snoe repal ae! - " 

Lhe sked when he last had any contact with tel] 
thourht a few seconds and stated that it was abou 

wo years apo. He then corrected hinself and stated he was 
at the 
BLOOMING- 

apartment store in New 

: l wa "lone lost brotie? 7 
is a person like that and τ 

probably greet anyone 210 the sane fashion after he_met then 
half a dozen times also stated that the 
nd he do not exchanse rreetings during the holiday-stas 

he has had no contact with any of the employees 

iF τι 
am ta 
tot id 
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eron{ He further desenibedl_—____ es a nedica 
doeter, who he believed was a dermatologist, 

then made the observation that he believed 
the waiter was interested in him for some reason. At this 

point the conversation was changed, 

Ξ Agents and were leaving, the waiter 
stopped and asked him why he never drops in the 

ne any restaur more, After an exchange of a few quegtions 
and answers, it was apparent the waiter had mistaken 
for someone else, 

While Agents and _] vere walking along 49th 
streot,[Jotated he had not heard from his &ther since 
about 1942, when he received a letter from him. He said he 
never answered his father's letter and has never made any 
inguiry concerning him at the Soviet Embassy, TD 

| At the conclusion of the intorview,| _} in con- 
nection with a future appointment, surprested that he arain 
be contacted at his place of employment to arranpe a meeting. 
He said that perhaps if it were a slow day, a late luncheon 
meeting could be held, 

Evaluation 

Γ΄. ες apain friendly, and appearec to have ἃ 
good memory for names. (This opinion is based on light 
topics of conversation. ) 

It is felt tnat[__is a mature individual and 
if, in future interviews, he displays an honest attitude of 
cooperation, with proper cuidance and control, coupled with 
indirect assistance fron existing Toplev informants, it is 
believed he can be of untold value to the Bureau in the dis- 
charge of its responsibility in the field of internal security, 
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|’ 
This is to advise that Gus Hall, General Secretary;> Communist 

Party, USA, instructed CG 5824-S* on 10-25-63 that informant, Should 
be prepared to depart for the Soviet Union within one wéék té, ten days. 

My memorandum of 10-25-63 pointed out that CG 5824-S* met 
with Gus Hall on 10-24-63, at which time they discussed informant's 
possible attendance at the forthcoming conference of all fraternal 
parties tentatively scheduled to be held in Moscow, RUSSia, in 
early 1964 for the purpose of discussing the Sino-Soviet dispute, 
Informant advised there was a possibility of a preparatory conference 
which would be held in Moscow in advance of the main conference and 
that his attendance would be required at the preparatory conferene 
Informant had no information as to date of the preparatory conference 
but felt he would probably only receive short notice requiring him _ /: 
to proceed to Moscow. He also indicated it was likely that ΒΕ που] : ἡ 
be requested by the Russians to remain in Moscow for the main cpnfefence. 

CG 5824-S* spent the entire day of 10-25-63 with Gus*Hall, 
{informant was able to make a brief contact with the Chicago Office 
at which time he advised that Hall had instructed him to depart 
for the Soviet Union within one week to ten days. Informant will 
furnish more details regarding this matter as soon as possible.’ 

We are following this matter closely and you will be kept 
advised of all pertinent de 

ACTION: nee fi joo- 42. 82 7] 3) 3 

oo NOV, 2.1963" 

tails. 

For information. 
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Transmit the following in 
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AIRTEL REGISTERED | 

(Priority or Method of Mailing) 

u" TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: Bats NEW YORK (100-134637) oe 

SUBJECT: sone 

(00: CG) 

ReNYairtel, 10/24/63, reflecting that NY 694-S*, 
in the name of GUS HALL, had sent a letter on 10/23/63, to 
LESLIE MORRIS, General Secretary of the CP of Canada, arranging 
that liaison between BEATRICE JOHNSON SISKIND and the CPUSA 
be maintained through LIBBY PARKS and LESLIE MORRIS, 

Referenced airtel also reflected that LESLIE MORRIS 
was being advised that, with regard to the New 4ealand CP's 
supporting the CP of China, the CPUSA agreed that a joint 
statement should be sent to the New Zealand CP by the British, 
Australian and Canadian Parties, but that the CPUSA would ff 

\ 

prepare a similar letter on its own since the U.S. is not part Ἢ 
of the British empire, vt 

a 
On 10/28/63, NY 694-S* received, via a NYC mail drop, 

a partially coded Letter from LESLIE MORRIS for transmittal to 
GUS HALL, The letter contained the following information: 

LESLIE MORRIS would does GUS HALL suggested regarding 
maintenance of liaison between BEATRICE JOHNSON SISKIND and the 
CPUSA. 

d LVRS 
\*"\ 3. - BUREAU (100-428091) (RM) «ὦ : | 
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“he Cenadien CP hes reevived no information 
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tae world, 
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The Attorney Goneral October 29, 1963 

1 - Mr. 

Director, FBI lL» Hr. Belmont 

.-.“ 1 + Mr. Baumgardner 

BERNARD LOUIS KOTEN 1 ~ Mr. Branigan 

TNTERNAL SECURITY .. 5 1 ~ Hr, Shaw 

Uy letters to you dated September 24, 1963, and 

(. a Getober 3, 1963, contained 4nfornation pertaining to the 

of * eyvest of Bernard Koten in the Soviet Union on 8 homosexuad 

charge and bis release from custody as a result of the 

, intervention in his behalf by Gus Hail, General Secretary, 

Coamunist Party, USA. 

A most sensitive source of this Bureau which has 

furnished reliable information in the past recently received 

the following inZormation concerning Koten. 

 Eoten, sinco his return to the United States, has 

been telling his friends that he had peen “franed" by the 

Soviets; that he did not know what the charges against bin 

were until he arrived in the United States; and that he had 

been mistreated in the Soviet Union. Koten gaid he had been 

quizzed at great length by the Soviet Secret Police, par- 

ticularly concerning ἃ notebook in his possession containing 

the names of his Russian acquaintances. Koten said after each 

Russian’s name in his notebook ha had placed ἃ numeral to 

indicate his size in various articles of wearing apparel 

since it was his custom when visiting the Soviet Union to 

present gifts to his various Russian contacts. The Secret 

Police, however, could not be convinced of the fact that those 

nuneraig did not indicate that he was engaged in some kind οὗ 

espionage activity. Koten gaid it was necessary for hin to 

tell the Soviets repeatediy that ho was not eaployed by the 

Central Intelligence Agency. Koten strongly denied that the 

homosexual charge against him had any basis in fact. 

100-245223 ace 

1 ~ The Deputy Attorney General Due Ebi ale ΩΝ 
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Date: 10/24/63 
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FBI 
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(Type in plain text or code) 

AIRTEL ‘REGISTERED MATL 
ΝΞ (Priority or Method of Mailing) ] 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: 8.67. ΝΕΗ YORK [100.--13}}637} 

SUBJECT: oro ᾿ 
τ , (“Es-c 

Relvairtel, 10/22/63, page 2 which sets forth °° 
a letter from BEATRICE JOHNSON SISKIND. 

NY 694-3" advised sal don «peje 
, 10/23/63 that he was sending a letter on that date Wary eS, 
’ £0 LESHIE MORRIS, General Secretary, GP of Ganada, 
in the. name of GUS HALL, General Secretary, CPUSA, 
through a mail πε Toronto, canada ORRIS Was 
being advised thag’ the GPUSA would maintain contact with ΒΡ 

\ BEATRYGE.-JOHNSOY/SISKIND through LESHMIMORRTS and Li ION 
LIBBYAPARKS, τῷ an_0P Liaison with’ the Cuban CP who ~ ΗΝ 
is néw‘in Havana, Cuba, MORRIS was requested to have 
LIBBY PARKS notify BEATRICE JOHNSON SISKIND that she, 
SISKIND, was to relay .any requests of the CPUSA through 
PARKS and MORRIS, MORRIS was also advised that any ͵ 
material for BEATRICE JOHNSON SISKIND from the CPUSA Η 
would be sent through the same channel. 4 "ἢ 

{. ReNYairtel, 9/27/63, which sets forth a letter 
from TIM BUCK, Chairman of the cP of Canada, to GUS HALL 
suggesting a joint statement to be sent to the Communist 
Party of New Zealand by the Communist Parties of the US, 
Australia, Canada and Britain. This letter would oppose 
the position of the New Zealand ᾿ ἣν supporting the 
“heen Party of China, 

CHICAGO (134-46 sub ᾿ RM) (AM) 
1 - ny.134 ay) Ἶ1}.. ΠΕ oo 
1. - NY 10 23N637 1}... . 14 OG, yale 

. ~ my 

WGC:rvs τσὶ fa — ἣν 



Ky GO.5% stated that in the letter he was 
preparing in the name of GUS TALL to be sent to ΠΡΟΤῚ 
MONRIGC, ne vac advisiags MORRIS upon the Instruction of 

GUS MALL that the CPUSA agrees that a joint letter should 
be sent by the British, Australian ond Canadian Parties, 
wut that the CPUs, would prepare a sindlar letter on Lts 
own gsinee the US is not part of the british προς 
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OPTRA roan ao, 10 soto—t06 
MAY, 1762 EDINOK 
GSs GEM. REG. NO. 27 Tolson 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Belmont 

MemorandumROUTE IN ENVELOPE 7 
onrad 

DeLoae 

Gale. ‘ 

TO Mr. We C. suri DATE: October 28, 1963 ΕΙΣ 
Τανο] 

νὰ τὰ 

1 - Mr. Belmont Tele. Reow 
FROM : | Mr. Fe J. Baungardfer 1 - Mr. Evans Holmes ——— 

ae ΜΙ i - Mr. Sullivan 

1 - SUBJECT: ‘son: Mr, Baumgardner 22. 
Ὁ Mr. Branigan |.) 

οὐ τον “~ENTERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST 1 ./ Mr. Shaw Sy 
/ vf Ws Uo [- f Hime pa? / 

This is to advise that Bernard Koten, upon his return 
to the United States after having been released from custody by 
the Soviets on a homosexual charge, has claimed that he had been 
"framed" and that the Soviets falsely accused him of being 
employed by the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA). Gus Hall, 
General Secretary, Communist Party, USA (CPUSA) has learned that 
the Soviets have photographic evidence indicating Koten was guilty 
of homosexuality and Hall has indicated that the CPUSA will take. 
steps to obtain. a copy of this photograph if Koten persists in his ἡ; 
claim that the Soviets "framed" hin, Moet 

You will recall that Koten was arrested on a homosexual 
charge in Kiev, Russia, on 8/26/63 while serving as a leader of a fi 
group of American tourists. Koten, a United States citizen, is mi 
the Director of the Library of Intercultural Studies, the successor ~“ 
organization to the American-Russian Institute (ARI), The ARI ha 
been designated. as subversive pursuant to Executive Order 10450. 
In view of Koten's position and his record of promoting Soviet- 
American friendship, Gus Hall requested the Soviets to release 
Koten, The Soviets, acting on Hall's request, released Koten on 9 
9/28/63 but, cautioned Hall that Koten was not to be used in ma 
performing "confidential assignments, ee” b 

ae tar 
On 10/22/63, NY 694.S* met with Isidore Gibby Needleman, 

suspected Soviet agent, and Needleman related the following 
information Concerning Koten who had recently returned to the. 
United States. ΝΣ 

ΝΥΝ πα tah 

Koten has been telling his friends that he had been 
"framed" by the Soviets; that hé did not know what the charges : 
against-him were until he arrived in the United States; and-that 
he had been mistreated in the Soviet Union, Koten said he had 

oa i be, 
100428091 ; %/ ἘΝ es ὦ 
Enc, ες /2-99~7: Ge /OG-FLNG f ~ 2 1a 
voy rteb μ᾽ ΜΔ 27 ὀ 5 {, ὃ Ἢ ΤῊ OU 33h : 
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Ὅτι Φῷ e 
Memorandum to Mr, Sullivan 
RE: SOLO 
100-428091 

been quizzed at great length by the Soviet Secret Police, 
particularly concerning a notebook in his possession containing 
the names of his Russian acquaintances, Koten said that after 
each Russian's name in his notebook he had placed a numeral to 
indicate his size in various articles of wearing apparel since 
it was his custom when visiting the Soviet Union to present 
ifts to his various Russian contacts, The Secret Police, 
owever, could not be convinced of the fact that these numerals 

did not indicate that he was engaged in some kind of espionage 
activity, Koten said it was necessary for him to tell the 
Soviets repeatedly that he was not employed by CIA, Koten 
strongly denied that the homosexual charge against him had any 
basis in fact. 

Needleman told NY 694.S* that he personally was convinced 
of the fact that Koten had been guilty of homosexuality as charged, 
and had it not been for Gus Hall's intervention, Koten today would 
be serving a prison sentence in a Soviet jail, Needleman mentioned 
that he had learned that the Soviets had photographic evidence 
indicating that Koten was guilty of homosexuality, He said that 
he "wouldn't mind getting that photo," indicating if he had it, 
he would exhibit it "to everyone," - 

NY 694.S* furnished Gus Hall with the information 
he had received from Needleman, Hall stated that, if Koten 
persisted to continue repeating that he had been "framed" by 
the Soviets, it might be incumbent upon the CPUSA.to take steps 
to obtain a copy of the photographic evidence indicating Koten's 
guilt, 

Koten is included in Section A of the Reserve Index, 
New York has previcusly been instructed to interview Koten and 
CIA has furnished us questions it desired to have Koten asked, 
We have previously disseminated information concerning Koten's 
arrest and the fact he was released from custody by the Soviets 
as a result of Hall's intervention in his behalf, 

That the attached letters classified “pop-Seeres" to 
protect our source be sent to the Attorney General and the -Honorable 
John A, McCone, Director of the CIA, 

a, 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ish 
Casper —_______ 
Callahan —WW Memorandum Rous IN ENVELOPE 3 
ale 

TO : Mr. A. H. Belmont DATE: October 29, 1963 Sitvan whites 
Tavel ‘ 
Trotter 

Tele, Room 

FROM: Mr. W. C. Suitivan YY γ΄ Holmes 
Gandy 

‘, 
i 

SUBJECT: \_SOLO 

Lj 7 CG 5824-S* KE 

SAC Marlin Johnson called to discuss some of 
the financial details of CG 5824's coming trip to Soviet \ 
Russia. There is an immediate need for $3500 to be aa 
advanced to our informant, approximately $800 of which fi a 
Will be returned from Party sources through CG 5824. ee 

I authorized the expenditure of this money for 
this trip to Soviet Russia. The informant's wife will 
go along with him as his health is not at all good and she 
should be of assistance to him in that area. The round=trip 
tickets for traveling will cost about $2600. 

RECOMMENDATION : 

For your information. 

Mr. Belmont 
Mr. Sullivan 
Mr. J,A,85izo0o 
Mr. Baumgardner be pt μ 
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ROUTE IN my Opis 

November 4, 1963 

Airtel 1 - Mr, Shaw 

To: SAC, New York (100-184637) 

Fron: Director, FBI (100~-428091) 
“ 

ι Céoro ) 
ENTERNAL SECURITY - Ὁ 

Reurairtel 10/24/63 which discloses that NY 694-S* 
was requested by the Soviets to furnish them the nanues and 
addresses of three reliahle Americans, 

Does NY 694-5" intend to discuss this matter with 
Gus Hall? The Bureau desires to know what action your office 
contemplates taking with respect te this matter. You should 
be alert to the possibility that the Soviets may be testing 
infornant's reaction to their request, Therefore, this matter 
must be handled in a nost discreet manner so aS not to 
jeopardize the security of the Solo operation. It is imperative 
that pertinent details be furnished pronptly in order that th @ 
Bureau will be in a position te pass judgment on the course Ὧ 
of action decided upon by your office, _ 

1 - Chicago (134-46~Sub B) 

NOTE: 

On 10/23/63,. NY 694-S* met with his Soviet contact, | 
Aleksey Kolobashkin. Kolobashkin told NY 694-S* that the Soviets 
desire that he furnish them the names and addresses of three 
reliable white male Americans, in the 20-30 year age bracket, _ 
progressive, but not associated with the CPUSA. Kolobashkin said 
that the Soviets had in mind that these individuals "work with 
us." The New York Office in reairtel advised that it has under 
consideration the possibilities for exploitation inherent in this 
request of the SovietS:and would make appropriate recommendations 
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MAY 1962 EDITION 

GSA GEN, REG. HO. 27 Totson 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Belmont 
Casper 

M EMOra nau m 
Galleon 

TO ‘ Mr. Conrad ws DATE: October 30, 1963 

FROM ® C._F._Downing 

SUBJECT; “SOLO . ως ah 
“INTERNAL SECURITY ~ C 

! , at approximately 11:45 A.M., Supervisor ie 
“ CO ier York Office, telephonically furnished the ‘ee 

ext Of three messages the informant desired to send and requested they πος 
be enciphered, At approximately 3: the encipherment ” 
of these messages was furnished λοις 

The plain text is set forth below. The cipher text is attached. 

TO REFEREE (Central Committee) (space) IT IS URGENT FOR HUB 
(Morris Childs) TO LEAVE IMMEDIATELY FOR HOTEL (Moscow) VIA 
BEACH (Czechoslovakia), PLEASE HAVE BEACH'S (Czechoslovakia) 
LUGGAGE (Visa) FOR HIM IN VILLAGE (London) ON FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 
(Number) 1. 

TO REFEREE (Central Committee) (space) HUB (Morris Childs) WHEN 
ARRIVING IN HOTEL (Moscow) WILL ACT ON MY BEHALF TO DISCUSS 
WITH YOU IMPORTANT QUESTIONS ON INTERNATIONAL MOVEMENTS hy 
AND OUR LANE (CP). BIRCH (Gus Hall). 

TO REFEREE (Central Committee) (space) HUB (Morris Childs) WILL 
DISCUSS WITH YOU AS MY PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE A NUMBER OF 
POLITICAL AND CONCRETE PROBLEMS CONCERNING OUR LANES (CP) 
AND THE (Number) 1964 ELECTION STRUGGLES. ALSO TO REPORT TO 
YOU ON OUR RECENT TRAINOR (National Executive Committee) MEETING. 

ACTION: 

ENcr ἐς mi For information. 

ΕΝ . ᾿ , 

] = Mr. Belmont 

We - 7M § Sullivan (Attention: Mr, J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 

\ Ν ͵ | 
‘ EWP: :bth ν «ὦ log.’ 42 £09 ΖΞ Fat ἣν 
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33464 
293876 
29358 
78284 
93969 

20297 
693820 
20345 
01083 
T9147 

38708 
00050 
79620 
25662 
22495 
307 89 
21810 

39996 
97471 
96053 
58874 
34848 

40207 
28009 
61885 
61211 
21684 

31675 
94732 
51725 
49 854 
67954 
20541 
50196 

31835 
17393 
00406 
41712 

10004 
69727 
00923 
22653 
47207 

43225 
13718 
61008 
52310 
80579 
56376 
04411 

55734. 
L5686 
82511 
18267 

120024 
67568 
99110 
40236 

57672 
19673 
20545 
80292 
05366 
24131 
38896 

83797 
38520 
89091 
57098 

33270 
17168 
49032 
02467 

30050 
95283 
40676 
20627 
59643 
25347 

14843 
47508 
83435 
68703 

66379 
57805 
07779 
68750 

06542 
86129 
52088 
50823 
34027 
02583 

32600 
22486 
74790 
21963 

01007 
78131 
99065 
82396 

05399 
35067 
43299 
92670 
54300 
98208 

BL CLOSURE 
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aa “4 Belmont 
Mohr 

ν Casper 
' Callahan 

Contad 

DeLoach 

Evens DECODED COPY ΞΘ 

i 

mE CUAIRGRAM cICABLEGRAM RADIO cxTELETYPE j= 
mmm mm me a SS SS eee eee eae et 

URGENT 10-30-63 2+53 PM JLS 
Oa eae on AND 840 NEW YORK 
FROM SAC CHICAGO 301856 

(Δ, Is - ὦ. 
REMYTEL OCTOBER 25 LAST. 
BASED ON GUS HALL'S INSTRUCTIONS TO TRAVEL, CG582-S+ 

OCTOBER 29 LAST FURNISHED FOLLOWING TENTATIVE TRAVEL PLANS 

FOR 11,TH SOLO MISSION: 
DEPART CHICAGO 11 AM, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 1 NEXT, VIA 

AMERICAN AIRLINES, FOR NEW YORK CITY. STOPOVER NEW YORK FOR 
APPROXIMATELY EIGHT HOURS TO PICK UP LAST MINUTE INSTRUCTIONS 

ANDMATERIAL WHICH HALL TO HAVE AVAILABLE AND TO MEET BRIEFLY 

WITH NY69-Ss, TEN PM SAME DATE DEPART VIA TWA FOR LONDON WITH 
ARRIVAL SOHEDULED 7:10 AM, SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 2 NEXT. IMMEDIATE 
EFFORT WILL BE MADE AT CZECH EMBASSY, LONDON, TO ARRANGE. FOR 
VISA: TO PRAGUE AND 1Ε SUCCESSFUL, SOURCE PLANS TO DEPART LONDON 
VIA A-BRETISH EUROPEAN AIRLINES 11:15 AM, MONDAY, NOVEMBER }μ NEXT 
ON: “BASIS OF HALL'S INSTRUCTIONS, MISSION HAS TWOFOLD PURPOSE | 
TO ASCERTAIN LATEST DEVELOPMENTS IN INTERNATIONAL MOVEMENT ΑΝ’ 

TO DISCUSS MATTERS OF MUTUAL INTEREST TO CPSU AND CP, USA WHICH 

WOULD INCLUDE NEGOTIATIONS FOR FINANCIAL SUBSIDY FROM CPSU. 
SOURCE UNABLE TO ESTIMATE DURATION OF TRIP BUT DESIRES 

TO KEEP AS SHORT AS POSSIBLE. WHILE HALL LEFT POSSIBILITY 
OF CG665%-S8 ACCOMPANYING SOURCE ON MISSION TO DISCRETION 
OF SOURCE, CG582)~-S HAS TENTATIVELY DECIDED, AFTER CON- 

SIDERING ALL FACTORS, THAT HE WILL TRAVEL ALONE. 
"} 

MAD | 
| RELAYED TO NEW YORK ᾿ς REC. 12 foo - 12 § OF - τ 

: SS) EX-103 ΤΣ “ty ‘ μὰ 

Me KD 
#he Os we hy lei | 

If t Ss taing jhe above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau, it is suggested that tt be suitably 
paraphrase fio pro θυ) e Bureau’s cryptagraphic systems. 

EE Eee a ποτ . 
coe ere er were eee See cern te poe Sen de πο τὰς 



FD-36 (Rev. 12-13-56) 

᾿ Φ ® | 
wets) FBI SPL flr 

Date: 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

Via AIRTEL REGIS 
(Priority or Method of Mailing} | 

-τ-------------------------------------ο-ο--------ἰς πῆρ 
OM TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) IW ζ.9 95 | 

_ AN + | ᾿ ᾿ 

| FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) AR yet a 

ἢ SUBJECT: — SOLO Nes Ἃ Je 

Ἢ 18-0 μὰ ων», E i m 7 | - hy Qe 
_ 10/23/63, NY 694-51 advised sj id Retire’ pie 
‘| i at 6:00 p.m. on that date, he met with his \ 

oviet contact, ALEKSEY M. KOLOBASHKIN in the vicinity of 8 
the "Berkman" rendezvous. They walked in the general area! By We 
during which time NY 694-S* gave to KOLOBASHKIN two rolls ὁ Wee 

microfilm containing a number of messages, including the 
following: ὙΠ: wad gy x 7 / 

(1) A partially~coded message, the plain text of - which reads; ..- " 

ΟΟΡΒΌ: "4 Alen’ ae (αι Tus Pus cone" Ds ea) 
"The following article is for your reading ani’stt will be published( ° 
next. It is but one of @ a series of articles which we will 
publish in the coming weeks and months ih our Leading political 
journals, After this article, which wilt be printed in’ vis next 

Ve ry Ἢ 

; a BUREA (100428091) (RM)-(Einc « | 1) 
“1 = CHICAGO (134-46-Sub. B) (Ene. L) (RM-AM) 

L - NY 134-91 CINV} (41) - 
1... NY 105-364 020. (ALEKSEY- KOLOBASHKIN) (341) 
1 = ΝΥ 100-134637 (41) 
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ΝΥ 100-134637 

Hissue of “Political Affairs' (in about two weeks), the same 
author is now writing another article entitled 'Iwo Years 
after the 22nd Congress of the CPSU,' Also JAMES Ε, JACKSON's 
article, which will be based upon his speech made at the 22nd 
Congress of the CPSU entitled 'War and Peace', will be completed, 
This will be followed by another article by HY LUMER entitled 
‘Why They Are Wrong.' These, as you can see, are the beginnings 
o£ our answers to the Chinese CP on their incorrect position 
regarding Marxism-Leninism. 

“MORRIS CHILDS and GUS HALL”? 

Following the above message was a 27-page article 
entitled “Recollections of the 1960 Conferences" by ELIZABETH 
GURLEY FLYNN. A copy of this article is enclosed for the 
Bureau and for Chicago. 

(2) A ciphered«coded message, the plain text of which reads: 

"We respectfully inquire would the CPSU discuss with a representative 
of the CPUSA our problem on the Jewish question. An immediate 
reply would be most appreciated. 

"GUS HALL 

(3) A partially<coded message, the plain text of which reads: 

"Ureent. Please transmit at once. Please notify Comrade 
RUMYANTSEV at the 'World Marxist Review,' Prague, Czechoslovakia, 
that due to oppressive laws, the CPUSA cannot send a delegate 
to the seminar being held by the 'World Marxist Review’ at the 
end of October. Please also notify Comrade NORMAN FREED of the 
Canadian CP, who is also Canadian representative to the ‘World 
Marxist Review,’ to send us the proceedings of this seminar. 
Also tell Gomrade RUMYANTSEV that GUS HALL is awaiting galley 
proofs of the shortened version of his, HALL's, pamphlet on 
peaceful coexistence.” 



NY 100.1342637 

Reference is made to CG airtel, 10/16/63, page 2 of 
which states that an invitation had been sent to the 
CPUSA to a conference at the "World Marxist Review" 
and that an agreement had been made to prepare a 
revised edition of GUS HALL's pamphlet, "Peaceful 
Goexistence~~The Only Choice,” Wate be published 
in the "World Marxist Review.” 

(4) A partially~coded message, the plain text of which reads: 

"To CCCPSU 

"Please transmit for us to Central Committee of the Communist 

Party of East Germany this second request from me. 

"To Central Committee of the Communist Party of East Germany_ 

‘May I again call to your attentio 
LUMER, CPUSA Secretary of Ideology and editor o 
organ 'Politieal Affairs.' I again request that 
be invited to attend the Brecht School of DramatItsy 

"His first application was abruptly denied, ing that 
he was unfamiliar with the German language. has bs 

undertaken serious study of the German language and presently 
has a very good command of it. I therefore must respectfully 
request that expeditious consideration be given to your inviting 
him to enter this school. An immediate response to my request 
will be most appreciated, 

‘With fraternal Communist greetings, 

"GUS HALL" 

ReNYairtel, 6/4/63, page two of which states that a 
separate memorandum had been sent to the Central 
Committee of the East Germa , 1963, _ 
requesting the admission of to the Brecht Ὅς 

School of Dramatics in the German Democratic Republic. — 



KY 100-134637 

(5) A partially-coded message, the plain text of which reads: 

“Por Czechoslovakia ~ 

Czechoslovakia. Ls now in Prague, Czechoslovakia. 
The Central Committee o e Communist Party of Czechoslovakia 
is in touch with her and is familiar with this problem. Please 
send the following page to Comrade KOTZMAN. Thank you, 

"The following page, concerning] __ is for Comrade ' 
KOTZMAN of the σ᾽ Ὁ e Communist Party of 

"MORRIS CHILDS" 

The "following page” referred to above sets forth the 
Lollowing: 

“Backeround 

possibly τῇ 200 or πῇ 4.00 before he and) vent to Prague. 
Thus there is no fund or money of which DAVE FREEDMAN is in charge. 
He says, ‘There is no money.' iowever,[___had written 
another book whioh deals with 'sex and young people’ and which 
as yet is not published. | has mntly been making 
plans for the publication of thig_pook with) = = Iwho 
icf he publisher off = fo er books. "ὦ 

publishing business, tn makins 
arrangements for the publishing of this bogk | had 
suggested, or someone had suggested, that| = —«-—_—feome to 
this country and work ails, etc., (possibly thi ' 
suggestion was made a ~and tha{t | 
would take care of the Gxpenses OL the trip, and then take it 
out of the royalties. Tous the expenses of the trip vould be 
part of an advance payment on the book. 

~ 4» 



W¥ 100-134637 

“there is no agreement as to how much would be paid to {).. 
because this depends on the amount of the royalties - | 

Ὁ e number of copies of the new book which would be sold, | 

"Thus, DAVE FREEDMAN says, 'There is no money,’ and the 
future amount on the book is indefinite. 

πὰς to the suggestion that 
in Prague - DAVE FREEDMAN phoned 

a aid that he, FREEDMAN, had received a cable from 
saying, ‘Frantic have had no word from_you,' a at 

this evidently referred to an earlier letter. a 
had written to DAVE FREEDMAN that she was returning to New York 
last July, and then another Letter saying she was coming in 
August, and that she would send a wire telling him when she 

: re. FREEDMAN, in 
today said that be 

ad suggested that if it was In IC 
to come to New York then 

possibly|______ leould come to Prague. ‘Thus, FREEDMAN 
suggested that, sd 
details about the new book, Over the phon 
said she thought that everything could be worked out by mai 
apparently they are close personal friends - and that ie 
she could get away from New York to make a trip to ced τσ 
in Prague would be at Christmas time_~ or the end of December. 
She has family responsibilities. [Cd wil write to 
[pr and DAVE FREEDMAN will also be writing to 

τὶ response to her cable and previous letters, That 
is where it now stands,” 

ReCGairtel, 10/1/63, enclosing an informant statement 
| getting forth the res . i he CPUSA on =, ; 

the matter concerning This = 70 
inquiry was made as the result of a request by 
LADISLAV KOTZMAN, member of the International Department, 

assador Designate to Cuba. 
WILLIE HIRSCH, aka. JOHN 

---ο.ὈἩὌὺὈὄ- 

--- -Ἐ---Ὀ. 
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(6) A partially-coded message, the plain text of which reads: 

"It would be best that instead of your sending me your walkie~ 
talkie signals in the morning on Wednesdays, from 10:00 a.m. 
to 10:05 am., you send them at night on Wednesday, at 10:00 
to 10:05 p.m. When I hear your signals, we will meet the 
following day as previously arranged, 

"JACK CHILDS" 

(7) A partially~coded message, the plain text of which reads: 

WT CCCPSU: 

“The following is the final and corrected editorial statement 
which the CPUSA will publish in the next issue of our political 
organ, ‘Political Affairs,' answering the Chinese CP on their 
attack on us," 

Immediately following the above message was a 13-page 
document entitled "On the Ideological Position of the Communist 
Party of China--An Editorial Article," 

Copies of this same document were furnished to the 
Bureau by CG airtel of 10/16/63, captioned "CPUSA ~ 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS, IS - ¢c." 

(8) ἃ partially~coded message, the plain text of which reads: 

‘Next is sister HELEN; 
Next is DAN,” 

_ The above refers to the next drop and the next meeting 
place through which NY 694-S* may make contact with KOLOBASHKIN. 



Hy 
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NY 100-134637 

KOLOBASHKIN gave NY 694~S* a matchbook, within the 
layers of which was included a strip of 35 mm. developed film 
containing the following message: 

UTS GUS HALL: 

uy, /izbek Society _o of the Friendship_and Cultural Relations 
with foreign countries invites to the USSR it October- ~~ 
November a group of the Negro leaders of 7 people for 
one month. The Society will pay all traveling expenses 
from New York to Moscow and returning back and also 
expenses during their stay in the USSR. It would be 
desirable to include some eminent Negro leaders into the 
group who could openly speak in the USSR as well as after 
their return to the USA. Please, inform us about members 
of the group and also show where and when they can get 
their visas. 

In Soviet press, in particularly, newspapers Pravda and 
Izvestja widely cover the struggle of the Negro people for 
its rights. Some Soviet public organizations like the 
All-Union Central Council of Trade Unions, Solidarity 
Committee of the Asian and African countries, the Soviet Women 
Committee, and Committee of the Youth organizations made 
statements and protests against brutalities of American 
racists towards Negro people. 

The editorial article of August issue ‘Political Affairs’ 
will be published in the October issue of the magazine 
'The History of the C.P.su.' 

BEN DAVIS' article on the Negro questions will be reprinted 
in the magazine ‘Political Self£-Education., " 7 / 

vr 
The Union of the Soviet writers invites PELE GREENE ne 
as its guest for 3 weeks. ~ jp! 

eo 
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πὸ . MAX WEINSTEIN ang dit get help in their 
negotiations with the Ministry of Foreign Trade. 
Washington Embassy notified to give them visa. 

"CccPsu" 

The August, 1963, issue of "Political Affairs" 
referred to in the above message contains an 
editorial article entitled “The Ideological 
Struggle in the American Left." 

ReNYairtel, 10/3/63, page 2 of which sets forth a 
message from GUS HALL to the CCCPSU requesting 
that FELIX GREENE be invited to the USSR. 

tion concerning MAX WEINSTEIN an 
is set forth in NYairtel, 10/3/63, - με 

which states that steps were being taken by a 
group of businessmen to lease exhibition booths 
at the New York World Fair to sell exhbit 

*? products from socialist countries, and 
‘|WEINSTEIN are to go to the USSR to consult with 
i representatives of the Commercial Ministry and 
to arrange for the purchase of products and for 
eredit. 

IbG 

70 

ΤῸ 
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. ' KOLOBASHKIN told NY 694-S* that the Russians have 
| κα , invited 1000 guests to attend a party δὲ the headquarters of the 
| χω -ὸ Soviet Mission to the United Nations on November 7, 1963, 

Ν in celebration of the Russian Revolution. KOLOBASHKIN said 
τι that the Soviets were sorry that it would be impossible for 
ΗΝ GUS HALL to attend the said party, but that they expected that 

ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN would head the CPUSA delegation in 
attendance theremm, and that they would consider her "their 
guest of honor," 

hb’ 

“ts 
we" 

{ 

KOLOBASHKIN advised the informant that with respect 
to the coming international conference of CP's of the world 
for discussion of the Chinese-Soviet dispute, no date has been set. 

; Before terminating their conference, KOLOBASHKIN told 
/ ΝΥ 694-S* that the Soviets desire that he furnish them the names 

ἦν jand addresses of three reliable white male Americans, in the 
ων 20 530 year age bracket, progressive, but not associated with the 
«IGP, KOLOBASHKIN stated that the Russians had in mind that these 

' individuals "work with us." 
i 

KOLOBASHKIN stated that after NY 694~S* furnished him | 
“ὦ | the desired names and addresses, the informant would have nothing 
“ci, further to do with this matter--that the Soviets would handle 

the matter from there on, KOLOBASHKIN also told the informant 
thatthe Soviets would fiake similar requests of the same nature, 
depending upon how successful they might be with regard to the 
first three individuals suggested by the informant. KOLOBASHKIN 
also requested that NY 694-S* furnish the Soviets with a biographical 
sketch of the persons whom he would suggest to work with then, 

{ 85 a result of FBI activity, are forced to seek aid from American 
jfoxr the espionage apparatus. He stated that he has no one in mind 

\ | whom he could suggest to the Soviets at this time. He stated that 
\ this is a matter which the Bureau should control, and that he 

will pursue this matter in accordance with Bureau instructions. 

The informant stated that, in his opinion, the cries 



NY 100.134637 

jexploitati 
lappropriat 

The NYO has under consideration the possibilities for 
on inherent in this request of the Soviets, and 
6 recommendations will be made by separate communication. 
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ν ΕΒῚ 

* Date: 10/30/63 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

Vio __ AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL 
ΘΝ (Priority or Method of Mailing) 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-4238091) 

_FROM- : SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

SOLO 
“TS - C 

ReBuairtel 10/29/63. 

New York at the specific request of NY 694-S* has advised 
Chicago that since the request by KOLOBASHKIN for three reliable 
white, male, Americans is an apparatus or espionage Situation, 
CG 5824-8* should not be advised of same, NY 694—-S* further 
advised that CG 5824~-S*, since this request has no relation to 
the Communist Party (CP) should not have this subject matter A 
brought up with him on the occasion of the 14th Solo mission. : 
He feels therefore that CG 5824-S* should not be aware of this \ 
information. 

Since CG 5824-S* therefore will not know of this Soviet 
request and Since it does appear to be an espionage or apparatus 
assignment for NY 694-S* and further since the recommendations 
could not logically include individuals from the Chicago area 
Since NY 694-S* does not know Chicago people, no recommendations 
are being submitted by Chicago for exploiting this Situation, 

MAY 
τ 

i ~ Breas (nit 00 134637) (RE) REO BE 7 i - New York RE lnm LAF Cy } “5222 

1 - Chicago loo if J G0G! 450 ol 

ONE; JVK ΠΣ no ΒΟΥ “E7963 () 

) Shek WK 
ΒΝ πον Abs 

Wey gd Gp ee all 
" We wa 

ἵ- Approved: Ξ i 

65 NOY ὃ agia
n in CharSe 

Sent MM Per 
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10/28/63 

ATRTET, 

TO: DIRECTOR, PBI (65-HEW) 
APPT: FBI LABORATORY 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (65~22525) 

SUBJECT: UNSUB; Recipient of Encoded Radio 
Message Transmitted Botween 11:25 Ail 
and 11:29 Ad EDT oa 14500 Kes, 10/7/63 
ESP ~ R _ 
(0O:HyY) ae 7 

ne Sa fe ' 
Re NY airtel, 10/21/63, “~~ © 

On 10/28/63, the following radio message addressed 
to ANS was interceptca by the NYO at approxiiately 14525 KCS 
at 11:33 Eastern Standard Time. It will be recalled that 

previous 2 intercopts occurred approximately 11:25 ΟΡ 

Daylicht TBime or 1525 Greenwien Neridilan Tinc, The current 

intercept occurred at 1633 Grecawienh Meridien Time. The 
procedure used in the below message is identical to that used 

in realrtel transmission: 

.- πον 

"HV ANB ANI AMI 1 (Sent for 5 minutes) 

NR 663 GR 171 

39756 36790 1780 98877 37656 58089 96454 61826 69522 57279 

Bx¥GO6 GO5ON ΧΥΧΧΧ XXKXX 40508 1944o 44670 95745 63859 32566 

17846 98561 47509 O4119 31797 ΟΥ780 44934 5701. 5ako7 53604 

15235 U3575 32015 94998 9928 94776 92653 Ce5e7 61135 53465 

5 ~ Bureau (RM) 
(: ~ PBI Laboratory) 
1 - 100-428091) 

> - How Yorit 

(1 -ἰφθο 15,651) VEI «τ. Μ 
DMCshee (9) « en ee, ἧς 

7 {0 Ὁ RECORDED 
aye Q Nov ¥ 1063 

eee ΝΗ 



ATRTEL 

WY 65-.22525 

"TTAQA 63770 

Maga y, 

58247 

61261 70920 

2ehk6e 

91509 

91285 

29860 

10914 

πδοῦ 

9533 

52964 

69165 

o5081 

25994 

02095 

97168 

GO77S ET SK 

08199 

T5499 

20650 

SQUAT 

5943 

32525 

60780 

96029 

O759e2 

οροῦδ 

50065 

12240 

99475 

7T8GHe 

3e431 | 

33720 

19669 

09830 

82007 

47089 

Su 749 
21137 

83219 

67235 

02983 

20276 

O7149 

291s 

COTHO 

09647 

A965 

60663 

2013 

36436 

13420 

45868 

τοῦ 

1580 

09233 

20875 63191 

78592 27507 

50877 79124 

#1394 41999 

87106 65L4e 

35332 

75847 

18167 ὦ 

QOO04g0 = 

34049 ὁ 

LOGAL 

00543 
HSEEG 

34710 

01232 

49308 

21173 Geg15 

02572 72040 

17956 39419 

hakss 83665 

&8033 63916 

63407 79303 
54707 03800 

53297 11620 

6151 57710 

32640 20600 

12048 59689 

60946 18591 

03502 63776 

Tie X's appearing above indicate the radio operator 
was unable to read the transmitted numeral. 
sorirlnoaved at 1645 Greenwich Meridian Time, 

REQUEST OF Tin BUREAU 

Thais transmission 

The Elcetronic Section, PBI Laboratory, contact the 
National Sccurity Agency and ascertain whether instant message 

is part of the commmications slot utilized by XDU on 10/7/63 
or waoovhor this intercept represcnts another communications τοῦς Dp 

~ Do 



OPTIONAL FORM HO. 10 §010-106 
MAY 1962 EDITION 
GSa GEN, REG. NG. 27 Tolsoa 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Belmont 
Moke 

Casper 

Memorandum cle 
DeLoach 

Evans 

TO Mr, vb $ebvan pareNovember 1, 1963 Rosen 

Tave] 

Trotter 
Tele. Roam — FROM Mr, J. Ae Si: ἣν in 

᾿ on δ pe 

' SUBJECT? SOTO. >} Naf 

“INTERNAL SECURITY -- ὁ 

Supervisor Robert Latchford, New York Office advised Night 

Supervisor Andrew J. Decker on 11.1.62 that C¢ 5824-3 departed on 

Solo mission £ 14 aboard BOAC flight # 506 at 10:12 p.m. 11-1-63. 

ACTION ¢ 

For information. 

AJD:cwb hy : Ν 

(5) γὴν Ἀν 
1 = Mr. Belmont 
1 = Mr. Sullivan 
1 = ir. Baumgardner 

-\f 

1 - Wy, Shay 
(14 

EX-115 

REC. 6 
fe DP DAs 

" oo- 42 SOPL— 8373 
NOV 6868 

eos BE κ 
ΓᾺΡ - ται ἘΠῚ Nie! 

ἣν eee “AS 

CAO 

G5 ΝΟΥ 8 “763 



OPTIONAL FORM NG. 10 S010—106 ὃ 
MAY 1962 EDITION 
GSA GEN, REG, NO. 27 Tolson 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT | Βε ποσὶ 
“* “| Casper 

: : ᾿ ᾿ ΜΞ: Callahan 
Memorandum κα ne er ee  ππησ τ ν  ν πῃ ἘΠ twee Conrad 

DeLoach ‘tl Evans 
Gale 

4. Conrad ΡΣ; DATE: November 5, 1963 Rosen ~ 
ἂν " Tavel 

Jw a Trotter 

eno £9 C. F. Downing Yolnes — 
andy 

SUBJECT: Ὡς oP oye 

ΝΣ "INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

᾿ Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly ab Le ee 
informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving messages transmitted to him 
by radio. 

Transmissions were heard 11/4/63 by the Bureau's radio station 
at Midland on scheduled times and frequencies but no messages were sent. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

. ae . 
eee 2- Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, W. G. Shaw) 

| \ Ene re 
(10) 

recg A042 S09 / 
" 22 NOV 8 1939 

EX-1]) 
rior py . 

- 34 
iL, 

γ᾽ Ὑ 
ὃ ‘7 ΝΟΥ 131963 



SECLASSTEPICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROE: 

FRET AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GOTDE - - 

ΤΕ Lar-l4-201] Φ A 

Ἕ 

am ¥ \ ᾿ 

* ™ on - 1. Hr, Belmont 

1~ ΠῚ, Evans 
1... τὶ Sullivan 

ω- fat. Ἢ roner 

ROUTE IN RN VEE OP E Ἢ Mr, Branigan 

Mr, Shaw 1. 
1- eas 

Vctuber 2ν, 1¢ 

DY LEA 

β 

| _. pad Ae Uonorable Julm 4. “elune Kooi Ὁ "2 
Dircetor ω 
Contral intelligence Aucnay 4" we 
Loshington, 0.¢. 

< Ν 
ἝΞ «τς 

Your lip. Letone: 

4 Most sensitive source of this Tureau which has 
fugnished reliable informution in the past reccntly reecived 
the following imvornotion concern Beraiad Lui τος 
tio was rcleased Iron custody by the Soviets on septeuber 20, 
1665, following bis arrest on Angust 26, 1965, in Licv, 
Sucsia, οὐ a bowosexaed chariuc. 

lyten, sluice his return te the Usited States, hes 
been telling his vriends thet he hed been "froned" by the 
ΟΝ ἀξ τος that he did not know what the churees acainst hin 
were Until he arrived in the United stetes$ “and that he hed 
boen mistreated in the Covict Union. ἌΝ sold he bed hoon 
(οι αὐ prot Loh by the Vovict Sccret Folice, 
porticalarly concerning ao notchook in his possession 
contvinine the nencs of his Mussiow accgaletances. Geter 
wad abier cach Kussion's nome in his notebook he hed pleced 
amimeral to indicute his size in various artiches of 
searing tpperel since it was his custom when visiting the 
ΜΔ ΟΕ Unien to present cifts tv his various Mussiin contects. 
Ἔπὸ ocerct velice, horvever, could nut be convinced of the 
aact that these pamerakls did not indicate thet be was cngaed 

ORIGIN" T. SILED IN 

Wh BT 
100-245228 naan 

C2 100428091 (Solberg, sued | πασαεῖς 
ViGS £jh/pag -΄ _ SEE NOTE PAGE 2 

(10) Ι τόσες: ΝΞ 

oi ay Kea” . 199 NOV 11 



\ Tn na + 

Uonorzbl< ἀρ A. MeCone 

in seve Εἰ of ospionersc cetivity. Loten suid Ve wis 
feeessory Yor hin to tell the Soviets repeatedly that he 
was foc cupleycd by the Control intelligence Ascacy, ten 
stronly denied that the homosexual chore against hin hed 

any busis in act, 

wilnecerely yours, 

ΤΕ: 

Classified "Ky 2t" because unauthorized 
disclosure of this information could reveal the identity 
of the source who is of continuing value, and such 
revelation could result in exceptionally graye damage to 
the Nation, See memorandun fir, Baurigardner to Tir, Sullivan 
dated 10/28/63, captioned "Solo, Internal Security - Communist," 
WSS ich. 
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Transmit the following in 

Φ 1, Φ 
FBI 

Date: 10/30/63 

(Type in plain text or code) 

Vv; AIRTEL | 
ig , 

(Priority or Method of Mailing) 

we ee Ὁ. --Φ.0Ὸ...Ὸςς..... ι΄... ....-, 

ΤῸ: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) ard og Atty 

: 

ὶ 

SOLO 
15 -α 

EROMS .. SAC, CHICAGO (134=46 Sub B) : ᾿ : 

C Kyles Ἵ 

Remyairtel and informant's statement captioned 
"INFORMATION CONCERNING JACK KLING AND RELATIONS WITH POLISH 

CONSULATE, CHICAGO" dated 10/2/63, 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 3 copies 
and for the New York Office 1 copy of an informant's statement 
captioned "RESULTS OF CONTACT BY JACK KLING, OCTOBER, 1963, 
WITH REPRESENTATIVE OF THE POLISH CONSULATE, CHICAGO", 

The information in the enclosed informant's 

statement was furnished on 10/17/63, by CG 5824~8* tag, SA ἫΝ 
RICHARD , HANSEN, 

level Κλ 
~ Bureau (Encls, 3) CRM) 
~ New York (100-134637) (Encl. 1) (RM) 

2- Chicago 
(1 - 65-4268 SATPTIA) 

RWH: Plb REG. 1» [60 κεν ager 
(6) ne ᾿ “ τῳ gy ἐπεὶ 

ἰς . ἢ ν 1 - _ May a "y 

τι vee —— ΝΕ [05 OOF ora by \ na 

| / δι... ΜΡ 
ὃ A NOr ist ae cial Agent in Charge ᾿ ᾿ 



RESULTS OF CONTACT oY face KLING, OCTOBER, 1963, WITH REPRESENTATIVE OF THE POLISS- ‘CONSULATE, CaTCAGO ΕΝ 

" ἀξ wild bo reealles thar recently JACK KLING of —— Gizcago had been givon dnatructiens by MORRIS CHILDS, . secretary of the Foraign Affairs Committes, Comaunist Party, USA (CP, USA) te mako contact with SPANIGLAV TURBANSKE . s Consul, Acting Consul General, Polish Consulate, - Chicago, prioy to that individual's Schedvled veturn to Poland for reageaignnent. RULING wap to attempt ¢o aeternine | from TURBANSEZ the identity of the person at the Consniiate who was responsible for handling CP affaires. 

Qn Getober 17, 1962, JACK KLING reported that in  eonnection with the above agsignaeat, Ae hag, in cariy October, 1963, made cantact With an unidentified rapresentag. - tive of the Polish Consulate, Chicago. KLING noted that this person had given bis no direct ressonee to his dngquiry but tha? he had been told “the person whe φουλά give him the information wae not at the Consulate ahs a 7 
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FRI 

Date: 11/6/63 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code} 

Ι 
Vie ATRLEL REGISTERED | 

(Priority or Method of Mailing) 

ee ee ee eee ee Joe. 

λυ a tay4 TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC,_NEW YORK (100-134637) 

suBzEct: “SoLo 
IS-C 

On 11/6/63, NY 694-S* advised that on that date he 
received a letter from CG 5824-S* addressed to Arisco Associates, 
50 Broad Street, NYC. The Letter, postmarked London, November 4t 
and partly coded, was to the effect that CG 5824-S* had obtained 
a visa in London, that all was well, and that he would leave 
for Prague on November 4, 1963. 

ag Bs 

" igi np 

(o/ = BaRBAU (100428091) (RM) , 
: 1 - CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) (AM RM) { 
\ L - NY 134-91 (Inv) (41). (; f 
\ 1 - NY 100-134637 (41) - ἮΝ 

ACB:mfd (#41) — “ 

() «Ὁ (aoa OT | 55 bb 
/ 

τὸ NOV +¢-1065 

—— ERG Nye 

πὰ δὴν ax 7 
Ly 



SUBJECT: 

¥ 

" 

f τ 

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 SO10— 10d 

MAY 1962 EDITION 

UNITED ‘STATES c@panment @ 

Memorandum 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) pate: 11/4/63 

. a SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637A) 2 

é Koro 
—ts2¢ 

ReNylet 10/4/63 captioned as above. 

The records of the NYO reflect the following - 
transactions regarding SOLO funds, as reported by NY 694-S* 
during the month of October, 1963: 

Credits 

On hand 10/1/63 $320,595.00 

Debits 

10/8/63 to LENA DAVIS SCHERER for: 
JUAN SANTOS RIVERA for ΟΡ 
of Puerto Rico ᾧ 1,000.00 

"The Worker" $24, 000,00 

$25 , 000.00 r) 

10/28/63 to LENA DAVIS SCHERER for: 7 " 
"The Worker" $15, 000,00 | 

National Office expenses ᾧ 6,000,00 

$21,000.00 

Total Debits 4 46,000.00 
9.0. 

Balance ᾿ 95,00. 
00-7 og) 5 SELF 

In accordance with Bureau lord, , BOG, 
where consistent with security, is attempting to trace 
transfers of SOLO funds. — a 

| % 5. NOV 1969 
(2) - Bureau (RM) ΠΩ 
i - Chicago oe yy Sone) (Ra) seme ones (ἢ) 
1 - New York iSo-taaoet (Cus Au (Δ i 
1 - New York(100-128861 )(GPuS ~FUNDS-RESERVE FUNDS ) (#414 ) ie 

"BE NOV 141969 smen 

(ὁ, =e —_—— a 



GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27 

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 BO TOH106-03 i 
i MAY 1982 EDITION Εν 

UNITED STATES GOV. MENT ity 

Memorandum 
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: November 8, 1963 TO 5 

A . SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

Ἢ λυ τ 
SUBJECT? SOLO ᾿ ῳ 

Is ~ C 

On Qcfober 17, 1963, CG 5824-S* advised that he had 
transmitted on_that date on his own initiative a copy of_the 
book entitled "Wealth and Power in America" by GABRIETKOLKO, 
to Professor 1. SIRINOV (a fictitious person), P. Ὁ. Box 541," 
Moscow, Russia. The above address was the mail:-drop for the 
Central Committee, Communist Party, Soviet Union. 

The above book was published by FREDERICK A. PRANGER, 
New York, New York. CG 5824-S* further noted that he had 
selected this book for transmittal to the Soviet Union because 
he felt that it may be of some informational value to them. 

On this same date, CG 5824-S* noted that he intended 
to transmit a second copy of this same publication to his friend, 
TIMUR TIMOFEEV, also known as TIMMY DENNIS, in care of the 
Academy of Science of the USSR, Moscow, Russia, 

CG 5824-S* was mailing the above two items in order ᾿ f 
to keep open certain channels and to provide material of the , CG 
general nature which had been requested. [ 

a 
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4 
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100~-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

Sono 
Is -C 

3. Bureau (RM) 

Approved: 

GE NOY ΤῸ “562 

On 11/6/63, the Chicago Office, through CG 5824-S#'s 
legend address at 524 South Fifth Avenue, Des Plaines, Illinois, 
received a communication dated 11/3/63. ‘This communication, 
in the form of a picture post card, reflected that CG 5824-S* 
had arrived safely in London, England, on 11/2/63, had made 
contact with representatives at the Czech Embassy, London, and 
would proceed on schedule in continuation of his trip. 

On 11/6/63, CG 6653-S advised that she had received 
two communications from CG 5824-S*, one dated 11/2/63 and the 
other dated 11/3/63. Both were brief letters in open code, 
which indicated that CG 5824-S* was in good health and had 
completed successful arrangements for his Czech visa. The 
communication dated 11/3/63 further noted that CG 5824-S* was 
at that time en route to the "airport." While it is not 
specifically known, it is possible that CG 5824-5* may have ᾿ 
departed London in continuation of this Solo Mission ἃ day inf " 
advance of that which he had initially scheduled. It should 
be pointed out here that CG 5824-S* had mentioned prior to 
departure that if he was successful in securing his Czech visa 
on 11/2/63, he might then attempt to depart London for Zurich, 
Switzerland, on 11/3/63. He felt that if he could arrange 
this, he could arrive in Prague, Czechoslovakia, a day earlier, 
which would be very advantageous. He noted that there were 
daily flights, including Sunday, from Zurich into Prague, which 
was not the situation existing from London to Prague. 

ἫΝ 
The above is for the information of the Bureau. 

New York has been previously advised of the above by telephone 
on 11/7/63, 

el ὁ fee ἧς O 7, Ἐπὶ Ὑ7}: 
“ καὶ ἐν 

193 

net 

I - New York (100-134637) (RM) ς 
1 ~ Chicago 

RVH: b11 | 

(5) 
Sent UM Per 

Le Spe ial Agent in Charge 
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Date: 11/4/ 63 

(Type in plain text or code) 

.-. AIRTEL REGISTERED 
Vi 

(Priority or Method of Mailing) 

ee en ae ae fo 

e TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) | 

ΤῊΝ (fr “ ws 
FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134.637) we ye 

™., ae a 

SUBJECT : om if! | f ἢ; Ἂχ 

“I” it ἡ ARE TOA 
: (00: CG) bi! 

“ΛΝ advised SAS ALEXANDER C. BURLINSON and 
on 11/1/63, that pursuant to instructions from 

eneral Secretary, he made available the follow- 
ing documents to CG 5824~-S*, which were to be taken by CG 5824-S* 
to Moscow on his SOLO mission on 11/2/63: 

| A 16 page mimeographed document dated October, 1963, 
and entitled,“@or_a Campaign of Party..Renewal”, ΐ 
by Gi GUS_HALL, Aer aie bees was based upon the GUS HALL “a 
Yeport to the CPUSA Natimal Executive Committee WEIr 

Ve -" ἡ (NEC) fin October, 1963 . 

meeting 

᾿ te A 9 page document. captioned? fnratt Resolution - 
Break the Resistance of” ‘the Dixiecrats and 
Establish Constitutional. Government..in- the ᾿ 
South"! which was based upon the report_of BEN. 

DAVIS: ‘at the October, 1963, CPUSA NEC meeting. 

ho { : of 
8 “ MOREA (100-134637) (Encl, 4) (RM) Lav ly. 
1 - CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) (nen 2) (AM RM) 
1 
1 

- 134-91 (inv) (ΔἸ ( of τ "δ aN et O - NY 1h0-134637 (41) 
i γι ὯΝ 

᾿ A. al ω A) 

oy 4" ? ΤῈ δον Polat 
. . λ΄ 

WGC :thfd! (441) + ἘΠ 
(7) ME ty , ΓΝ “et 

eo 
A pe al! 4 ΠΣ Agent in Charge 

Per 



NY 100-134637 

NY 694-S* advised that CG 5824-S* wag’Aalso taking 
to Moscow, the October 17, 1963, issue of the//'Sentinel", 
a magazine published in Chicago, Illinois, ~ which Sneluded the 
following articles: 

"100 Leading Americans Ask Full Rights for 
Soviet Jews" 

"An Exclusive Interview With Gromyko" 

"For a Realistic Approach to the 'Jewish 
Question’? 

dition, CG 5824-8* was taking to Moscow the 
letter of th National Gommittee Against Nazi Criminals and 
Nazism _in America dated October, 1963, which states that a 
conference is to be held on 11/24/63, at Chicago. 

Copies of the aforementioned documents are being 
furnished to the Bureau herewith. Copies of the documents con- 
cerning the NEC meeting reports are being furnished to the 
Chicago Office herewith. 
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Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) ᾿ 

Vie ATRTEL REGISTERED MATL 

ἠ a (Priority or Method of Mailing) 

¥ Tele. Room.—|— ἢ 
ἡ Miss Husacs_|_. ἢ 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) ; Miss Gandy—— | 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) thf. 
ἜΝ ἜΗΝ for” 

supseen sono” 
13. voredeat ke LE CUR IT YS Οὐ ΜΕ AL S44 isto aC 

(00: ca) i 

advised SAS ALEXANDER C, BURLINSON and ὁ. 
on 11/6/63, that he had been given the "" 

OLLowing message by IRVING POTASH, Labor Secretary, CPUSA, 
to be sent to the Central Committee of the CP of the Soviet 
Union: οἷδε le 

a “nih Bu, 
WjMEANY will head a delegation from [CA 
FL-CLO to Kenya, Afric’, for an ee 

ndépendence celebratiogrto be held in |, . ΤΩΣ Ae? 
December, 1963. , of the “- ᾿ yh, et 
iaternational Confe ration of Free Trade fe , 
Unions, and others 4ill attend. GEORGE ΠΣ τ peat 
MEANY did not wish to participate in this M0 7 
delegation but the United States State 
Department insisted that he go by reason 5 yy , 
of the fact that it was the State Si 4 δ Hl 
Department's opinion that the United iI 

States delegate should outrank the {i 
delegates from other countries. a 

Ho (hee IRVING ‘POTASH informed NY 694-S* that he had secured 

8 ἐλοῦ 613 information set forth in this message from VALENTINE 
@ γ᾿ GREGORYABURTAN (Bufile 100- 262352) . σ-- ) 235 : a 

ax Bureaw (100-428091) (RM) _ art Ἰὸ (O62; 72 £7 
1.- Chicago (τι o-Sup B) (Am) (RM) Be δ 
‘Lo ΝΥ 134-91 (INV) (41) yh fd “NOV ῃ 1963 “᾿ 
1 - NY 100-134 37 (41) ἜΝ 

WGC :mni 
vi 

2. 
Approved: a Sent 
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Mohr 
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Memorandum ΒΟΌΤΕΤΝ ENVELOPE = 
TO : Mr, Conrad ow pate: November 12, 1963 eg 

Ν Sullivan 

Tavel 

Trotier 

rroMig Cc. Ξ. Downing Tale. Room 
Holmes 

be 
an 

ΩΝ 
υἹ, SUBJECT: “SOLO. © 

INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable confidential informant 
NY 694-S* who has been receiving messages transmitted to him by radio. 

Transmissions were heard 11/11/63 by the Bureau's radio station at 
Midland on scheduled times and frequencies but no messages were sent. 

ACTION: 

For information, 

2- Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A, Sizoo, W. G. Shaw) ( ' 

—_ 
Plan κυ 

βερ.8. /20-42809/ .- “55 8, 
22 NOV 1511983 

4 i Ν ων 

od myo ‘\. 5 ' 

ape Ae er Ἰὼ 



Like. to kney- how he. could help his. ‘government. 

. ΝΣ 5 ere _ “ΣΙΝ τ ἵν “ ; —_—— 

ΟΡ " a ᾿ . . οὐ" ᾿ - Β . 
7 

. 

one ‘ ἦν ᾿ - 2 fe ον ΝΞ ΝΞ το 1 + . Ν 

alo” i. . _ ᾿ tet . ῦ . : oe + ~ ~ 

«Ὅτ. " . ‘ ΝΞ ᾿ + * : ᾿ ὁπ , - 

ἐν ἷ ΕΞ 1 . - . ἢ : hoon. . , ΠΣ ΝΙΝ ς Ε . ᾿ 

of δ τ’ ΝΞ ΕΙΣ ΕΣ ᾿ εκ τ τ τ ΝΣ 

- 4 . ᾿ "" ᾿ ᾿ . ᾿ ΚΝ ΟΝ . . ᾿ 

“ιν - yo. ot Wty : ἢ ᾿ - ‘ . Φ . ΝΣ 

Ἢ . ἢ ΝΞ ἮΝ’. -ν πον - . 

: + 
᾿ . 

ι 
1 . 

ATT . ECTOR WILLIAM Cc - SULLIVAN). wt 

ὅλον HEH YORE oy Bo Ἂς 

a “er, USA. - TOPLEV po we 
“INTERNAL SECURITY - ὦ a ΤῸ ". 

Ν , “On Agents PHILLT?. Me BROOKS and WILLIAM. c. + rp 

᾿ MARTIN met ᾿ vicinity of Fifth Avenue and. 49th - - 

Street, Haw York City, Nei. was most friendly when contacted 

. and. after: an exchange of pleasantries was agreeable to ἃ suggestion. . 

τα. lunch in the Jiffy Coffee Shop at 8 East 4Oth Street, “Kew York City. 7 

_ At the outset ‘of the runcheon,[___Juas aS καὶ if he had “nead }. 

tthe: morning newspapers eonceralng the spy armrests the might before τ. 

' (John Butenke, et al). said he had not yet read the newspaper | 

but had heard padio: news reports of the arrests made. He deseribed the» 

_ arrests as “fantastic.” ΕΝ 

ἝΝ Was ‘told that the arrests ‘Indieate what, the’ Soviets are 

“doing in the field of espionage. -The arrests also could indis 

need for people to. eaoperate and work for their government. ΕΝ 

stated he understood: this very well and.if any bombs are.dropped he 

does not want them dropped on this country. He stated thet he. would | 

hen ‘guggested that wight be: able to help in the | | 

te stated that he had any veal:experiebes ὧ ΤῸ 

“He | paid he probably could 

| The present time and could prodanry 

greatly improve ΤῸ DrOrrerency ‘in ‘this field if he practiced. He said. 

. he would not: practice for the sake -@f practicing, but would have to be 

ος told that he would have a need for ‘this type of werk. He said as far ᾿ 

τ - ‘ "Ὲ | 3 | 

2 7 6 a 

εν ΠΥ «τ MT aloe! ὁ .--. τ ΝΙΝ 

eee nl rr we 12 -¥900 σφε 
1 τ Néew YorkL - - mm )ePYL  " ΜΝ ΕΝ NOT. RECORDED | 

> 2 ὦ Mew York -€100-234637; Solo) #41 " ΕΞ " _ 201 Nov 261963. a . 

᾿ ἃ + Wew York 33 So RE OS ἢ 
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᾿ a 1 thing as all a hs monitored by 4 the FCC. 
Re woul oY issistance if he’ was. to. Bet up 

. ‘@xplained that at yhat time he Nad his’ own] Cs do 

one of hish ss —“(‘iC LLCO WO 
said a-hotel In the Poconos in’ Fennsylvania bought ἃ ee [070 * 
‘which did not gi roperly. Since he wag_instrumental|] sss 
the particulay nd because he _had_the Ὁ ὃ ὃΤ΄ὃὁὅ νὰ 

— d to to Bring in the proper 
ee or like to. know just how Ne ear 

. 3. SSistance ts 2 χὺ 5 ARO a Soviet ΝΣ 
came into 
‘conearnin 
‘gaid he knew the Man — : πε 
discount, ‘explaining ἢ that he Was | front the Soviet Consul. 
further explained that. the. item the. Soviet wanted. te purcnas 
a fair trade item in. New York State and this jtem could be purchased Ὁ 
in Washington, DC. , with. a> ‘discount. and no. ον sales tax would 
have to be paid. ες 

᾿ Ε [πττε-7 55 asked “if. he could think ς of anyone he night contact, | 
who would pe 2n ἃ position té help hin. -@gtablish a eontact with the yD τι 
Seviets. . replied that he does not know of anyone offhand. 
He said if wouta be foclish to contact parsons such as the > 
To hom he kitews bécause they were open 
“in ir aétivi S ana recerved: publicity | through the. newspapers, 
He said many people have changed their thinking on world affairs ὦ 

_gince events which have. happened in the pests. such as Hungary. — 

τους said that. it 19 his opinien that no-one can be both. | 
a Communist and a loyal American. He stated that.he, considers 
himself a loyal American and will do everything An’ his power ἴθ 
assist: his government. - τ ΝΞ ΝΣ ΝΝ bID 

ΝΕ : Parts hé is perfectly willing’ “to. act on’ ‘pehalé of 
. the FE ™ offer himself ag bait to the Rus@ians provided it. 

ean be done in a BECULE , | subile . way which would 1 provoke no undue ΝΣ 



᾿ “that he would not. wantto be: ‘placed in a pos sition where 

suis picion. He said He. “would be worbied about his. persioi urity,. 

-  -and safety iff he were. discovered working with ‘the FBI. - Said 
be. 

the only one το say. that he was working with ,the ‘Bureau. He said 

κε that he would want to. sécure | assurance. that if. such occurred, _ the " 

Bureau would back him. 
i 

ae Lhe advised that the rat. also would want reciprocal 

τς + guarantees at he was acting in good faith and was aboveboard in 

Spade ‘respects.. [readily agreed - to this need. μιν bID 

τ το οὐ Cote ked if he -or his wife has any pelatives now 

ον iiving ever me Chale that the,onl overseas is 

Chis father who mig ead by this time. an 2 he has not 
heard from his father since about 1942-and has made no inquiries 

_ concerning him. He said he. could go.to. the U.S. State Department 

‘ib? U 

“and ask if they could find out something as to his father's whereabouts. 

He said he would do ‘this if the FBI thought it would do any good. ..He 

. gaid the State Department could give the Russians -his address. and’ then 

“Maybe he would he contacted by someone. He ‘said if, he is.ever οι 

contacted by any: Russians he would call the FBI.. . ΝΕ 

stated that the only relative his. wife ‘has Living 
overseas, is 8 ‘brother, ins Austria. οὐ a 

DTD 

pa to said if. ‘the PBI wants. ‘to δὴ οἱ anyone. on him he wild 

play: ἜΝ ΘΤΙ  that- person, and. keep the FBI advised of everything " 

OF deitenést. 

i ee a bid on 
US. Military ΜΝ ὙΠ Ι es ἜΤ and if the srw 

this fact known it Might possibly. be of interest ‘to ‘the ‘Russians. 

ΝΞ As the luneh time neared. the end, Fas asked to" think 

"about people he knew’ in the 1930's who. MIQMt DE ‘in the United States 

greed to do this and, the contact was, terminated on a most" 

rriendiy: basis. ςτὸ τὸν De er ἮΝ ID 
late - 
ὟΝ ᾿ : ΝΣ 

a EVALUATION So we ̓ ᾿ ct, 

ΝΣ throughout - “this eontact was ‘mest talkative, friendly y" 

. pand apneared ager :to ba. of assistance to the FBI. “Tt is feit that 

7 | ss believes a “friendship has been established - ‘between SAS BROOKS 5: 

“VIRETTY and himself. It is believed that additional contaéts with . 

| should be made and ‘eventually it 8. félt. he “will be. willing 

ὡς “to discuss his complete. Past. ; 

resent time who could put him in contaét: “with: the. Soviets." 7 
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Date: 11/7/63 

PLAIN 
(Type in plain text or code) 

Transmit the following in 

Πα  “““Ψᾳᾳ0Ὄ0ᾳ0Ὄ0Ὄ0Ὄ6ΝΙ 
ω ΣῈ 

aa "5.2. 5. 
1 το: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) ) 6 ἊΣ 

/ ἀν Δ} 
FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) i Ἴ] ΤΊ 

GE Ἂ ἡ ᾿ 
ϑυβσβονί Soro | ᾿ 

“Ts -c | 

| ς 5 
ReBu airtels 10/29/63 and 11/4/63, and NYXC 

airtel 10/25/63. els 10/29/ My IN 
ae 

Interviews with NY 694-S* have determined 
that source does not deem it advisable to discuss instant 

matter with GUS HALL. It is the opinion of NY 694-S* 
that HALL would advise source to refrain from further. 

discussions of this matter with the Soviets in view 

of the arrest of JOHN W. BUTENKO and one Soviet nationa 
and the detention of two other Seviets who were attached. ἡ) 4 

to the Soviet Mission to the U.N..,on 10/29/63. It is Ee \ 

further the source's opinion that HALL would take this Σ 

stand since HAL would not wish to. place the Communist ὁ}. 

Party in the potentially embarrassing position of havi pret 
furnished personnel for the Soviet espionage apparatus. AL 40 

a 

~, 

With respect to the matter in question, the ἢ" 

NYO feels that the immediate furnishing of the names / I 

of individuals who fulfill the prerequisites set ΒΕ, 
forth by ALEKSEY M. KOLOBASHKIN during the meeting on 

10/23/63 would be premature and might possibly place 
NY 694-S* Δ ἃ compromising light. It is further 
believed that in the interest of preserving the security 
of the SOLO operation that any individuals who are 
recommended be of the highest caliber, reliable, pick 

capable and exhibit the utmost in ΠΣ. ety ΣΦ ΦΙ 4s 
Oo" DEO Sri Sao 

eo. ΓΙ κ' ihe ἱ ᾿ 
ἐπ οὶ te } 

ws 
ven 

direction by Bureay Agents. - 
νὰ ‘322Bureau (A) “Ses τῷ ok 

ΘΟ ΤΩΣ ι R oo 

CFK:caa 
Approved: ( 6) 

GS ΝΟΥ 154 ORR ent in Charge 



NY 100-134637 

The NYO is presently reviewing the files Of 
individuals, both present and former PSI's, informan 
and sources, who might fit the standards set by KORODASHIIN. 
Several such persons are presently under consideration 
for utilization. However, further research regarding 
those individuals is necessary before any decision 
concerning the suitability of submission of their 
names to the Soviets is made, Also, several additional 
considerations must be taken under advisement, such as 

the construction of a suitable legend for each person 
as well as logical grounds for source's acquaintance 
with the recommended persons. 

In relation to the foregoing, no action will 
pe takeu regarding utilization of such individuals by 
the NYO wibhout prior consultation with the Bureau. 
All decisions in this matter will be submitted for 
prior Bureau approval after full consideration is given 
same by Special Agents involved in the SOLO and espionage 
aspects of this operation. 
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(Type in plain text or code) 
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van “ ‘ Gove δ 

| FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 sub ΒᾺ SY | i ( su ἼΩΝ 

a Re Chicago airtel dated 12/31/62 and enclosed 
informant's statement captioned "INFORMATION REGARDING at 
SOVIET INSTRUCTIONS RELATIVE TO PAYMENT BY COMMUNIST PARTY a 
USA TO PEGGY DENNIS TO FINANCE SON'S EDUCATION"; and Chicago 
ietter to Bureau dated 11/7/63 captioned “COMMUNIST PARTY, 
USA ~ RESERVE FUNDS, IS - Cc," 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies % 
and for the New York Office one copy of an informant's 
statement captioned “INFORMATION REGARDING CONTEMPLATED 
PAYMENT BY GUS HALL OF $2,000 TO PEGGY DENNIS, SAN FRANCISCO." 

The information in the enclosed informant's state- ; 

ment was furnished on 10/29/63 to SAs RICHARD ἡ, HANSEN and / 7 
WALTER A, BOYLE, and on 10/30/63 to SA HANSEN by CG 5824-S* 

ty, 

Ἰωρ Boge Ww USURE 
(3) ~ Bureau tenes. 3) (CRM) 
1 ~ New York (Enc, 1) (100-134637) (an 
1 - Chicago 

RWH: b11 c-3, 6. 1. Ya SoG] ZB. 
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al yy ees) NOV. ASiIS. 3 
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i ——— τ΄ 

Sent _.__ »μ Per .Ὸο΄’ὃᾧ΄’ὗὮὋὸὮ 

as ye δ ae Agent in Charge 
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INFORMATION REGARDING CONTEMPLATED 
PAYMENT BY GUS HALL OF $2,000 TO 
PEGGY DENNIS, SAN FRANCISCO 

et μας pap EE «πᾶσα 

It will be recalled that during November, 1962, ἃ 

representative of the Central. Committee, Communist Party, | 

Soviet Union (CPSU), in the course of discussions held in 

Moscow, USSR, with a representative of the CPUSA, had advised 

that the CPSH would reimburse the CPUSA up to 32,000 for 
MIS, This noney which the Soviets 

the Soviets. 

: While HALL noted he was a little upset with EUGENE 

DENNIS, Jr., for his lack of Party activity and aleo for his 

failure to show up at a recent Party youth meeting in Chicago, 

he agreed that the payment had to be made. HALL then advised 

that he would be in the San Francisco area some time during 

Hovember, 1993, and would make contact with PEGGY DERAIS and 

turn over to her the $2,000. The money he would provide te 

her he planned to pick up in New York City and it would be 

taken from CPUSA reserve funds. — . οι 

Subsequently on October 29, 1963, it was learned 

that NORRIS CHILDS of Chicago had been in telephonic contact 

with PEGGY DENNIS, San Francisco, on that same date. During 

his conversation with her, he advised her that HALL would be 

an the area around the middle of Hovambex and that he would 

have something for ber. Instructions ware given her at this 

time to be satisfied with what she received, make no complaints 

and not raise any issues with HALL, The admonitions which 

CHILDS gave to DENNIS were described by him as being important 

because HALL had expressed dissatisfaction witn the recent 

lack of activity on the part of her son, EUGENE DENNIS, Jr. 
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if ROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) aa 71 Ὁ 

al a τ , 
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Mr |. 
a Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 3 copies and 
δι for the New York Office 1 copy of an informant's statement 

5 she captioned "INFORMATION CONCERNING CONTACT OF ISADORE WOFSY y 

ἀπ ΠΝ ~> AT CZECHOSLOVAK AND SOVIET EMBASSIES, WASHINGTON, Ὁ, C., ut 
>3S\ NOVEMBER 1, 1963", ἡ 
ORSAY ae πὰ δὶ The information in the enclosed informant's " 
Ὁ ΠΝ ἡ ἡ statement was furnished on 11/1 and 2/63, by NY 694-S* 
ὦ ἢ aN to SA RICHARD W, HANSEN, 
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INFORMATION. CONCERNING CONTACT OF | DORE-WOFSY AT CZECHOSLOVAK AND 
ΒΟΥ͂Ι ᾿ ΟΥ̓ $8) ES, WASHINGTON, b.C., 

ΚΟΥ͂: 1, 1963 | 
Felecia Renae FON ieirietRanihin Onn ne Onn 

“ats 

τ 

OO Based on instructions received from JACK CHILDS, 

ISADORE WOFSY of New York City departed during the a.m. of 

Novenber 1, 1963, by train for Washington, Ὁ. C. for the 

specific purpose of making contact with representatives at 

the Soviet and Czech Rabassiex for visas on behalf of. 

Communist Party (CP) representatives who would be traveling 

abroad in the very near future, The individuals concerning 

whom WOFSY was to,mgke visa arrangements were MORRIS CHILDS — 

: ae SINSTRIN, husband and wife. In connection 

wi he WEINSTETNs, WOFSY was to turn their United States ,,. 
pasaporte in at the Soviet Eubassy for visas, When these o 

visas had been prepared and placed in the passports of the 

WEINSTEINe, WOFSY was to pick them up and bring them back 

to JACK CHILDS in New York City. In addition, WOFSY was 

to proceed to the Czech Rabassy for the purpose of advising 

them of pending travel of MORRIS CHILDS and to request | 

Rabasay officials to issue instructions to have a visa 

available for that individual in the name of HAROLD M, 

JULES at the Czech Eebassy, London, Ingland, on November 2, 

1963, 

During the late p.m. of November 1, 1963, WOFSY 
_ was in contact with JACK CHILDS in New York City at which 

time he advised that he had successfully carried out his 

total assignment and that he had the passports with visas 

inserted for travel to the U.S.8.R. for the WRINSTEINs, . 

in his possession, WOFSY the noted the following concerning 

his contacts in Washington, D.C. \ De 
Ast 2 pt τς πον τὸ 

In Washington, he had encountered no problem | 

whatsoever ee to the arrangements he sought. He U 

went to the et kmbassy where he was in contact with τον 

GEORGEI ΜΙ ΚΟΒΝΊΣΗΚΟ, Counselor, and this individual was 
prepared to handle the visa request for the WEINSTEIN as 
he had previously received instructions on this matter. 

co 6 °B385 



WOFSY also showed to KORNIENKO a slip of paper on which he 
hed written the name under which MORRIS CHILDS contemplated 
traveling abroad and with an additional notation regarding 
the desirability of a Czech visa, On seeing this, a cali 

was placed by the Soviet Enbassy to the Czech Enbassy and 

WOFSY thereafter was given inatructions to go to that latter 
location, He was also told that upon his return to the 
Soviet Embassy the passports for the WEINSTEINa, with the 
necessary visas, would be ready to be picked up. Also at 
this time, the Soviet Bnbaesy placed a call to Prague to 

have a vise available for CHILDS in the name of JULES in 

that city. ὁ 

Thereafter, WOFSY proceeded to the Czech Enbassy 
where he etated he was immediately taken care of and had 

spoken to a person he identified as a "ge eral manager” « ΤΙ hop 

an individual probably identical with SRUDA, Czech 
Ambassador to the United States, who is a personal friend 
of MORRIS CHILDS. The Czechs were requested to have someone . 

available at the London Embassy on November 2, 1963, as 

CHILDS would be present there on that date and be requesting 

a visa to Prague in the name of JULES, It was agreed to at 

the Czech Babassy that this would be done and they advised 

that a cable or phone call would be made to both Prague and 

London to have such a visa available and to have someone 

on hand at the Embassy on November 2, 1963. 

After the contact with the Czech representatives, - 
WOFSY returned to the Soviet Eubassy and as promised, the 

visas for the WEINSTEINs were ready and had been placed in 

the WEINSTEINs' United States passports. The passports 
were then returned to WOFSY and he carried them back to 
New York City on that same date. 

Early the next morning, Saturday, November 2, 1963, 

WOFSY turned over the above passports for the WEINSTEINs to 

JACK CHILDS in New York City and this individual in turo dise 

patched them to the WEINSTEINe in Chicago. . 
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FROM Ade C. Ε΄, Downing Tele. Room 

Gandy 

Oo 
INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

/6/638, at approximately 3:20 P.M., Supervisor et 6. 
telephonically furnished the text of a message the informant desired >” 

Ὁ transmit aud requested it be 9:45 A.M., 11/7/63, the 
enciphered text was furnished t 

The plain text is set forth below. The cipher text is attached. 

TO REFEREE (Central Committee) (space) GEORGE MEANY (repeat) 
GEORGE MEANY WILL HEAD A DELEGATION FROM AFL-CIO TO 

KENYA FOR INDEPENDENCE CELEBRATION, DATE TO BE IN DECEMBER, 
IRVING BROWN (repeat) IRVING BROWN OF INTERNATIONAL CONFEDERATION 

OF FREE TRADE UNIONS AND OTHERS WILL ALSO GO. MEANY DID NOT 

WANT TO GO BUT THE COVE (USA) STATE DEPARTMENT INSISTED IT WAS 
EXTREMELY IMPORTANT, THEIR IDEA IS THAT THE COVE (USA) DELEGATE 

SHOULD OUTRANK ALL OTHERS, 

For information. ASF ( Ζ 

AOU C ἢ 
Enclosure 

ACTION: 

1 - Mr. Belmont 
2~- Mr, Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 

AY PWP:drv ἡ | 

é ao Ὁ 6- 7260 9 Sake 
vy | ess 

; ete! 2 Bow 1963 f AUF Ὁ 15 

a 4 cto 

ENCLOSE 

GY 19 1900 



49999 59448 55012 35228 34916 88397 16975 07338 44228 02391 
07339 94450 792038 08608 19177 09364 61095 37249 44957 85424 
71232 36510 56627 69424 53291 48960 09889 53336 85872 14282 
63891 18563 11409 85018 51252 33069 64757 45475 91271 89647 
74786 19345 19869 08311 62118 54657 61220 20065 42935 53399 
68005 95986 70417 57880 39803 89231 00012 32819 51211 42926 
08256 53325 71784 33803 14500 44547 52857 51116 03061 55535 
40202 81356 01006 63329 44510 40933 43739 56103 96103 47932 
59081 38369 03223 50123 94007 42713 15320 31620 82172 16073 
72082 35154 76011 58530 24239 62426 82598 49233 04510 08272 
50349 04994 

l00- J2209/-33 36 
ENCLOSE 
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TO 

: | 1 one Mr. Belmont Trotter 

PROM Mrs Ea oe pause fe 1 ~- Mr. Sullivan Holmes 

a —_ ; 1 - Mr. Baumgardner ὦ = 
1 » Mr. Shaw ath 

“Pier : τὸ OLO 

BS NOV 20 3968 Ἕν πεξατο το 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

MemorandumROUTE IN bun ν LORY 

Mr. W. C, sult aps — pate: November 12, 1963 [== 

Ὁ ENTERNAL SECURITY ~ COMMUNIST Ἦ 2 
My memorandum of 1078/63 set forth in detail receipts of 

funds from the Soviet Union and Red China by the Communist Party, USA 

(CPUSA), and the disbursements of these funds during September, 1963. 

The following schedule shows the present status of these funds together 

with receipts and disbursements during October, 1963. 

SUMMARY: 
Total received from Soviet Union 9/58 to 10/31/63...$1, 643,985.00 

Total received from Red China 2/60 to 10/31/63...+.6- 50,000.00 

Grand total received 9/58 to 10/31/63....eceeeereeee 166 00, 

Total disbursements to 10/31263..c.scesevcecceseeees 1.325.559.42 

Balance of Fund 10/31/63....eceeceeees cece ceees $368,425.58" 

$274,595.00 maintained by NY 694-S* in 

New York City; $93,830.58 maintained 

by CG 5824-S* in Chicago Δ 
ΓΗ 

DETAILS: ᾿ ( Zé 
: va ἣ 

Total received from Soviet Union 9/58 to 9/30/63. ..$1,643,985.00 } 

Total received from Red China 2/60 to 9/30/63...... 50,000.00 

Grand total received 9/58 to 9/30/63.....eeeeeeeees 1, 693,985.00 

Total disbursements to 9/30/63......4-. we ceeeeaeees 1,279,559 .42 

Balance of Fund 9/30/63...... ance ee ecceeeeees _: $414,425.58 

Receipts during October, 1963........eeeerenee ΝΕ me 

Disbursements during October, 1963 

100-428091 ee gue 

meg Wt 128091 255 
or ay ox, Νῦν, 8 1052 } 

os 
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Memorandum to Mr. Sullivan 

RE: SOLO 

100-428091 

10/8/63 ~ To Juan Santos Rivera, Leader of Communist........ $ 1,000.00 

Party (CP) of Puerto Rico for use of CP of 
Puerto Rico 

10/8/63 - To "The Worker," east coast COMMUNIST. .....eeeeeee $24,000.00 

newspaper 

10/28/63 ~ For "The Worker"... ccecccce cece ener ee ee eececeeeece $15,000.00. 

10/28/63 - For expenses of CPUSA National Office..........--. ᾧ 6,000.00 

Total disbursements ~ October, 1963 ...sscccecceceecccseeace $46,000.00 

Balance of Fund 10/31/63... .cccceccccscceccccceerecsssceeeers $368,425.58 

ACTION: 

None. This memorandum submitted for your information. An 

up-to-date accounting of the Solo Funds will be brought to your attention 

each month. Details of the accounting of these funds are not to be 

disseminated. 

Wer JY 

ae in 
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τοσοῦ, London HNovermbor 18, 1005 

ti. Bolmont 
Dircetor, IBY (100423091) Le, Sullivan 
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Ἔω 

L » LG * Blond 

1 «τς Wonnalil COMMUNIST PARTY, UGA L- Lr, Wa 
TUERDATIONAL RELATIONS 1 ~ tr. Boungardner 
INTEOWAL SEOURTTY = € Cy] 

From a crest conoitive courco tho Eurcan has 
veeolyod infernation that dack Porry, Chaircan, London 
Export Corporation, Limited, London, Insland, is involved 
in communist activitics, 

You showid conic our source at to " 
cetornine whether or ne ic cogninant on Ferry. bID 

τὸ they are net avare of 7 you moy adviso your 
source that it has been reported to the Bureau that 
Porry is involved in some communist activitics in ᾿ 

Groat Britain, 

Recevse of tho poncitive neturc,of our cource, 
tho Burcen considers this inZornetion "BRT _ 
Therefore, you chould rogucs?’ yotw cource Ὁ to mee 

ι (ὦ arford the inforsation carciul sceurity and Ῥ 
" its woo is restricted to a i Enow basis. 

NOTE: HANDLE AS Se pee |. | 
— | yd εὖ ( 

ROT: # yt! at 
“ππΠ i u 

Sea meme Baunvardncr to Sullivan 11. 5/63 

captioned "colo, Internal Sceurity ~ Communist , 

WES:L7G/knj, This information considered ™ 4‘ 

beeause wnauthorized dicclosure oF same could revenl 

the identity of the cource (NY 64.5%) who is of con 
tinvuine value, and such revelatien could result in 
cxeeptione lly rryaye dunarmc to the Nation, 
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“ MAY 1982 EDITION 

GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27 

ty UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: November 7, 1963 

FROM ; CHICAGO (134-46 Sub F) 

“. 
SUBJECT} ~SOLO 

Is -c 

Re Chicago letter dated 11/5/63, captioned as above, 
which contains an accounting of receipts and disbursements 

ra from Solo and Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), reserve funds. sy 

“ = ea 7 
Page 2 of above referenced letter sets forth the 3,” 

following entry under the date October 23, 1963: Anes Ϊ 

pte ne i . 

"to Adler and Projansky for eight per cent ( Me 
interest bearing note in a real estate and ef 
home building venture, to be repaid October, 
1964 Cinvestment for benefit of CPUSA) $7, 500,00" 

In order that the Bureau may be fully apprised of ἢ ; 
all details regarding the above entry, the following 80 - van 
ground is being set forth. sp 

During contact with GUS HALL, General Secretary, We 

CPUSA, on Monday, October 14, 19653, at Cleveland, Ohio, HALL +4, 

had in some very strong terms emphasized the immediate need he 
for the investment of idle Party funds and noted that ὁ Βὲ “ἡ re 

an f a Fost = r ΠΕΣ ΠΟΎΣ 

in Chicago on or about October 24, 19683, he expected to bh 
informed of some positive results, He again repeated that he: 
had given CG 5824-S* the authority to invest Party moneys, + 
to put them to work, and that the matter of handling the oe 

: details of such investments was being left solely up to st 
CG 5824-S*, In view of the pressure placed on him by HALL, 
CG 5824-S* felt that it was now absolutely imperative that 
ihe move immediately in order not to jeopardize HALL's confidence 
in him. Thus, upon his return to Chicago on October 15, 1963, 
he commenced immediately to seek something of a limited nature, 
yet something basically substantial, which could be presented 
to HALL as proof that he was carrying out his instructions 
relative to investment of Party funds and was putting such 
Party funds to work and earning: some’ financial return on then. 

ἊΝ mood 6 apt «ὦ 2 BO / 2; aad 

> ΤΙ θπύ iL pe k 

een " ε- δον ΑΒ νου 
=, of 

wr δ NOY 207263 

Ea 

e 

ΥΩ 
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CG 134-46 Sub Ὁ 

Previously CG 5324-5 * had requested Bureau 
authority and the Bureau had authorized by letter dated 
October 18, 1963, under instant caption, his investing 
of CPUSA reserve funds through various individuals in 
government bonds and other interest bearing accounts. 
CG 5824-S* would have preferred to have followed this 
course of action, but prior to such investment he had to 
locate some responsible individuals, controlled by the . 
Party, to make such an investment for him. Since time vas 
now of the essence, CG 5824-S* had to take some immediate 
step to prove results and, therefore, did not have time to 
make the necessary contacts to line up individuals to make 
the specifically approved type of investment. 

Therefore, when on October 21, 1963, CG 5824-S* 
learned of a housing deyelopment project being undertaken 
by the Chicago firm offAdler-Projansky Realty and Insurance, 
Incorporated, 2927 West Touhy, Chicago, Illinois, and that 
they were offering eight per cent interest on investments. 
covered by one-year promissory notes, each note scheduled to 
expire October, 1964, he felt this was an opportunity to 
invest a limited amount of Party funds and to show some 
positive return on the investment. The money he invested 
was placed with the firm as his own private funds, but the 
executed promissory note by Adler=Projansky for the amount 

Jer $7,500 has been placed in a safe deposit box in. which 
he maintains other Party funds. ̓ 

CG 5824-S* then advised that he received the 
,invitation to invest in the Adler-Projansky firm solely | 
on the basis of family connections and that it was made as 
a personal offer to him. The family connection in this 
regard is that CG 5824-S*'s wife, CG 6653-S, is an aunt of 
one of the firm's members. However, CG 5824.S* wanted it 
clearly pointed out that it was not a desire of his to aid 
such relative that caused him to choose this specific. 
investment and nothing of this nature was involved in the 

- transaction, The fact of the matter, according to CG 5824-5*, 
is that he was given the courtesy of investing because as 
it finally developed, ἃ greater amount of money was offered 
to the Adler-Projansky firm for investment at eight per cent 
tthan the firm actually had desired to commit itself to. 

-2- 



CG 134-46 Sub F 

Therefore, υο of the offers οὐ cicht por cent Loans to 
it had to be donicd by the firn, 

In conclusion, CG 5824-8" noted that in the suture 
he hoped to be able to avoid any dealines whatscoover which 
might tie into family rclationships. Hoe felt it was un- 
desirable, but in this specific case there was an emerrency 
need to chow positive results and, therefore, he had 
proceeded as noted above. 

The above is set forth for tho Burcau's information. 
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—EVTERAL SICURITY = ὦ 

Rourlect 11/5/63. 

ποῖος diceloses that en 10/31/63, CG Δ. .ἷϑ 

transforred $70,000 maintained in cash in a sovcedegosit 

box in the WideAncrican National Lauk to tho safe-depesit 

fneilitics ef the Chiense Office, This was necessitated 

by the fact that funds in the lid-Anorican Uational Eank 

aro maintained in a box rented by informant under his Colo 

cover name, and in the cvent of the publiciecd death of the 

informant while on his current Sele nissien, the funds ia 

the Mid-American Rational Dank would ko frozen by iwherit~ 

anec tax nuthorities. 

The Pureay appreciates the neceasity which pronstcd 

yous offiee to tuke into custedy tho $79,000 of Solo yunds 

which hod boon nointained ot lid-Anorican National Pant. 

ovever, it is believed that zor your office to ascuhe 

custody οὐ Sele funds is not the most dcsirsbie course of 

action to take in the future since it is conceivable that 

such action cay at a future date bo the coureo of caparrass- 

nent to the BRurcnu. 

In view of the above, you are instructed that 

at tho carliest practical tino efter the return of Co E926 a EE 

fron the current Solo mission your office discuss with hin 

sone alternative means of handling this problen ia tue 

Evkuropcfabale to the Durcou the results of your diseucsion 

with itforrant, including the observations of your orsice 
andcany recommendations as to the futuro handling of such 
a nagter. * 
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SUBJECT: 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

. Memorandum 
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: November 

\ ee ΒΒΙΒΝΒΝΝ 

Mr. Tolson___.. f 
My. Belmont___. | 
My. Mohr. 
Mr. Casner oo 
hin. Crilaten 

‘Oar Ossi _ 
i* My. cach. 

ε Ber, ἡ au yea ve . 
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SOLO Lf, 2: 

ReBulet dated 5/4/60 and CGlet dated 9/30/63, 

ReBulet dated May 4, 1960, instructed Chicago to set 
out detaiis of receipts and disbursements of funds in possession 

Balance of funds in possession of 
CG §824-S* as of September 30, 1963 " 

Selo Funds Gd 

Maintained in cash in safe 
deposit box, Michigan Avenue 
National Bank, Chicago, 
Illinois $ 23,830.58 

Maintained in cash in safe 
deposit box, Mid-America 
National Bank, Chicago, 
Illinois 70,000,00 

CP, USA Reserve Funds 

Maintained in cash in safe 
deposit box, Michigan Avenue 
National Bank, Chicago, 
Illinois 8,403.32 

eee Total $102,233 ,90 

Additions LOT ΠΕ 
yD BEC Src ayy 

Solo. Funds REL ty we 
Te . ~ Eo Af 

[δὴ [8 4 
None ut \ ΑἹ Git ἐξ eS 

Hy 1h G G y aut fF 
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2 - New York are. ἜΝ tft yf 242: UC A ᾿ 

(1 -- 100-134637) (SOLO) - eel PAO 7 
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- 
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f Tele. Room __ ~. 
Is - Cc foc Ὁ ὑμῖν Ρ' p Miss Hesse 

+ Miss Gandy. 
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Disbursenents 

CG 134-46 Sub 8' 

CP, USA Reserve Funds 

$25,400,00 (This total is comprised of $15,000 
returned by JACK KLING on October 22, 
1963, to whom this sum had previously 
been turned over for safekeeping, and 
$10,400 returned by MAX WGINSTEIN on 
October 31, 1963, from the abortive 
purchase of a leather business for the 
CP ᾿ Usa t ) 

CP, USA Reserve Funds 
be 

10/17/63 - as reimbursement fa: paid IC 
out of pocket to on 9/25/63 
for expenses of Trip to w York 
for a meeting of the National Executive 
Committee, CP, Usa. 3 50,00 

10/17/63 - Reinbursement for funds paid out of 
pocket on 10/11/62 to CLAUDE LIGHT- 
FOOT for expenses of HENRY WINSTON’s 
mother and sister while in Chicago 35.00 

10/17/63 ~ to CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT for additional 
expenses of HENRY WINSTON's mother 
and sister while in Chicago 15,00 

be 

10/17/63 - , for expenses, bic 
taxes and inf in connection 

with purchase of land in Indiana 
for the CP, USA, 200,00 

10/23/G3 ~ to ADLER and PROJANSKY for eight per 
cent interest bearing note in a real 
estate and hone building venture to 
be repaid October, 1964 (investnent 
for the benefit of the CP, USA) 7, 500,00 

10/26- 
28/63 - to GUS HALL for expenses of national 

CY youth meeting held in Chicago on 
10/26-27/63 150,00 



CG 134-46 Sub bey 

10/29/63 - to JACK KLING to be paid to GIL 
GREEN for living expenses at 
instruction of GUS HALL 

10/30/63 - purchase of books to be pres 
as gifts during the course o 
14th Solo Mission 

ented 

f the 

10/31/63 - purchase of gifts such as pens, 
pencils, etc., to be present 
during the course of the 14th Solo 
Mission 

ed 

S 500,00 

&7 00 

13,00 

10/31/63 - reimbursement claimed by CG $824-5* 
for partial defraynent of expenses 
of the 14th Selo Mission 

10/31/63 - to MAX WEINSTEIN for expenses of 
trip to USSR with wife, BSLLE 
WEINSTEIN, expected to commence 
11/5/63, and gor current Liv 
expenses of the sEINSTEING 

Total funds in possession 
of CG 5824-5* as of 
October 31, 1609 

Solo Funds 

Maintained in cash in safe 
deposit box, Michigan Avenue 
National Bank, Chicago, 
Tllinois 

Maintained in cash in safe 
deposit box, Mid~jmerica 
National Bank, Chicago, 
Illinois 

ΟΡ, USA Reserve Funds 

Maintained in cash in safe 
deposit box, Michigan Avenue 
National Bank, Chicago, 
Lilinois 

ing 

Total 

Τοῦ 

600,00 

1,800,00 
$10,950, 00 

$23, 830,58 

70, 000,00 

ὦ, 05,832 
SLIG, G83, 



CG 134-46 Sub F 

Pursuant to Bureau instructions, the Chicago 
Office, where consistent vith security, has and will continsue 

to trace disbursenent of solo Funds wad/or CP, USA Reserve 

Sunds. 

Chicugo, illinois, was rensoved by CG A&24-5% For transfer to 
πε 

the safe deposit facilitics of the Chicago Office. This was 

box rented by CG 5824-S* using his Solo cover nane, Since 

CG 5824-S* was departing on the 14th Solo Mission on November 

1, 1963, utilizing this cover naue, it was decned advisable 

to remove these funds from the Mid-America box so that in the 

event of the publicized death of this informant under his 

cover Rame, such as in an air crash in which case the manifest 
would probably be published, these funds would not be lrozen 

in ἃ sealed sate deposit box by the inheritance tax authorities, 

At the present tine, $46,663,290 remains in the 

Michigan Avenue National Bunk safe deposit box maintained 

by the informant under his true nare, In view of the Lact 

the informant is traveling under his cover name, the event 
of his sudden death would not jeopardize control of this money. 

Chicago realizes that Bureau instructions are to the efrect 

that CG 5824-5* should maintain no nore than $500 as a 

current operating fund in the Michigan Avenue National Bank 

box, Upon his return, CG 5824-5* will return the 19,000 to 

the MNid-\weriea sate deposit box and will also transfer fron 

the Michigan avenue box the excess over 35,000 as instructed 

by the Bureau, provided there is sufficient xoon in the Mid- 

Amavica box to accomodate the additional money. It is noted 

thet CG 5824-S* has rented the largest available safe deposit 

box at the IMid-America National Rank and he bas advised in 

the past that thie box is quite full when the $70,000 is 

contained therein, It muy be necessary for CG 5824-3* to 

rent an additional box at that Location to accomodate the 

additional money, 

- 2. 
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Attached is the translation which you requested by ΠΡΌ ΩΣ Δ οἷ 

‘eet fats 
The contents thereof, where pertinent, must be reported 

under appropriate captions and afforded whatever investigative 

attention is necessary. 

Disposition of the foreign language material submitted in 

vi eon comection is set forth below: 
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SUMMARY ἘΠΟΣ RUSGTAN 

A copy of an articic vhich appeared in "Pravda" on 11/3/63. 

% of  & 

AMERICAN PLOPLE WANT TO LIVE IN PEACE 

by Joseph North, 
Anerican journalist. 

NAppotite comes with eating." The truth of this noying 

has beon again dexonstrated in the attitude of the Amoricaon 

peeplo toward the Hoscow Treaty on ban of nuclcar testing. They 

hod 2 taste of it and found it good. They want nore of the sanc. 

This was clearly shown during President Kennedy's recent trip 

through the Western states, Any mention of the treaty in his 

speeches was greeted by cathusiastic applause by the usually 

reseryed Westerncrs. 

It would be appropriate to mention that the people in 

the West are closer to the sites of nuclear tests than the 

poopie in other parts of the Ὁ. &, and thoy are seriously 

concerned nbout the dangerous anount of strontius-90 in their 

children's milk, Generally speaking, there is ἃ far deoper desire 

for potec among the American pcepice than newspaper headlines 

or sone political speeches vould lcad us to belicve. 

There arc appreciable changes in poople'’s attitude in 

the U. δ, waich the author noticed citer being out of the country 

for two years. There is 2 relaxation of tensions induced by the 

fenr of var and nore optimism with recard to the future. The 

author belioves that this change is due to the unsvworving struggic 

οἵ the Soviet Union for ἃ policy of peaceful cocxistence of 

countries With different coecial systers. Norcever, having looked 

inte ἃ dreadful abyss of 2 possible nuclear war during the Cuban 

crigic 2 year aco, American poople state,in an overvhelning 

rajority, that thoy will approve any acreconcnt leading to ponec. 

Aneriean ceientists, who realize better than anyone 

else the disaster of atomic conflarration, immedintely volconcd 

tho Meseow Treaty, Walter Mouther, Vice Progident of the ATL~CTO, 

undoubtedly ospressed the geolings of the American people vhen 

he said that the Moscov Treaty is only ἃ first step which should 

toad to further understanding boetwoon the two peoples. 

be 

November 21, 1 ENCLOSULE 

[ee ὡς κα 251 
, - 334 [ 
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tHoisonous mnincma artigzgicially created by atom maniacs 

eapnet concen the truc situation,” says the author. "As theo 
pernicious threat of MeCarthyicn bora ΟΣ wor policy reeedos, the 
truth and progress cain," This can be clearly discerned among tho 

younr people of America whe no longer vorchip “beatnik philozophy,* 

and their lack of faith in the future io yiciding piacc to 

optinicn. this io denonctratcd in the warn support of tho otrugric 

or the Necro people for cquai riphts. The changing political 

elimnto makes it inercusingly divkicult to resort to HcCarthyicn 

for ἃ suppression of the just and difficult fight of the Negro 

people and the crowing number of their white supporters. 

Vue air is becomine clcaror and now vistas are oponing. 

Yow cuch problons og tho uncaployment, outemstion, rising cost 

of living, shortcenings of the cducutienal cysten, and the most 

important ene, the problem of complete cquality oi the Gepre 

people, may bo diseusscd with creates clarity. 

Tho attitude of the American people toward tho sovict 

Union ond its peepie is inmreving ond there io a groving hope 

that obstacics in the way of development of broad cconomic 

rolations botwoon the two countrics will bo removed. Intorcst 

in this is showa not only by Averican ἔρυτο and inductrialises 

who need a market for their products but Linzewise by people who 

goar the unemployment and also want the ineroase of trade which 

will bring them more worl, 

Δ velaxation of tensions, felt nest οἱ 211 in the ficld 

ef cultural relations, is Likewise extended to nore serious matters, 

such 25 growing respect fer Eoviet technology, medicine, educational 

Gystem and housinn program. ἴξ 15 reflected in ἢ dodieacion of 

an entire issuc of the "τοῦ macncine to the Soviet Union. A 

gcenoral spirit of cements in thig issuc shews grcator objcctivity 

toward Soviot vcality. "Lite" ΡΞ of a "dialegue”’ boeveen tho 

tivo peoples which would "shed a bright light upon bacic propicns 

dividing uc." Whatever the rotives prompting the magazine, the 
nbove stntcenent rexiceta the views of many. 

θην vant 2 diglecuc hotveon the people 

inhobiting tho same planct," says the author. “they 

are not se much interested in finding out 'what divides 

us,' us in understanding ‘what unites ug'; "whet con 

mathe ws trieuds.' But the dialom is beinme cngared in 

to @ substantial depres already and it has lcd to cortain 

conclusions. 
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"One of the ὈΣΣΒΟΙΌΣΙ conclusions is that 
our peoples can live upon tho same plonet in peace with 

one another, To confirm this conclusion by practical 
deeds is today's historical task." 
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On 11/12/63, there was received at the Chicago 
Office through a confidential post office box in the name 
of NORMA HANSEL a communication from CG 5824-S*, which was 
postmarked at Prague, Czechoslovakia, 11/6/63, , This com- 
munication was dated 11/5/63 and contained the.following 
information in a partially coded text: 

CG 5824-S* requested that an enclosed newspaper { 
clipping be furnished to NY 694-5*, stated he was feeling " 
fine and was going to leave Prague on that date, 11/5/63, \ 
en route to Moscow, He commented that the weather in Prague 
was not good with a large amount of smog (which may have 
indicated he had been delayed in his flight to Moscowdue 1, 

XD to bad weather). CG 5824-S* noted he had seen NORMANZEREED —_.- 
(Communist Party of Canada representative of "The World 

\ Marxist Review"), who~hid recently seht,some letters to Γ" 
NY 694-S* concerning BEATRICK SISKINDAJOHNSON, He wrote, '"' 
"That is a problem I SE eS eee Ti] have to go to. 
see her." Since prior to his departure CG 5824-~-5* was aware - 
of NY 694-S*'s overtures in this regard to GUS HALL and 
HALL's negative reaction thereto, the exact significance 
of this comment by CG 5824-~5* is unknown,. 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau and New York is 
one copy each of the clipping enclosed with the ahove con~ 
munication upon which CG 5824-S* noted that it is from the > 
11/3/63 issue of "Pravda." (The original is enclosed for 
New York and a Xerox copy for the Bureau.) The Bureau i 

ati : 
3)- Bureau (Ene, 1) (RM) 

- New York (Enc, 1) (RM) (100-134637) 
4 - j re) ἷ Chicag +8 ' “ REC B [13 Noe aa Ff 4 

# 0 hice, ΑΒ: b11 ~ ? ̓  ἢ ΒΕ» rie . 

ΩΡ yi (8 Α͂ΝΝ wee (17 9» NOV 1.9 1953 ἢ 

Tv τάς evn 1 (i " ; 

- wi 
i τ 

fenrencenew am ἢ 

on ye Approved: Sent  Μ Βει-. 

bak’ Special Agent in Charge 
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requested to prepare and forward to Now York and Chicaro a 
Νὰ, 

— Ὁ 

sumwcy translation of the enclosed article, One xerox 

copy of this article is retained in the lA exhibit of this 

file in the Chicago Ortice, 
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vt TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) C4 

/ FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) oe ‘ 

΄ ΒΌΒΟΕΟΊ:. SOLO ᾿ 
IS-C Mu ek 

ReNYairtel, 10/22/63, concerning a letter from 
BEATRICE JOHNSON dated 10/4/63, with respect to her activities 
in Cuba. " 

(3 wpe / 

advised SAS ALEXANDER -C. BURLINSON and ee 
on 11/13/63 that he had received through a re 

New York mail drop a letter from BEATRIGH7JOHNSON, ''The Worker” 4 
correspondent in Havana, Cuba, and the person designated by the 
CPUSA to serve as liaison with the CP of Cuba... This letter 
had been transmitted by JOHNSON through NORMAN FREED, Canada 
representative to the World Marxist Review at Prague, Czechoslova 

kia, and LESLIE MORRIS, General Secretary of the CP of Canada. ; 
A typewritten transcript of the letter is enclosed for the 4 / 
Bureau; a photostat is enclosed for Chicago. 

The "BILL" and “BERT” set forth in the salutation of 

ὠὰ YER Ἂν 
4.΄- BUREAU (100-428091) (Ene. 1) (RM) ' 
1 - CHICAGO (134-46-Sub BY (Enc. , 1) (AM-RM depo 
1 - NY 134-91 (INV) (41) - " 99 f 3 34> 
1 - NY 100-134637 ΠΕ Ἷ faa: 428201 3S LL ἐς Ν | 

WGC :msb & Gg ΟΥ ἘΞ τος ἥ fons 7 " 

(7) -""΄ ον. τὰ 
δ ἀν ἢ 

Αρρτονεᾶ:ς 
ies 

- Sent MOP esr & «Ὁ , 
m ra nas) Agent in Charge } ᾿ 
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an American Negro now in Ghina, 

NY 694-S* assumes that the word "RANK" set forth in 
line 2 of the post~postscript refers to FIDEL CASTRO or some 
other high-ranking official in Cuba. 

Gongressman CHARLES 0,/PORTER of Oregon, Bureau attention is 
invited to New York Letter dated 3/18/59, captioned "Cuban 
Revolutionary Activities, FPM - CUBA," page 2, paragraph 2, 
of which states that Congressman PORTER has been causing much 
trouble in Guba, as he has made many visits there since the 
overthrow of the Batista government, 

"CHARLES Ἔν Oregon,'' possibly refers to former _ 

NY 694-S* stated that the "MATBEWS'' referred to in the 
post-postscript may refer to HERBERT L¢ MATTHEWS, the _'New York 
Times" correspondent whose 1957 repofts to the New York Times" 
were alleged to have aided CASTRO in the latter's efforts to 
take over the Cuban government. ' 

In view of the hostile relations between the CPUSA 
and the CP of Cuba, ΝΥ 694-S* is considering the feasibility 
of arranging that a representative of the Canadan CP visit Cuba, 
ostensibly in behalf of business for the CP of Canada. It is 
NY 094-s*'s thought that a Canadian CP representative could go 
to Guba and not only make contact with BEATRICE JOHNSON in 
behalf of the CPUSA, but also make contact with Cuban officials 
from whom he might obtain intelligence information. 

Upon GUS HALL's return to New York, NY 694-s* intends 
discussing the above matter with him in order to convince HALL 
that this would be the best means of making contact with 
BEATRICE JOHNSON and obtaining information concerning the 
eurrent Cuban situation. Providing HALL agrees, it is NY 694-s*'s 
intention to travel to Canada on the week end of November 23~24, 
| 1963, in order to make the necessary arrangements with LESLIE 
MORRIS. He will not make such a teip without Bureau approval. 

Tne Bureau will be kept advised, 
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Oote 20, 1963 

Dery 5111 and ὑοῦ 

Mave been here co month and feve boon ontirely on ny am, ‘Tho panor 
ets stunt sont by enble. I also send tvice o wook in othor ways, 

but have no iden Lf enyehiec cocos theounh. T ima how oedly tho lafore 
ration is ceoded οὖ this tine and an sendine want Icen. An ina vacuum. 
ko Vforinpst, PA, cte., core hore. Thoro are ἃ rulsicudo of wigconcent liens 
hero about us. They think wo are doin: nothin, about Guba or LA. 2 am 
suro ite not so, but emit prove it. Need stuff to fecd tho press ond 
paper to show. How ean I eatablish mysolf and help to bring clarity 
in such ἃ situation. 

Thrvo wany obs ry. tions to make, but com's do ἀν tis vay. Th tould be 
a ood idea fer sav-conn to visib and discuss vith re. Am surc much can 
be donc but the rceons ore ire'sins end tho noonple are hard to , at toe 

Our Chinese friconds are working overcome ercating in soo spheres confused 
ideolory. In rosneet.to ug it runs Proc hostility, to indifrerencea δ ovel 
Lack of confidonec. 

When I think of the 20's and 30's ond the hich perpard we onjoved with cur 
continu-us ond of fcctive solidarity cetions I scan seroan with frustration. 

The only waterinl outsido tho rcleasos from the press agencies they soc 
here froz the USA, is tho Militant, the Cuardian, (some people) 
(209 coptios by air from Ganada) 
tho Labor Usnthly. 4nd of course tho Feline Keviow in bnelish. 

Have discussed tiliians with some people. He is not Liked but vhon Veking 
gonds pietures of him boine fetted by Vao it cets front pase covoerago.s 
Some poeple ask mo why wo did not sond a voscaso of sympothy during tho 
eyelone? Can't ansucy ~ vonlly Ὧν not? Ue aro cut of tho picture. 

The situation is tonce, tho job is cnermous hora, peoplo arc vorriad about 
new invasion plots and thoy hear nothing from us. Things ean arrive via 
Canada and loxico or svropso. An efforts rust be made for direct cormmuni-«- 
eation and exchkanze of letters. 

The Americans kore have rallied splondidly in tho cmorgency,. Sono pood 
people amonz then, bub lost. Met many doin: food professional work hore 
ond devoted to Cubs, who pave Littlo synpathy for strucrlo at hone, or 
better said no information, 

You sco how many probicms! Hust discuss with sorcone on dnote 

About finenees, Vo did not ἀγροῦ definitely how it will worl. At ony 
rote no one is financine mo and the ΟΣ T pot on sy last stop is 
ronnins out fast. Δ collar for a pose is a bad oxchan :e vhon a roal 
cooss 6°3.00. At the orlee pute I will .eed a winiram of 3300 por month 
as soon as I ποῦ an apartment. Ab present om still at the hotel. thon 



I get to know the languag2 better I might do some translations to cut 
the dollar costs. But at present I find myself running about in taxis, 
contacting typing, translating etc. I must raise all these questions 
in the hope that sooner or later I will be able to commmicate regularly 
and hear from you about all matters, 

Of course I was advised to wait until I hear, but it can't wait. The 
time is now. I must have information, Send the Workers air mail from 
Canada, other materials can be sent through the Canadian bookstores, 
And by all means party statements, discussions and activities. What 
can I represent otherwise? 

Bill, our friends I am sure will all understand my urgent call at this 
moment » 

My very best 

Bella 

PS - I want to write about the latest on the legal fight, but have no 
material. Sorry. 

PPS= Just heared that Charles Porter, Oregon has spent several weeks here 
and has had interview with RANK 3 1/2 hour tape, Questions ~ a U.N. 
school at Gauntanamo, inspection (not negative here provided Cuba has some 
privelege in Central American bases, trade. Understand from reliable 
courses Humphry interested. Mathews is coming “ it is believed a N.Y 
Times correspondent will also be here, Will send more information later. 
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ReNYairtel to Bureau, copy to Chicago, 10/22/63, 
reflecting on page 3 thereof‘that LESLIE MORRIS, General 
Secretary of the Canadian CP, had advised NY 694~S% that mt 
Canadian CP was delighted to learn that MORRIS CHILDS and 
CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT would attend a Canadian CP plenum scheduled 
to be held in Toronto between November 15 and 18, 1963. 

On 11/13/63, NY 694-S* advised SAS 
and ALEXANDER C. BURLINSON that in conversation with ARNOLD 
JOHNSON, CP Public Relations Director, on 11/13/63, JOHNSON 
stated that CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT would be the only CPUSA representa~ - 
tive to attend the above-mentioned Canadian CP plenum. 
According to JOHNSON, CARL WINTER, who was supposed to hay 
accompanied LIGHTFOOT to the aforesaid plenum as a substit ce. 
for MORRIS CHILDS, is unable to do so, owing to the illness 

’ 
4 

of his wife. Louw if Hy 

ἐ)- ay N “ἢ 

3 ~ BUREAU |“ abt 9 a00- 4.28091) (RM) he © ΠΝ ct i 
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TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

ΓῚ 
ΝΣ FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) pot 

ἣν 15--Ὁ 

Ζ SUBJECT: Soro Ρ. η Ve ῇ 1 

ι} ReN¥ airtel to Bureau and Chicago, dated 10/31/63, 
Ί ες yeflecting th Bufile 100-31617), his wife, 

ISABELLE, and arrived in the United chet ; ae | 
aboard the "S on 3. 

On 11/7/ 694.-S* furnished the collonine 
information to SAS and ALEXANDER C, BURLINSON: 

On 11/3/63, NY 694-S* conferred with ABE CHAPMAN be 
and the latter's wife, ISABELLE, at the Cornish Arms Hotel, γ {pyc 

NYC, where CHAPMAN and his family were staying temporarily | 

after arriving in the USA from Czechoslovakia. In the course 
of their,gonversation, NY 694-S* was told the following by 
ABRAHAMJCHAPMAN: va NE ὦ; ue Klip 

. oa νον - 

LADISLAVY{KOTZMAN, formerly a member of the ° 
International Départment, Central Committee, CP of Czechoslovakia 

(CPCZ) and currently Ambassador Designate to_Cuba from __ 4 

Czechoslovakia, a of 10/16/63, had not yet left Czechoslovakia Say q 
for Cuba since KOTZMAN was then 111 and hospitalized. "ἢ prere a 

18 yes (100-428091). (RM). eye 

“ Chi (134-46 ; ἢ Β) (RM : | 
1. ~ MY 134 Po (anv) C i ) a8 [00 12891. 230h ' 
1 - NY 100~134637 (δ), el. ἔχ Σ eh 4 of 
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KOTZMAN, who had been in charge of that part of the 

Tnternational Department of the Central Committee of ΟΡῸΖ 

concerned with the USA, Brazil and Cuba, is being replaced 

in that position by one "WAGNER" (FNU), who knows Spanish, and had 
received some training in Cuba. 

[τὸ eventually will go to Cuba as Czechoslovakian Ambassador. 

εὐ Τὸ the struggle in Czechoslovakia, opposition to 
ANTONINANOVOINY, President_of Czechoslovakia and First 
“Secretary of the Central Committee CPCZ, 15 increasing daily, 
and the struggle to depose him continues unabated. NOVOTNY 

continues to suppress opposition newspapers and periodicals 

in Czechoslovakia and to attempt to silence those writers who 
are critical of him. His tactics in that regard failed in 
Slovakia, but he is still attempting to make them effective 

in the Prague area. In CHAPMAN's opinion, based on informa- 
tion he has received from many important people with whom he 

j bas conferred in @zechoslovakia, it may be only a matter of 
months before NOVOTNY may be deposed. 

Upon arrival in London recently, CHAPMAN became 
ness of Chinese intelligence. He was 

contacted by ISRAEJVEPSTEIN, an editor of "China Reconstructs" 
(Bufile 40-16541)4 wo is most active at this time In what _ 
might be termed intelligence operations for the CP of China 
with respect to the ideological dispute between the Chinese 

and the Soviets. EPSTEIN, after locating.CHAPMAN in London, 
brought the latter to the office of JAQHAEERRY, Chairman of y 

the London Export Corporation, Limitéd; Ὁ Chamber Street, ~~ 
London, West 1. PERRY is a secret member of the British CP_ 
Πα for years has béen doing business with the Chinese, ὁ 
“(NY 694-S* recalls that PERRY has done business with JACK COWAN, 
Canadian CP member, closely associated with the Canadian CP 

Secretariat. COWAN has contacted PERRY on numercus occasions 
in the past with respect to foreign business deals. 

At PERRY's office, CHAPMAN was introduced by Ν 

EPSTEIN, who, incidentally, is an oldgfriend of CHAPMAN's and 
whom CHAPMAN had known in China, to#fANG-Ming-chao, Head of the 
American Department of the Chinese’ CP, who during the late 
1920's and early 1930's, was an Editor of the Chinese Communist 
newspaper in the United States. TANG~Ming-chao is well 
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informed concerning the American CP, the American people, 
and the American scene in general. Currently he is in 
charge of political intelligence insofar as it relates to 
CPs in English-speaking countries. 

During preliminary conversation with TANG-Ming~chao, 
CHAPMAN learned that PERRY's office, as above described, is 
headquarters not only for PERRY's operations but also for the London 
operations of TANG-Ming-chao and EPSTEIN, who works closely 
[with TANG-Ming-chao. 

PERRY's business with the Chinese runs into many ΒΡ 
millions of dollars per year and he is an agent for the 5.76 
Chinese. 4 ea 

fs ‘Ae ΓΗ a arr 

TANG-Ming-chao and EPSTEIN are in 
through two 
» husband of 

an °] ufile 100-84 re) y 
[Review These two individuals travel to London repeatedly to 
contact EPSTEIN and TANG-Ming-chao 

EPSTEIN and TANG—Ming-chao indicated that they are 
"quite active and busy". They said that the CP of China has 
prepared 13 articles which Will be published in refutation of 
articles concerning the Soviet-Chinese dispute appearing in 
the Soviet press. Si» ες 

ΝΡ we ‘ - 

f the Americans in China, FRANK CO. COE (Bufile 
100- 36 N47) is the “most ardent, most militant, and most anti- 
CPUSA". COE had written much of the original editorial published 
in the Chinese press attacking the, A rican CPUSA. He also was 
instrumental in introducing ROBER TLLIAMS , the American Negro 
(Bufile 100387728), to MAO-Tse- ὯΝ ~ Je. 

After the preliminary conversation above-described, 
ANG-Ming-~chac invited CHAPMAN and his wife, ISABELLE, and his 
Γ᾿ ποτε τὴ τὸ go to China where ABE CHAPMAN could work for 

e Ὁ na as awriter. TANG-Ming-chao told CHAPMAN that bE 
in China CHAPMAN and his family would be honored and treated 1. 
as important political pe entioned at this "" 
point that he has another who is married to a 
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a Czech citizen and currenilyresiding in London). In inviting 
| CHAPMAN to go to China as a writer TANG-Ming-chao argued that 
| the Soviet Union and the Soviet bloc countries are reverting 

ito capitalism whereas China and parties not subject to the 
Soviet influence, are not. 

CHAPMAN thanked TANG-Ming-chao for his invitation 
but advised him that he was unable to accept. Upon receiving 
CHAPMAN's reply, TANG-Ming-chao became obviously cold and 
aloof and indicated that he was not interested in any further 
discussion with CHAPMAN. In CHAPMAN's opinion, TANG-Ming-chao's 
invitation for CHAPMAN and his family to go to China was 

Vindicative of the fact that the Chinese CP is in dire need of 
fagertican CP members who would be willing to assist the Chinese 
CP, 

NY 694-S* stated that before terminating his interview 
With CHAPMAN, the latter stated that he intended to return to 
Chicago on 11/11 or 12/63, and t 

resides at Chicago, no 15. ΡΝ 
᾿ ee { 
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ReNYairtel to Bureau and Chicago, 
dated 10/24/63, reporting on page 7 thereof the following: 
On 10/23/63, NY 694-s*'s Soviet contact, ALEKSEY KOLOBASHKIN, - 
gave to che’ spscraa a message for transmittal to GUS HALL . 
as follows: /VUzbek Society of the Friendship and Cultural? p Weal μ 
Relations with Foreign Countries. invites to the USSR in “Δ 
October-November a group of the Negro leaders of Séven people ‘¢ for one month. {18 Society-WILl pay all traveling experese 7} 
from New York to Moscow and returning back and also expenses 
during their stay in the USSR. It would be desirable to include 
some eminent Negro Leaders into the group who could openly 
speak in the USSR, as well as after their return to the USA. 
Please inform us about members of the group and also show where ἡ |: 
and when they can get their visas.” ἰς 

ὌΡΒ 

On 11/14/63, NY 694-S* advised ae ἊΝ 
and ALEXANDER C, BURLINSON that in a meeting On that date wit 
ARNOLD JOHNSON, CPUSA Public Relations Director, the latter told 
him that he had recently conferred with LOUIS WEINSTOCK, Business 
Manager of "The Worker." WEINSTOCK told JOHNSON that when in 

σῆς yee” (100-428091) (Rupe 94, (06 742809 f 554. “| ~ CHICAGO (134-46-Sub B) (AM-RM pr ran 
1 ε 
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| with the Soviets regarding subscriptions by the Soviets to -- τ΄ 
| 8The Worker”! for 1964 ORGE“RORTENKO. for such subscriptions, 

WEINSTOCK talked to GEOR ‘KORNTIENKO acounselor at the Soviet 
em ee 

| wien the s some days ago for the purpose of negotiating (pg 

Embassy, Washington, ὃς ( "ον KORNIENKO requested that WEINSTOCK 
advise the CPUSA that seven visas are available for Negroes 
whom the Soviets had invited to visit the Soviet Union. 
KORNIENKO further stated that the Soviets were extremely 
anxious that the seven Negroes go to the Soviet Union as soon 

| as possible, and that they be “outstanding Negro Leaders.” 

JOHNSON stated that he inquired of JAMES JACKSON, 
Editor of "The Worker," what the Party was doing with respect 
to this matter of sending seven Negroes to Moscow and JACKSON 
replied “not a damn thing.'' JACKSON further stated that 
receiving an invitation from "the Uzbek Soviets was like Negroes 
in the North of the USA receiving an invitation to go South and 
o pick cotton.” JACKSON stated that the invitation should have 

book to the effect that the Negroes visit Moscow rather than 
Southern Russia. He suggested that perhaps the Soviets were 
\ ashamed of inviting Negroes to Moscow. 

JOHNSON stated that in view of the "sensitivity" of 
this matter, he decided not to discuss it further with JACKSON, 
or even with BEN DAVIS, to whom this matter also was to be 
referred. JOHNSON stated that he would await the return to 
New York of GUS HALL to whom he would leave the final decision 
| with respect to what should be done about sending a Negro delegation 
to Russia. 

JOHNSON further stated that six months ago the invitation 
would have been accepted and there would have been no repercussions 
from Negroes. However, hesaid, today, Negroes, Communist or 
otherwise, are so sensitive with respect to the racial situation, 
that a matter such as this can become an extremely important issue. 
JOHNSON expressed the opinion that very likely no Negro delegation 

| beould zo τό the Soviet Union in view of the nature of the Soviet 
invitation. ee 
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Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable confidential 
informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communications transmitted to him 
by radio. 

On 11/18/63, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's radio station 
at Midland at scheduled times and frequencies, but no messages were transmitted. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

2~ Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 
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This is to recommend that Legat, London, orally furnish to 
information classified "Sp=sGeemet!' which was obtained by NY, 694-S* 
rning a British citizen who has been described as a secret Member 

of the Communist Party (CP) of Great Britain and one who is working. 
closely with the Chinese communists, (po te FE. 

-΄--- τ 
On 11/3/63, NY 694-5κ met with Abraham“chapman, -Communist 

Party, USA (CPUSA), member who recently returned to the-U,5, from 
CzechoSiovakia where he had been employed for a number of yeais as a 
writer by the Czech Academy of Science, From 1956 to 1958 Chapman 
resided in Communist China and recently wrote a book on the subject of 
Chinese art, In the course of his conversation with NY 694-54, Chapman 
furnished the following information, Ω . | 

While in London, England, en route to the~U,S,, Chapman neg! 
with IsraelyEpstein,_an editor of "China Reconstructs" (English-language 
Chinese communist propaganda organ), Epstein, who is active in, intel- 
Ligence operations for! the Chinese, introduced Chapman to Jack /perry;~—— 
hatrman; london Export Corporation, Limited, —Chapman-descri 6d Perry ¢ 

as a secret member of the-CP-of-Great Britain|and one who for a number 1... 
of years has been working closely with the Chinese communists, At be 
Perry's office, Chapman met, TANG Ming-chao, an official of the CP of ' bic 
China who is in charge of political intelligence insofar as it relates;— 
to CP's in English-language countries, During his conversation with 
TANG, Chapman learned that Perry's office serves as headquartérs not. 
only for Perry's operations, but also for the operations of TANG and 
Epstein, According to Chapm , stein are in close touch’ with 
the "American scene" through end Leo\ubernan,jyhobtravel 

v,/. | frequently to London, - Τὶ {πηι fey νὰν ἡ 

nd Huberman are both on the Security inde. | worl’ 
is a ho traveled to China between 1999 Tol, 
ostensibly w € approval of the CPUSA, Huberman is coreditor:of_ 
"Monthly Review," an independent socialist magazine, which has been 
déseribed by the CPUSA as corrupt ! e Chinese communists, Chapman's 
statement concerning the travel o and Huberman appears to be 

somewhat inaccurate sincé. we’ havé- received no information indicating 

Enc, 
κεῦ- 56 0.722 SAG / “33 7 

sopcaagon, | ὃ MeHasedl SN | HL ἃ op N0V22.1963 ἢ LY 
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i 
that they travel frequently to London, [___hade a sudden visit to | 
London in September, I963, and has returned to the U,5, The State be 
Department and Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) have been kept aa 
advised of his travels. New York is well aware of his activities 
and is affording him intensified coverage, Huberman is known to 
have visited England in 1956, 1960 and 1962, He has traveled to 
Cuba on three occasions since Castro took over, His passport is 
validated for travel to Cuba, State and CIA have been apprised of 
this travel, Investigation is currently being conducted to determine 
whether or not he committed perjury when he testified under oath before 
the House Committee on Un-American Activities 11/15/62 that he had 
never been a member of the CPUSA. New York is well aware of his 
activities and is following the case closely.) 

TANG invited Chapman and his family to go to China where 

Chapman could workfor the CP of China as a writer, indicating that 

Chapman would be honored in China and treated as an important political 

person, In inviting Chapman to go to China, TANG emphasized that the 

Soviet Union and Soviet-bloc countries are reverting to capitalism, 

whereas the CP of China and other fraternal parties not subject to 

Soviet influence are not, When Chapman declined to accept the invita~ 

tion, TANG became noticeably cool and aloof, Chapman expressed the 

opinion that the CP of China is in dire need of CPUSA members who 

would be willing to assist the CP of Chia. 

RECOMMENDATION: αἰῶ, 
---------- he 

That the attached letter captioned "Communist Party, USA, 

International Relations, Internal Security ~- C" ὁ to Legat, ___ 

London, authorizing him to contact his source af [and orally pid 

advise the source that we have received informa the effect 

that Jack Perry is involved in some communist activities. To be more 

specific would jeopardize our most sensitive source, 

wine 
Bee 
Ha 
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The Attorney General 

NOTE: 

Classified "TG Sepa because unauthorized 
disclosure of this information could reveal the identity 
of the source, who is of continuing value, and such 
revelation could result in exceptionally grave danger to 
the Nation ‘ 

See memorandum Mr. Baumgardner to Mr. W. ὧς 
Sullivan, 12-2-63, captioned "Solo, Internal Security - 
Communist," WGS: pwd. 
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This is to advise of the briefing CG 5824-S5* was given by Gus 

Hall, General Secretary, Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), prior to inform- 

ant's departure on 11/1/63 on Solo Mission 14 to the Soviet Union, Hail 

stated informant's mission would have a twofold purpose, (1) to negotiate 

for funds for the CPUSA in 1964 and (2) to ascertain the latest develop- 

ments in the international communist movement, Hall instyycted informant 

to take up the following matters with the Soviets, 

Recent Arrest of Soviet Nationais in the U,5, 

nationals has hurt the CPUSA, Hall feels the Soviets were stupid to get 

themselves involved, Hall mentioned his wife perhaps had the best ans- 

wer when she said, "What do you expect, they don’t even know the secret 

of raising wheat or other crops," Hall feels the arrests were the result 

of a plant by the FBI set up deliberately to embarrass the good relations 

1 that have been developing between the U.S, and Russia, 

Electronic Devices 

Soviets should be asked if they have anything which the CRUSA Κις 

can use to counteract electronic listening devices. Hall indicated?he bic 

is convinced that the FBI has an electronic device which enables it to 

follow another car without being seen, He mentioned ca | 
CPUSA membe Chicago, is working on means of counter ΓῚ 

devices Bee will be utilized to check every Party office and homes 

of Party Leaders, εὖ : 

tion by NY 694-S* and took appropriate ‘to counteract Spindel's 

ission, Spindel has pi logedi ye trains to perform this func- 

tion, We are following this;matter close d will take appropriate 
steps to see that doés not ‘uncover any of, our technical ory = bs 

neces — ¢ 403) bic 

ΠΕΣ NG y 
HO f cr 

Funds for the CPUSA ον D 8 459 + ΨΌΝΟ; 

Consideration was given to requesting less funds from the 

<xBOviets due to their heavy economic commitments 1 rE g the wheat 

εἶ ᾿ Ghee 
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deals and aid to Cuba. However, this would set ἃ bad precedent and 

therefore the Soviets are to be asked for the same amount in 1964 that 

was requested in 1963, 

Comment: The CPUSA requested one million dollars for 1963, and 

to date during 1963 has received $577,600, . 

CPUSA Program 

Gil Green, CPUSA functionary, is working full time in the 

preparation of a new Party program, When it is completed it will be 

taken up with millions in this country, CPUSA members and sympathizers 

are getting over the fear of repression and in order to continue this 

trend it is necessary to conduct a tremendous propaganda campaign designed 

to reach millions. Soviets are to be informed that it was through mass 

media that the CPUSA has been successful in curbing the ultraright. 

CPUSA Membership 

If Soviets bring this matter up, they are to be told that the 

CPUSA membership is 10,000, and the Party is currently engaged in a 

recruiting campaign placing emphasis on youth and tying it to the Negro 

freedom movement, 

CPUSA 1964 Political Plans 

‘ The Party will continue its fight against the ultraright, τί 

will not endorse the Kennedy administration but some steps will be taken 

toward working for Kennedy's re-election, The Party will campaign against 

the candidacy of Senator Goldwater even before the primaries, 

CPUSA Publications 

The Party will establish a new weekly paper in Chicago with 

the objective of making it a daily paper at a later date, This will cost 

considerable money, but it is a method of reaching the masses on a large 

scale and the Soviets should feel the results will be worth it, The 

Soviets should be requested to provide basic Marxist-Leninist literature 

in the Spanish language which the Party can use among Spanish-speaking 

elements in the United States and Latin America, 

Anti-Semitism 

The Soviets should be told that the CPUSA is not taking issue 

lwith them on this question, However, the CPUSA would like to discuss 

its position in this matter from a tactical point of view. 

-~ 2 = 
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Negro Matters 

The Soviets should be informed that the CPUSA is not the 
leader of the Negro freedom movement, but is using this movement as a. 
vehicle for spreading socialism. The CPUSA is currently lining up 
Negroes to be included in a Negro delegation which will soon visit the 
Soviet Union, 

Comment: My memorandum of 10/28/63 pointed out that the Soviets, 
through the Solo communication apparatus, informed the CPUSA that 
they would like to have a group of 7 Negro leaders visit the 
Soviet Union in November, 1963, and would prefer eminent Negro 
leaders who could speak openly in the Soviet Union as well as 
after their return to the U.5, 

Communist Party of China 

While it cannot be proven, it is felt that the Chinese are 
financially supporting Trotskyite groups in the U,5, This appears 

evident by virtue of the recent increase in circulation of the organs 

of these groups, The Soviets should be told not to become alarmed as 

the CPUSA is fighting these Trotskyite groups and is confident it will 

defeat them, 

Foreign Propaganda Circulated in the U,5. 

Soviets should be told that foreign communist literature cir- 

culated in the U.S, is a "flop." The Soviets should be requested to 

make arrangements where all such foreign literature will be sent to one 

of the CPUSA bookstores, which will arrange for the mailing of this 
material to a select group of people who will accept it and use it. 

"The Worker" Correspondent in Chicago 

The CPUSA is not happy with the work ἜΝ would like 

to get rid of him. An effort should be made to have the Hungarians b+ 

accept him as "The Worker" correspondent in Budapest, bre 

ACTION; 

Since it is not known what reaction the various requests of 
the CPUSA will have on the Soviets, it is deemed advisable to await the 
return of CG 5824-S* from his Solo Mission prior to making any dissem- 

jnation of this information, It is also feit that dissemination of this 

information prior to informant's return may jeopardize his security, 

, he : Pie 
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Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable confidential 
informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communications transmitted 

to him by radio. 

On 11/25/63, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's radio 
station at Midland at scheduled times and frequencies, but no messages 
were transmitted. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

2- Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 
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FBI 

Date: 11/19/63 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

Vie AIRTEL REGISTERED | 
ee 

(Priority or Method of Mailing) | 

υ ΤῸ : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) Ve ΠΝ 
ΕἾ ὦ τ ᾿ 

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) - 

- ΩΣ 
suezecr:Zouo ) mary 4 

ZA. ΒΕΒ σὺ,» τὰς eg [s-¢ 
᾿ 3 jo? 

“|. 

| 

a On 11/19/63, NY 694-S* advised SA A me, © 

|- BURLINSON as follows: 

ἮΝ On 11/18/63, ARNOLD JOHNSON, ΟΡΌΒΑ Public Relations \ 

΄ JOHNSON, CPUSA liaison with the Cuban CP and "The Worker’ ( 
correspondent in Cuba, the following: Sf 

A memorandum written by_A ARNOLD -JORNSON, entitled’ ἈΝ 0] 
4On Hurricane Disaster Relief to Cuba," reflecting efforts 

| by the CPUSA to furnish relief to Cuba,s- a sample letter request- 
ing aid for Cuba, prepared by the pe ergency, ( Committee... for 
Disaster Relief to Cuba, successor to the former ' edical 
AREto- Ciba CemuLeees” “(Busile 105-106555); and a cépy“of an 
article appearing in The Worker" issue of 11/10/63, entitled 
"Cuba Relief Committee Set Up Here." 

Copies of the above-mentioned documents are enclosed 
herewith for the Bureau and Chicago. 

JOHNSON stated that the purpose of furnishing BEATRICE 
JOHNSON with the above-mentioned documents was to provide her 
with material with which she could refute allegations by the 
Cuban CP that the CPUSA had not come to the assistance of Cuba, 
ees the recent hurricane disashen. 88 2 ὃ « -5. 24» i ~ 
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On hkavvactou λει ΟΣ to Cuba. 

ας ἀλοξοῖν after hurricane Floru bit Guba, miny 
Mmerioung bog moveacuts Lex volic ΤᾺ 

τῷ peoeceded on tua Leowols of worl as coon as Cuba 
timuourtecd that Lt veuld wor ceecpt relick throwin the iecrdedn 
Red Gross. Wa did this without waitiies for word τοι. oe ihe 
tO the Suisons Lor rekusin’:, aid through that BK CY, | 
ας WaLtan; Zor any da elie appeal. Vhon the coneal “and 
explucition cane, De mocalotely phoned varhous ascneles τσ 
had ablevugdy cupressed corecris 

Quay two Levelu of detsvity were: L) co dapeul τὸ 
VarLouc of pduigations wiich Rad an intercst und urso a dugree 
οὐ corordinution. YTnus, vo resend the ΣΙ ον, of 
lueotesliatlon, the Gouulttc. for woneViolcnt cotecn, the 
tutasies Uorkex, the Var ceeiotors Louync, und tas focricun 
EYLOrdS ECtvice Goumalteus. Ue ured ὑπ Chevc ord similar 
Of Bout Lone co-ordinate theig uctivitics timousyrns American 
ει terviec Goaaltter, (ine Gudkers), wlth luddquurters in 
Pailadclpoaia, ine Loaders of thece orjandcataoas bold several 
Caer “acy meetings and deaidud to do tre relicé woul: chroush 
Lue of enuization ard co-ordinate theiy infornucion. Lueck of 
τἄρα uppEecesutcd the tele sad uppewl Fron Mavern. We ured 
comordsrdtion σοι ἢ τὰς τορος, Fricnds Scrview Gocalttee 
be ἀν Luvther concsidumition without uny θυ ον it. the work 
ΟΣ «σὰ oflunecution. ἀπο, the Fellowsaip of iweocciliation 

θα thy vould σολλιοῦ and cunt theie om velor. ‘fac 
ἜΡΟΝ for LoneViolvax wethon wer. χγάτι" to ck two doctors 
and a copcteuction Werk θεὼ to vo to Cube. te cicouraud all 
euch peojcets. fan ὐαίτο οὶ encdeatcd that thoy vere tulune all 
veps for relicf-eund woeo coakidunt that thoy esuld overeoce a1] 
biete Uy paetiannt obcteuchlos wo Lalgill all rcquie cots. 

τῷ COwiedieOuctcd Vath poople dak vertbouc anions acd ia 
OUNCE parte of the ΘῈΣ fo οξικηλέσο For ccolick. 

2) The second Levelt of our Work τσ curoush che 
“forsea'''Mudieal ald co Gube Gombetce."” eval wie ycney 
αὐδῶ Ss Were neld by those wan nud been uscocugted with this 
GOawltten. tne tole τ ὠμοῦ wag holotual in esysculligine 
tli Moe juciuetson of hl τα τοι τ of tais eomuiceecc nto om 
“Lie ney Comulbtec Lor Pacuscod belick to Cubu.” 

τ ey Ὡο | 35a σον αν. ὁ ὃ ; 



σράσ, thees ποῦ, sede poeruons wanted to turn 
this over to the “Falr Play fox Cubs Cocuittec." Our people 
dnubcted of ἃ may couultties to get the preatesgk poocible aid. 
fae iedtukyitus wanted te duis thie into "Pair play" τοῦ 
Vag now only uw cieleton orumlsation aad withour mach appcal. 

Gar people werd ceecccekul und thio nc? Gomcbece. 
aig conblashcd for Vlouster Rellef with lies. Linus Pouling, 
Garluton Gouls and Vuldo Frank joining in the appcal. Taese 
persons vould not do thic wider the auspices of “Fulr Play." 

me conalttes wode unm dumediate appeal ard wore thon 
100 casts of untibsoties and powdexeud ails worn quickly sent. 
Tacy conbinuc to collect and ship ucdLeine and feod, ard our 
informucion is that thes: shipments μόνο been reacived in Cuba. 
ine οὐ οί ΟΣ the Couaberou avec at 41 Union Square Vest, Lov 
Yous Gity. ic been helpful in Oe egies the 
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Cowaitteo, do bas, uiso, Pr. Gauls Δ ον, ELicabotiy’ Sutherland, 
and [satay for the Comittce. 

Grivandlly this Cassittce hud hoped co wavolve 
the attorney, but this appurently bac not voricd 

maces of. 25 Keepin: bis involvesint a pelvete matter. 

fue Committee 1c also conducting public meatingys and 
wuctevitLces. 

_eecons in othces parts of the countsy, couch us 
λον Luscoab in bostow, axe helpless im tho woe of the 
COBuLeecu. 

fous our work Leo throush tue asceney Lovolso«-the 
ὄσσαν ΕΞ λοις ocrvies UclLuitter and thie Lackgerey 
Coumitic. for bicuster wolict to Cuba. 



LOULS WILLEN, H. DB. 
σι, Dou 2044, lew Yor: 1, kh. ¥. 

Deux tciend, 

eave urltin, to you Xoo help in alloviutine the humm 
sukterin, eauscd by Hurricoms Tlos cu in Cuba, boanuse you so 
gunerausly supported the Worl of the ες Aid fo Cuba 
GCommLtins: in dts non-politacal όσα to asudist the people 
of Guba in the past 

Little has appeured in the neve ucdia to give ἃ couprchencive 
pietuse of the untold destruction of life and property despite 
the Cuban covernicats mobilicaution of uilitia und voluntecrs 
bo waeucte the thecutencd areas of Oriente and Gomi πεν 
provinces. ἐλ the ster paosed over Haiti on 24 hours - it 
goubled buck uround the one rea tiestra tiountaloed ond tas trapped 
by tha satural terrain for five days swirlins ut ἃ rate of 10 
tikes pur hour on the werivine ty which measured 250 wiles across. 
aiaast οὐ inches of rain ΠΟΛ, Elooding all of che tind ancas 
Lato onc vast lake betvwoen the chroe muin rivers of the provineg 
like Gaato, to Contrumacutee 25 wiles away and tio LBayuno 20 
miles curther away. 

Maver dn recorded clus has the Carribean crcdle of stoxnus 
Rdeked up such a holosausé. ΔῈ] of the Live σοῦ vuc vashed 
co eed. Toms of cites vere completely dcstroycd, Forty-five 
thousaid fooilice wore lete tich nothin, but carcercd clothin:, 
on thuie bucks - all of thois productive ond percoral proporty 
disappcared. Hishvays, Δα καὶ culverts, στοῦ und the nevly 
buiie £ishing, Fleet wore 50 to 9S, destroyed. ἴρηξ Includes 
suvar, cocoubcan, rlee paddice, banana (and plowicn) cottcn and 
truck arden prodece ~ all pone or left im & eorditiow that will 
tuke yours to focoup. 

ic are Workin, to dioputen chirnente: of codlecl and relies 
supplica diguctly throwsh hospetal institutions ue we did with 
undical wid Laere. 



Could you send a cizuble contribution from yourself and 
your Evicwds to usf We wast curd off over ton thoveund dollars 
of atcortid rediemals at onec ~ make your cheel: payuble to 
Louis wiilicr, a. PD. We assure you that cyery puruiy WLLL be 
used £oF supplics wad the untiee vffort is bela, mandicd by 
voluntucr labor aus a no cost hunandtarion admdulorrative 
CHOCUVaL. - 

We ava confident you will respond without delay. 

hespeetLally yours, 
ΠΝ fi te 

Loure*t ALLL, Ὡς ΓᾺ ᾿ 
Tomer | icdleat Dircetes of 
Udicul Aid co. Cuba Counittce bs 

Pomner τουδὶ Counsel Lace 

_ 

» a ψῳ - 



να UP Liki ey ra τ Ἐπ: ee i - με Γ 7 re CUA τινι 

Mus. τι δια, cartouy an eid παρ Pisce Lave 
anitloticcan Lacryeney Gowilttiiwe for Disaseer {click to 
Gubu, with offiecs at 41 Unlow Square Ucee be du Youk 

fae Conitter: fas already pucchused more thin 100 eases 
οὐ autabiloties and poudercd tulll: For huertouns vieciris on 
the ἀρ, dae first δέρας arrived in daveca lace wool. 

ta, CORALCEG. WLll conmtlaw vir transport of priority food 
τα Modicinu, the only iteas στοῦ frog tle cobs | 
trade Wein Cubu, waile tho ciorusney lavtu. kao eclabetoc 
hus aivo coliceted several busda.d casce of clochin: which 
Li has noc yer been Lie wiscd to send. 

ασεισον λοζα cose Gubu wove them 1.0 Lives, icac of 
OLthut nd half the tolaids ὦ wieultucal erop., cusy 
mnouends Vvorco ἐς hosodess ord witout professions. 

GCosalticye δἰ λτεῖοσι bugineshain, xogorted 
BeNereus conkr.buclone : bipee ts work Fro. ull 
vareS Of tia: country. besader colliivtes officers 
sreludc tliguboth outheclard, color, πῆς is CXLUSLEL, τρὶς 
bE. Louis ulszller, who ἀθ widecol dircetox. 

Ι“-,, ᾿ μας fh 

ade ox, ee kee 

LL/iu/ 3 
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ae ν Ronorable Walter V. ὥρηπάτε 
pesint Accistaut to tha Sresident A GB ana White House ἐν ly a 4 ων Vachington, Ὧν €. ἊΝ μ᾽ [5] yore Le oe 

a At tt 
Dear Mr. Jenisinot Ἃ ow ot 

sho Doliowiny daiernation was cupped by a 
uUsuzeo Which hag fusnishod veliable dnsornéion in tho 
Bast ΓῚ 

πφοποῖον V. dsstoveta, Mead of the Korth and 
ραν Ancrican Seotion of tho Interaational Dopartrent 3 
Coumumist Party of the Coviet Moion, is currently in the 
Yalted cbatves as a tiombes of a Soviet touist ἔτος 
ποστζονοὲσ recently ney with untione! fenetionsvics of = 
the Concunict Tarty, UIA, and uade tha followin: coments. , 

ho Soviets at thia tine exo ast interested in a 
convening an international conforchee of 214 Communic: ᾿ 
Parties of the world in revard to tho Sincg-Dovict dicnpute. 
Towover, a3 ἃ Zolloweup to tho duly, 1065 3 MOatine hotwoon 
“oveet and Chinece representatives, thoro will probably bo anothers such mootint that will tate placa olther ΝΥ 3S 54 
tho ond of 1005 ov in carly 1004, REG. 58 66 -ῷ 2h OU ah ) fe Ἷ 

‘ Cuban Bronler Pidel Castro dyes not ἀλορουφθρ 3. 1093 
a 

1 " κι as Me, * “3 ' With tho foreion soliey of tho Coviots, bus beasuca ΟἹ 
᾿ precoure oxexted upoa him by individucla in his own __ ---- 

᾿ Loniershilp, who aro οὐ “pro-Ghineso pete thinkiny," he 
vo cnnnot “oct ac he would Bike to ace! “Sa Vehis ‘regard, ; 
Belmont . Bele dae yt a 
Mohr 

: Casper 
ων 

Contd ' SEE NOTE, 
DeLoachk 

““PAGE THO Evans . 

Gale 

Trotter ere eo 
Tale. Room 
Halmes 
Gandy 

ὶ ' : ' WHE: ae", ' i at “} ; 

ἜΞΞ Scone 3: ait Ne bee ῳ | 

MAIL ROOML_] TELETYPE unit] 



Yonxorablie Walters i, ἀξ δ ἈΠ) 

Veoh Καὶ 
this cottmabcavion ἃς 
peers tary ot otate bo: 
Rava KS aL 

μα τὶ are Bon σα Tee ‘Bie OES Boe LLCS 

NokGS ἢ docmdibed "PG > si." 
ds a bid ad faterackos meet ees as OK Wate coe x 

σον Yours, 

NOTE: 

Classified *hop-s6ecat" because unauthorized 
disclosure of this information could reveal the identity 
of the source, who is of continuing value, and such 
revelation could result in exceptionally grave danger 
to the Nation. 

See memorandum Mir, Baumgardner to Mr. WV. C. 
Sullivan, 12-2-63, captioned "Solo, Internal Security - 
Communist," WGS:pwd. 

aa δ9- 

po i ἔν wri 
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FRE AUTOMATIC DECLASSTFICATION CUTE if [{"στιτοτατιαννσνανασασακημκανα Ι 
ΡῈ LED: 36. Eau. 12-1356) an ; . } a tH [ Mr, Tolson.——_.- 

“ὦ ‘a i= ἐδ who ἢ} [ Mr. Βοος. ἢ 
> fr. Mohr_ 

Mr. Casper....._. j 

av Cellahan 

Mr. Conrad 

itr, DeLoach.__ 

Rogen _, | 
Vee van LZ 

Upavel ... ̓ 
ἢ te TYGtt@Y mene ἢ 
: Tele. Room. 
: Miss Huyimes ____ j 

ROUTE Date: jii/s/e3) leew ee, ae ee 

Transmit the following in 

Via AIRTEL 

---- eee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee eee ee 

- ros: os 
TO: DIRECTOR, rey (100..428091) | . i ea ae cell 

ment Tbe 

a 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) , ge 
Ce j bs afc. | “ano Ὁ) | Wea 5 Be A “aad 

bso io 
Lf LH, el ΧΩ 

ἔ a Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 3 copies an \ 
for the New York Office 1 copy of an informant's statement Ν - 
captioned “CONTACT AND BRIEFING BY GUS HALL, GENERAL eae 
SECRETARY, COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, LATE OCTOBER-EARLY ἐπ LEY ed 
NOVEMBER, 1963, ON MATTERS RELATING TO TRAVEL ABROAD", Ge way ° 

The information in the enclosed informant's "e aK 
statement was furnished on 10/29/63 to SAs WALTER A, BOYLE yh 
and RICHARD W, HANSEN and on 11/1/63 to SA HANSEN by CG 5824-S* 

PLB.) 25,18 

aie ἣν MBwZ, wy 35:5 

| ! ) ἀν het σι 4847 
A yee y." Morey 4, €4 10 

dnd Of Pxbosyse Rey, vin ΐ 
(3) - Bureau (Encls. $)(RM ἐξ £GE* 6 

εἴς 1 -- New York (Encl, rt 30-134637) ( 
- Chicago Ben . 5, 11 10 

(LRWa: πῇ ΔΝ ae eh Ρ » DITA 

5 __f ) ? Be AAS é 1 \ 

ve ΝΣ , . ey “ ath at fe yh } - 

[2:2 -ἐ ἱμὰ CLO et very *y hoe ἢ e € Fe iF; 'g - ᾿ 

᾿ " a magi δὴ Bar Sarr) PP a. ὃ 
we “Wes 1 tut εἰ λιν ἷ «ΓΚ 

5 0042509 

ΝΥ τὴ Ι LY er ΒΕ ΤῊ 
ΠΝ og νὸν in Charge vcomaae ΠΌΝΟΝ 



‘ (conrace- ‘AND’ barErING BY. Gus. HALL, ΒΕ 
τ τ | GENERAL SECRETARY, COMMUNIST panty, | 
ΓΒΑ. LATE OCTOBER-BARLY NOVEMBER, - 

1965, ON MATTERS RELATING το 
ται α, APRONS τος τ } 

' — “τ ΟἹ fp my lo 

Oe vO On October “95, 1963, , General Secretary, " 
᾿ Comminist Party, USA (CP, 2636 Gy was in Chicago and at τ᾽. 
τ €fmS made personal contact: with “MORRIS: CHILDS, ~ During. this: 
ον, gontact, HALL noted that. based on‘ the. financial needs of the 9. 
εὐ Party and because of recent developments being ‘referred to. in τ 
the capitalist press concerning the international communist . 

" ovement, he feit it vas. important that CHILDS be in ὰ pois — 
-. tion to travel to the Soviet Union within a period no longer — 

.. μος than one week to ten days from that time,, He indicated that. 
oo τ during the course.of his current stay in. Chicago he would © os 

‘-gpend some timt with CHILDS and brief hin on matters: perti«- a 
moos δὲ pent to. fund negotiations with the Soviets and on other ae 

+." matters which he would. like taken up with them. In HALL'e 
:-,° "> opinion, this trip by CHILDS would have a twofold purpose, 
τς £iret, to negotiate for funds for the CP, USA for the year — 
“1.1964, and secondly, to secertain the latest. situation as 
+. 4% exists in the international communist movement.. In this. 
 Yatter regard, he directed that 47 there was to be a con- ~~ 
.. ference or gathering O£: any. ‘nature held on this subject © 

pe of δόλον δύω abroad, | he was to 
τς, partietpate therein, ἧς 

μον ἢ HALL ‘remained ΜῈ { Chicago ‘for the period ‘Oetober a 
agua, 1963, and on each of these dates was in contact. with’ 

| CHILDS, In addition, HALL was again in contact ‘with CHILDS . 
ει (im Hew York City. on November 1, 1963,: While on all of these 

τον ὐ vandous| dates he met with CHILDS there was, in fact, no. exn 
“>. tended’ pertod of briefing on matters to be takea up abroad 

' ~~ “but HALL did utilize these occasions for limited briefin _ 
and at these tines furnished the followiag beatae 

a 5: funds αν the oP | TBA, asea 1 (5 . Poe 

ae 4 Sexdous consideration had been ‘given. to the possi- oe 
os bility of "Sa en less fonds * from the Soviets: }: than had beer. &) 

ἐξ 

Ἂν. 



᾿ “received in 1963, “and | ven: ‘to! the: posaibility: of  pacposting 
- 30 funds: fron: ‘thei in 1964, Such consideration was based on 
‘the. fact that the Soviets currently. have econonic problems 

: resulting fron the wheat ‘deals which 4t fe concluding abroad © 
_.and because of the aid it ia réndering to Cuba. ‘These itens 
- have caused a. terrific ‘economic drain.on.the Soviet Union, - 
_ However, now Zam of the opinion that if ve.do not ask for 
money, and at least as much as we asked for last year, a. 
bad precedent would be set. Therefore, we should request | 
from the Soviets the same amount in financial aid for 1964. 

jas wo did last year,’ namely, one niliion dollars; The basic : 
i fox such request should be the sane as was used in making the © | 
request for the subsidy in 1963. dowever, in addition, you 
might take into consideration some of the following items” _ 

whieh can be used te point out the basis for’ Soatinuiag 
~ need of the: CP, USA for: financial aauigtance.. | 

= the £, ΒΑ. in General [ - 

The. ‘Party is now getting out. of ite. "Box with. our ” 
“membership and syupathizers:- getting over the fear of repression. ᾿ 
“because. of their beliefs. However, to continue this trend, the 

oe use of "The Worker" alone to tpread the Party word 15. not. ~ - 
των gufficient. If. ‘spreading of the word is to be properly. done,: 

-4t is essential to reach téns of thousands and then millions ΝΙΝ 
of people and this’ can be done. only through the use of the ᾿ 
mass media of communication, The press is only one media ‘= 
for this purpose and,. therefore, must be aupplenented ‘by mans. ‘ 
mailings; radio, television, and other means. it πυρὶ be. 
emphasized tg the Soviets that mass propaganda is an. . 

τ GQmportant part of the American way ΟΥὗἨ 1116 and has a ‘definite oe 
ἃ effect in the United States, ‘For example, you can advise 

them that it. was through mass media that we feel we put Πθὃ:.-. 
our finger in the ‘dike and plugged. tue reactiona torrents: ΕΠ 

“and this has had an. effect. ‘upon the mst Ἂς ον τὸν 

με the Negro Question: 

 wntte we are not the leaders of the Negro, their ee 
movement has had something to do with the spreading of ὁ 
|} social ve and we. are , Maing the Negro. 88 the | vehicle’ for: 
this. (- | aan a ΙΝ τς 

oo the South” | 

ees 



Αι δ πὶ ἮΝ the’ ‘South fe. 6 opening’ up ‘egein to “the party an ang”... 
ly WE want to send more: people - into that area, Already νὸ -.. 
| pave GEORGE. WEYERS and one other person working full time | | -, 

πον dm this area, - Ye Ba expand, this: = activity. there ‘te, id need = 0} 
"- for more ne a ae oe τ 

A the Party ἀφ βὸν engaged 1 in ‘the. 
new Party program which 4s. necessary, Bo of Chicago 

[458 working full time on: this matter now... τῇ the program 
is: drawn up and discussions concerning it are conploeted 

preparation « of: a. ΕΠ 
Δ. 

-. with the left; At will ‘be. ‘taken up with the millions 28 ΒΝ " 

τε, literature departszents or book store® or publishing 

_ and if they are wikling τ 

. this. country. 

͵ οὖ oe comiection eth. ‘our party's new program; ‘efforta | 
| - phould be nade. abroad to acquire from 51} ponsible Parties | 
εἰ copies. of their respective Party programs... Thin material — 

can be uged for | Study. purposes in connection with our. ova 
program. ΔΝ 7 : ᾿ 7 me 

LS On foreign Socdaiiat 1 wateriat > rn 
mot gS firculated in: the’ United States a) . 

ΠΣ “the metter. of foreign literature currently éirculated i 
ἀπ᾿ the taited. States should be taken yp with the Central 

- Committee, CP of. the Soviet. Union (CPSU) and with the Central: 
- Connittees. of other important Parties... It should be pointed » 
- ont to them that_all of the. literature they. are presently _ 
Lee in. this country: ig a flop. “Publications such 

® 

ap * sieo ~ gnée ἢ accepte aby. the people το whom. at. is sent. pe 

oe oe have. a proposition tor ‘these Parties. I they 
oe wilh send such magazines. and literature to one of our | 

organizations, preferab ‘forld Books, ‘New York City, δ’ ἡ, 
‘spend a little money for. postage, -— - 

; We will arrange for our mailing organization to.send such ὁ 
‘material out to a selected list of people who will accept 
and usé this material, . In this way, ‘the material sent 

ον would not be wasted but instead would be used, The P 7. 
_ here: wal be the > purveyor. for this literature’ for, the 



Se the Youth Per 

ee Be Os 
an Parties. abroad.” We, are willing ts €lp on this if they - 0... 
τ} are willing to sd atone 5 with. Use ἃ) 1 ΠΠῸ πὸν οὉ ᾿ 

thers ἴδ τοῦ be “aeunched ὁ a new. ‘mass nonsParty. 
| πος of youth, It will not be.a duplicate of the a πον νος 
το Young Conmunist League (¥CL) and. there will be no rigid 

το | pti. new masse youth organization and it ia. contemplated 

fa Desty: Pa 

-d@iecipline imposed, Invitations are out for a meeting 1a 
December at. which time a cail will be iesued to. launch | 

thet this, organization witt be functioning early in daca. EX) 

ἊΝ 7 Me: ‘goviets. should be advised that we will: ett. 
a ‘eatablish a daily paper; however, iret ‘we. feel we must. 
ΝΣ | establish ‘three. weekly Party papers. - Such papers would ̓ 

4 Qnelude the current "The Worker", the “Peoples World”: ‘and. 
‘ga pew Party weekly which will be set up in Chicago, After, 

. ΕΝ achieving this objective, wo could then launch the daily 
paper but such dally - paper would not. be created out of the. 

- present paper in New York because. that is not. the proper _ 
|place for it.. Instead, we would. conside making the. new - 
| Chicago weekly. into the datiy paper.’ ae ἐν 

ΝΞ Creation of ‘such weekly. paper would be part οὔ 
ἊΝ ‘the | eftort to reach the people on ἃ mase scale. We do not - 

squander money and the need for such money is:obvious. 
la aE they question this and our motive regarding the establish: oe 

- 75} Beeretary of. the Party there, After our meet 

sent of such paper, ask them wha As the matter, don’ t they. 
| feel the | results are worth. She ON . 

re δὰ muerte Rico, Im) ᾿ ΝΞ 
vl. he! Party de, at: the present “tame, working with an | 
a number of groups in Puerto, Rico including the Farty there, 

I Recent ly I spent. two days in discussion with J 
ngs were over, 

i... SANTOS eaid that‘they were the best aeetings he had had and — 
“τ πον was golag back to Puerto Rico determined τὸ build the 
Party ‘there. However, from our discussions - it F appeared. that, 

: Ὁ Ἢ ̓ ν 



᾿ ‘the Chinese, ‘through ‘the. [ROSEN group in the “United: stat wero; i 
‘are: working. overtiae to expand. their’ anflueace there. 

ΠΕ We. are. ‘pending i. ‘couple ‘of people to: Picrto. ᾿ 
“Rico to σοῖς into the situation there and help them... | - 
| PAT ‘TOOHKY will be among. those sent and wall ‘continue. ae 
‘ conferences: with. the Puerto. re nates) re 

ἃ CP, ὍΒΑ ΓΤ ΤῊ Ἰΐ. τ _ ee ΝῆὟ 5 

|. i af a membership’ ‘figure: te requested by. the. Sovicte, 
Slace| the figure ap betweer 8,000 aad 10,000, If a round - 

figure can be uaed,: advise: thea that dur aombership ia now oS 
-10,000,: Alao tell them that we are now engaged in a Party. ;: 

or on the youth and. tying tt to the (Regre."( 

oe ἘΝ ‘job. ̓ ὃ6. are doting this by ee caphasie ΔΝ 

ποτ F@a Spanish Langu 
| “arzigt-Leainist Literature 0 &) 

ame the Central Committeo, οὐξο,. whether ‘the.CP, “USA, Ὁ 
᾿ might acquire basic Spanish language Marxist-Leninist literature — . 

“and pamphlets, Is theré some country if Latin America producing  —— 

this: material? Evideatly there nust be when you consider the. - 

‘number o£ Parties in. this area, Thc CP, USA needs thie material 
oh ‘for use among the Spanish ‘ppeaking ‘elements: in New York well 
fas in Puerto Rico, Haita, Dominican ‘Republic, and ete. Bo . 

. ς. τ. 

aie Cy a In this Bae conned ion; advise Ἢ that the Party" 8 - 
Ses language Pome Jog ΘΟ w Voice) which. — 

J owery acar future. 
emporarily suspended publi on, W ' start ἂρ ‘again da the 

“on the CP, USA. Political | Ἢ ye ΕΣ Woe 
‘(ee for 1964 ΘΝ | ZY 

ὁ emphasize’ with the Boviete that in'1064; the Party 
wana ‘continue ite fight agaiust the ultrasright. — Also advise - 

Ithea that we as the OP will not endorse the KENNEDY Adninistra~ 

\tioa and.will be critical of ‘hin. . However, soma of our people - 
“and our sympathizers will wor: for KENNEDY's reeelectior and. 
‘for the defeat of the most. reactionary candidates, both - : 

~ Dengeratig ε ‘and Bopupltoan, Ja a regard ἴ to Benator goupnarna, ὃς 



- four or five children ‘and is. living 

ἼΣΑ Party wilt “work against his ‘esndtasey ¢ even before 49. 
primaries, These. people working for the defeat of reactionary 
‘Senators and Congressmne wilt consist mostly of | our : Beople 3: 
dn ass organizations. ay οτος 

ee _ ‘Also tell the Setete that. there may. be: indepeadent 
| Γ particularly among’ the, ΚΝ groes,: concerning whose | 

election we “ih be working for, | er ΞΕΕΕ 

uch. peop as the widow of. WILLIAM z. 
‘and P ‘2 Then too, the CP, OBA 2c 

mos a: annual subsidy /to: PROGY DENNIS, ‘wife of the | IC 
sex “General ‘Secretary, for assist δ. 3. giving: young - 

ENE DEBRIS ir. 4 college education. 

‘vreqacat ly’ Ὁ new cases. also’ 
“take the recent case involving. SAK ἡ 
«JACK wan once one of our : az 

oy ‘Chicago. Recently hie firet wife came to the Party office, - 
a she ‘wag destitute. and. I gave her temporary 1 aid. a 

we mopican Institute _ 
" for,  Maraiey. ‘Studies (Aims). Ma Syn e 

πος at the present tine, { Patty de ‘in the ̓ς midst | 
| of negotiating for a building to be used ae headquarters for - 

a AIMS in New York. City. The building under consideration is. 
the one: owned by the Teachers Union in New York City which " 
is now in the process. of disbanding and, therefore, they | 

{have put their building up for. sale, ζῃ order to handle stich 
ὩΣ transaction, a substantial amount of money is involved for | 

om [98 tne ¢ Circulation of he Party Press — 

ae: the Party as a down payment. In addition, someone also must. 
2° "be Zound who νὰ ἫΝ willing. to “countereign any loan for εὐ 

0 ἢ a purchase. ᾿ 

| “The beat - available ‘figures which can be: “utilized 
“connection with edz reulation of Party press are as follows: 



. " ΠΩ 

\eme Yorker" , τος 
lepeoples Nord = ΒΝ 

Cue ΤΕ 
Ἰὰ War" is now in the process of being prepared, 
ΜΝ the ‘Soviets’ BY a new edition: of: ay pamphlet, a 

én re firat ‘€dition of this pamphlet has nov beer. used ‘Up.. ΣΝ 

"" [oe she oP CP of Chine. corey |e} 2 
in our opinion, - ‘the. ΡΟ. suffercd ὁ a severe petback- 

προ τους The-new edition in preparation will ke pr | 
and I will. wite a foreward for Ate Re  Π 

Waile abroad): check. with _ popresontativen. ‘dn the” 
| various κατα ἦν ‘countries on the possibilitics. of buying. 
gome printing equipment cheaply. In- thia same connection a 

sa ag an additional argument of the need. for funds on cee 
τον τος ΟΣ the Party, point out to the Boviets that our present — 
7. dAanetype machines utilized hy our Party press are old, 

perhaps up to 40 years. of age, and Such machines cost ae 
$40,000 to. $50,000. If we are to. have an efficient press, | ἄρ 
we would need at least $100,000. for Taotype machines atone. Sy 

ΠΣ τἢ in the Wiited State when‘it came out, ‘again, the recent 

= “Vpupport is clearly indicated by the number. of publ 
τς Which are appearing Itke *The7Hans 
Eas ΟἹ 

εὐ τ While “St cannot be ‘provén, it 16 known that certain groups - 
. +; ‘must bé getting financial support. from the Chinese. As an. 

οὐ obvious example of this, τ | 
οὖς Chicage of 1,000 subs: to "The; 

“yt atomic teat ban. 

 Poday the Chincse are “gupporting ὡς ἐπουρέεο 1h 7 
“the ‘posEns and the Trotekyists in this country. 

or and Bickle”, War ς΄ 
τ and the » . et-Leninist. Quarterly". 

‘the recent quota set for . 
$¢gnt". Making such a. 

‘+ quota would be an impossibility, yet the paper noted that | 
προς they had gottea their quota and it was obvious it gould: 
i awe been only through the help. of the. Chinese, {: | 

. ‘However, point ‘out to then. ‘that while. the ‘ore may - 
{be backing. such groupings, they should not be worried as we. 

cations Ε 

τ  δοιπεοτϑοξέη, them-and are > confident we will defeat ‘them. E. 4 " 



᾿ a « She needs to. her. "ὦ 

τ = JOHNBON, 

eer - body, not pablicized, which ies made Up. of  Fepresentatives: of 

: + . ea Te . sa ᾿ a . - 27 ᾿ ΕΣ a woo or . ν᾿ εν - ἢ . ote toate .- en : City τ . ᾿ - . . ae ΝΣ ων Ὁ . 
: . “. ᾿ - εκ . .- . ΝΣ . - : - wee - . * . 

oe Tse ae : : τιν : whe : ae ee - “ 27 oo” κ τον ῦ ΝΞ εὐ. 
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- eo ἢ . . or « toa .- . . a . ato. _ o ᾿ ΓΙ - - eo ΝΝ 1 

. Mat Foe tt l= ΠΥ 4 =" : " ΒΝ - - 7. oF ot εν τ . - . * κα των ν wor. aa 
. rar ΝΗῚ fa rn an 1 : . ty oad ΜῈ wae , . - bd Η ΜᾺ ™ ᾿ we Ά ΒΞ . ΝΞ τι ᾿ . : ᾿ . on : ΕΣ τι mens a rae a a 4 alt, ! eo ΕΣ " ᾿ ; - oe " ΠΕΣ Ν 
wa, a se τ rics . αν ον τὰ . . τι πο . Cont τ- ΝΞ note τινος toa ort 

. yt τ 4 ΝΞ eo wo a Ἢ 7 τς εν 2. " τς wy . " eo -! ΑΞ Ξ - τ - . - :f 7 
- a . ha . 1 . ot 1 fey - “τ ὁ ῃ . λα α τς . aot, τ τς . εὐ ᾿ be Lo 

- , - a . - ’ . ΗΝ ᾿ κι ΡΒ. a ἢ RS ον δον . oe, . τι ‘ay ἐκ ΜΝ - ᾿ . - . 
- : ΝΕ ra τιν 1 ΗΝ . . ory . ΝΕ - 7 4 : . . ot : . v ΝΞ ᾿ 

re ok aH _ . δον eb ot, ct 5 - ΠΝ oan . ᾿ 
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ἴδον oo) 
Cubans nade: a: terrible nistake wheal ‘they rejected 

ον gue aid after the disastrous: hurricane. ΕἸΣΙ, CASTRO wee 
ai idiot for refusing the Red Cross aid and as a result, 
‘perhaps has elienated a number of people in the United: we 
 Btates: who might have bean Sympathetic: to. the Cuban. people. ¢ 

| ta regard to conmuniéation with BEATRICE ‘JOHNSON, - Ν 
| [ote forker" representative in Cuba, ‘we will work out Bowe- > 
J) thang. 13 necessary, we will go through Czechoslovakia to ~ 

open communication channels. with her: and ¢ to get ‘the material - 

ἘΠῚ the ‘Question. at hee oy 
__Benitisn in the, United States es (3) 

‘In ‘yegard- to: our recent coumundéation on ‘the τος 
Ν pousibaidte of a CP, USA representative proceeding to the 
oe Soviet Union to talk to. ‘yesponsible individuals on the. 

| | seven question, point. out that we are not looking for ἃ. 
fight in this matter. - We only want to discuss our end of. 
‘this matter from a tactical point of view, We do not want: : 

_ ta raise it for any other reagon and dq not. Waat the CPSU 
τ οἷς  to-get the πολ. iden concerning Our request. 

J On. the Matter’ of: a: Negro’ Pr 
eof Rersgation te the. Soviet. Uaion Κ 

"BEN DAVIS and JARS JACKSON | have been put: τὸ vork | AD 
me τς dithering up Negroes for the delegation which has. been 

 /lnvited to visit the Soviet Union. Thia matter bas already... 
_been discussed in New York and Chicago, The overall responsi 
\bality for. wedinating ὅπ. matter: has been ‘given to ARNOLD - 

po § On’ Suggestions: Rewarding : an 
. “international Communist Body 

.  e12 the psu that while: ἀν ‘do ποῖ. feel there te 
| ‘a. need for a Cowinform or a. Comintern, it might not be too. 
: bad an idea to set up some sort of a full time international | 



oS Nanton θὲ Parties. “his group might ‘meet free time: to tame” . 
cc. and work on ways and means of helping out other erties, τπΠΠ 

τὴ το For example, ‘the New Zealand, the Japanese, and Indonesian: = ©) 
Το Parties are ina bad state of affairs and in this way we” 2! 

ἐσεῖς might be able /toaving them away from the Chinese. While I... ἰς-. " 
ον ας eonsider. the: Rea | Ce ἄονλον". to: be important, it 16. 

not enough in this ‘regard, However, it might also be | : 
 --gtrengthened and if it dealt with problems in a more. ‘basic a 
‘way it could help; however, suck would ποὲ be the ‘type, of ΕΝ 

τ τες, Body: rT am suggesting, ( 

αι suggest’ α also that. this group: which would make, τσοὶ 
up 8 a — ‘of troubleshooters ‘consist of. well. known, 
respectable people of long standing in the internation’ _ 

| PoVement Like TIM BUCK of Canada. - Shile tite people whe: 
||. would wake up this. group would not interfere in interne] . oe 

τ π᾿ ἡ g£fadra of other Parties and would aot interferé in 
“νι Bayttes following a Marxist+Leninist line, they could, © 

τ however, work with those Parties in. difficulty whdeh. would ps oo 

τ ἢ recede’ delegations and talk to then, 

ΕΣ [= Hlectrontc Devices Woe, 

| : Antell
ip ent . peered A ἜΠἔ 

‘tn connection. with his y
outh assignment in Chic

ago, the 
ἊΣ ᾧ “Chicago is. a very. ’ coupotent ‘and ao 
-bécause he may’ not .bave worked out 

| Parry should ποῖ. ̓ς Agnore ὅλ and consider hin a ne good 

guy". = clog . . ΝΣ τ τι “τ ̓  

ΝΕ αὐτο τον τς At ‘this ts tine he on engai g ΜΝ waking a “detailed” 
ae and comprehensive. wtudy tening devices and means to — 
Cop counteract then. ‘He went into det , On such devices with —-— 

ed usefulness, in | ὭΣ ᾿ 

was’a fake and the way | b6 
tec. τῶι they. we a 11 
pinion, . BERNARD 

. | 
ἡ PINDEL 

. ey a 

about aticapeing’ it euch devices for the — Ρ ΤῸ 

- Party was no way to do it. de now working on this . — 
a matter and any day now he. go on.a tour for the Party. 

i will check over every office and the homes. of the Party 
: leaders. He.ia working on an eléctronic. devici whieh will - 

counter the Meatening devices. of the GNEDY.. ΝΣ 

Fen ΠΠΡῊΠ “piso, at ny sequent [ας oa yoritn on 8 : τ ; “fooiproo? tape recorder for th ‘the. Party. τ ΗΝ ΠΝ 

ae τς ζῃ talking ithe told him about recent <4 
oe _ Conversations and demons rations by the Soviets. of af tnoar GP) ΕΝ 

. Mae " 

“bi ie 



ΝΣ st raised’ this: natter™ of electronic s devices" because” 
re 2 an convinced: that: the FBI has equipment: which enables ‘them: 
ἐσ δὲ ina car and listen ‘and that they are equipped -with -. 

Ὁ ΡΠ  _ . gadget. that da set up at a certain wave lengta wadch ¢ enables . 
"then to follow. ‘another. car. without being seen. Ν 

ρος (Oa the Matter of the Girt. ββεμαλιοιν |g ae 
cc |) trom. the CPSU and the Polish | ΝΣ ἴ- ; : 

᾿ 'σε United | Workers. Party. (PUyP) 

arr "Advise ‘the. Central Comaittees ‘ot “the cpsu ‘and the: a 
pNP that we are giving their offers conceraing the gift | ἜΝ 

τς wtallions considerstion, Yhere 15 δ possibility. that in. 
~~ the spring of 1964 we will accept one of the stallions, . >... 

‘probably the offer of the POWP, However, under ‘the new. ᾿ς ΟΠ“... 
“so tae Laws governing such sattergs, it might be advisable for ae 
ad not, to. accept. either OF these generous offers. ( : oe 

tie ‘Recent Arrest of. foviet 00. oe re 
tons e ents tn Now Yorks City eo Be Se δ δος | 

| “Polk the Soviets ‘that the arrests: of. Soviet natiousile ce 
Λε New York have a very negative effect qa the Party and have τ τ 

Fhey lao ‘have. πὰ very: negative political effect _ 

* can't the foviets ‘be so. ἘΠῚ and: get, “wednan 
υλανολνοά ‘Like this at this time, I made this remark to my wife | 
“and perhaps she had the best answer “ she said, “What doyou Ὁ 

aE expect, they don) t even snow ‘the secret of raising \ wheat: or nan 
other SPORE". . τος ΝΕ ΕΞ: 

th ay , opinion, ‘these arrests: reaulted from: a pie _ 
by. the Bt and. ultra-right which was set up to embarrass-the sss 
good relations that: might be eyeloping ἢ between: the Maited. po A 
States and. the oytet, Goton. 7 er 2 oe \ 



ἐλτο ον “guit against the government. It ia, therefore, possible. : em may be > coming back s_wooner thas: expected. SE 

saa TO 

ie 

| οτος Kansas. City, with then, 

"athe ‘Worksr"., Ley 
in Chicago.” - eae 

shioad, take. ‘wp possible ways and 
out of Chicago, Perhaps it. 
Hungarians that they might 

at. possible, attexpt. to see a ‘representative of. 
the. ‘Socialist Gaity Party ὁ ) 
‘-@gein régarding HYMAN. ‘LUMER 
. School. of Pramatics, . They . Pp ously rejected his. On’. ' the basis that he did not know the German. ‘anguage but he 

εν δ i woe oe wot 2 if νι δ cai ΝΣ τὸ ἊΝ εν 

. obeek: for pre-trial hearings. in connection with hia civil” 

's request. “thet someone — 
“IRVING POTASH has agreed 

ee een adie, to/arrange such 8 
ὦ meetin wien here 

ΩΝ ‘CLAUDE LicHrroor ‘dn Chteags. has been ‘tnoontact - ΕΝ with vO s mother and sister in Kangas.City and he has - τς axFanged for the brother wpe. remided κω Snteage to return 

ΝΣ τ In talking to. ‘the γον: 
' Π βοξαγάμας ὃ thedr Blan, to wend } WERETON to » North Het Men, 

Ceo ᾿ . a oo -, εν ον εν ΝΟΣ ? i τ ς- . * 7 SR ων ν᾿ . 7 . - ἢ . + . . ἧς 

τατος ἐφ he" 

diatsiot- 4. not * nappy with the ἘΠ 
eto get rid. ΟΣ him, (If: there 0} 

τὰ “τ τοῦς 

7 leis vot : 
ey 

: εὐ ib ie aa 

Ὑ τ τ Advdeo: REWRY WENBTON that he 48 to stay in the - a 
et. “Undon ‘only until his attorneys here ask him to. cone woe 

ecent fim as "Tho, “Worker” correspondent in n Budapest, pe 

has Bow token a. @ course in Gérman and has become . duste PG 

tots, tind out what happeses. 50 
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Trotter 

SAIRGRAM cICABLEGRAM RADIO CTELETYPE (=! 
ce 

yen 12-1-63 a ee 
Κι} Ο DIRECTOR AND SAC CHICAGO “te ΝΣ 

FROM SAC LOS ANGELES 010845 ᾿ ἢ Soy kg 
ΜΝ ν" } woe ; 1 

ΓᾺ ᾿ aa va 

SOLO, {S-°C. 

ARRIVAL FLIGHT OF CG 5824-S* DELAYED AT ORIGIN BY WEATHER AND 

NOW TENTATIVELY SCHEDULED TO ARRIVE LA 1 PM ‘DECEMBER i INSTANT. 

BUREAU WILL BE ADVISED OF SOURCE'S ARRIVAL AT LA. 

“RECEIVED: 5:16 AM EFH 

RELAYED TO CHICAGO 

Oc Dra ᾿ 1963 - Ξ " he nt at 

If the intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau, i is ‘suggested that it be suitably 
paraphrased im order ta protect the Bureau’s cryptographic systems. 

é - - - - 
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SAC, Yew York (105-36402)(1€0-134637) November 29, 1963 

“Director, FBI (165-78927) (100-428091). 1 - Mr. Sullivan - 
1 - Mr. Moore 

- Mr. Branigan 
ALEKSEY 1, KOLOBASHKIN © PERSONAL ΑΕ ΤΕΣ τοὶ 
Drennan SECURITY - ἢ - SUS 

ΝΞ εν 1 - Mr. Baumgardner 

4 46,70 30 -- 1 - Mr. Shaw 
+ AC“ Fre ONAL SECURITY - Ὁ 1 # Mr. Donohue 

: . ΝΞ 1. - Mr. Ryan ΑΖ 

NeWairtel 11/14/63 concerning the recent request 
by Kolobashkin that NY 694-S* furnish him the names and — 

adéresses of 3 reliable white male Americans in the 20-30 

year age bracket, progressive, but not associated with the 

Communist Party (CF). Kolcbeshkin stated the Russians had 

in mind thet these individuals “work with us." Reference 

is also nade to the telephone conversation on 11/19/63 — 
between Assistant Special Agent in Charge Donaid kL. Roney 

of the New York Office and Mr. Fred J. Bawngardner of the 

The Bureau has given careful consideration to the 
feasibility of ‘TY 694-S* recruiting for or referring to the 

Soviets individuals for possibie intelligence assignuents. 

The potentiel advantages of our control of such an operation 
are many; however, any implementation of such an operation 

must insure the continued security of our highly placed 

informants ΠΤ 694-S* and CG 5824-S*. 
ORIGINAL FILER IN 720 S-9y927 4 = 

It is proposed that you consider the use of “cut 

outs" or intermediaries to “recruit” individuals for referral 

to the Soviets by NY 694-S*, The use of a “eut out,’ if 

feasible, would serve as a buffer between the informant anc 

the Russians in the event the “recruits” were compromised. 

The intermediaries considered for use should be experienced 

and trusted confidants of JY 694-8* such as Irving Potash, 

Eligabeth Gurley Flynn, James Jackson, Lem Harris, Isadore 

SEE NOTE PAGE FOUR 

‘mmMUPLICATE YELLOW 
It 
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Letter τὸ New York 
RE: ALEKSEY M. KCLOBASHKIN 

| SOLO 
105-79927 
100-428091 

Wofsy, Arnold Johnson, Isidore Needleman or Lena. Scherer. 

All these individuals have been associated with informant — ; 

. €or a number of years and undoubtedly 811 suspect he has... 

some sppoiel” jonship with the Soviets. Also, it 16. 
possible who has been in contact with the 

informant, could, under certain circumstances, be — 

- gonsidered for use as an intermediary. In addition, 

CG 5824-S*, who has ἃ greater sphere of open contact with 

trusted Party members and. officials, possibly could 

recommend or make use of one of his Party acquaintances 

as an intermediary in this operation. 

To institute such an operation, the prospective 

‘ipoeruit”™ would be briefed and directed to make contact _ 

with the intermediary selected by you after consulting — 

with the informant. Although the "reeruit™ should only have 

knowledge that it is in the Bureau's interest thet he make 

this contact, it will be important that he convey the 

desired inpression to the intermediary. For example, 

the "recruit" could bring himself to the attention of a 

selected intermediary as a possible source of funds or 

as a person to be considered in connectian with the Party's 

current interest in business investments. | Or, he could 

contact one of the intermediaries active in the Party. 

organizationally ss a progressive who wants to help but 

whe, for logical reasons, could not be directly affiliated 
with the Party. After the “recruit” has made sufficient 

contact with the intermediary, NY 694-51 would be directed 

to make suitable inquiry of the intermediary seeking the 

identity of a person who happened to have many of the 

qualifications offered by the “recruit.’’ With good planning 

NY 694-S* would be in a position to refer our “recruit” to 
the Seviets without directly involving hinself.. 
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Letter to New York | 
. RE: ALEK SEY M. KOLOBASHKIN 

> SOLO 
. 105-78927 

100-428091 

A second ‘procedure - you may desire to consider 
would be to have our "recruit" take some action which would 
logically enable him to come to the attention of NY 694-5%, 
He could direct a letter to the "National Guardian" or evén 
to a legitimate newspaper espousing an extremely progressive 
line and,thereafter, the informant could contact one of 
the internediaries to have the latter make inquiries regarding 
the “recruit” or to interview the “recruit" to determine 
his "reliability." In this mantirer the intermediary would 
do the investigation and make the recommendation, thus _ 
protecting NY. 694-S*, The recruit could be. logically calied 
to the attention of NY 694-S* in many imaginative ways. 
Even an advertisement in the "National Cuardian" by our _ 
recruit seeking a roommate or offering an item for sale 
would be enough to give NY 694-S* a pretext to logically 
‘request an intermediary to make further inquiries, 

‘You should also consider the desirability of 
‘having NY 694-S* solicit from one of his. "intermediary" 
associates at least one legitimate reeruit. If such a 
person were to be referred to him and he were to pass _ 
the identity of this individual to the Soviets, we would | 
have the advantage of the knowledge of a potential intelligence 

_ agent. We would then be in a position te control what name 
_or names of legitimate recruits. are passed to the Soviets 
"and such action possibly would “pave the way" for the future 
referral of our “sélected" recruit. ΝΕ ᾿ ΝΗ 

| 11/14/63 recommends 
(former and (fo 

. possible persons who meet the criteria set by. Kolobashkin 
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Letter to New York 

REs ALEKSEY ῬΑ, ΚΟΙΟΒΑΒΗΚΙΝΟ 

“SOLO. 
105-78927 

. 100-428091 

and who might be placed in contact with the. Soviets “through 
| °S*, The Bureau feels you should definitely consider. 10 

in this regard but the apparent weaknesses 
ould preclude the use of ht this time. ‘Intensify 

your plans in regard to the former, but s you heave a 
specific reason, you should not conside urther at 
this time. 

πα Bureau considers this operation of the utmost 
importance and every step must be carefully planned and 
Bureau approval obtained before any action is taken. You 
should arrange conferences among personnel experienced 
in the security and espionage fields to obtain the benefit 
of their suggestions and observations. At the earliest 
possible date you should aubmit your observations to the 
Bureau together with your recommendations ‘for implementing 

| this operation. 

“NOTE: 

This matter has been discussed by Inspector 
Donald E. Moore and Sectien Chiefs William: Branigan and 
¥. J. Baumgardner and it has been agreed the above general 
procedure should be considered at this time. Upon receipt 
of the recommendations of the New York Office, a specific 
course of action will be proposed and submitted for approval. 



11/14/63 

AIRTEL 

‘REGISTERED AIR MAIL 

™0: DIRECTOR, FBI (105-78927) 
100-420G41) --- 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (2105-36402) 

SUBJECT: ALEKSEY vs. KOLOBASHKIN | | Υ 

MUN | ἶ 

Re New York airtels 10/24/63 and 11/7/63 captioned, 
"SOLO; Z8-C", and Buairtel 11/4/63. : 

Reairtel 10/24/63 setsforth request by KOLOBASHKIN 
that NY6¢4-S* furnish Soviets the names and addresses of three 
reliable white male Americans, in the 20-30 year age pvracket, 
prorressive, but not associated with the CP. KOLGBASHKIN 
stated that the Russians nad in mind that these individuals 
"vork with us. | 

Reairtel 11/7/63 set forth actlon contemplated.b 
New York Office in this matter, In reply to reBuairtel 11/4/63. 

In relation to the foregoing, the following . 
indiviauais, who are former symbol sources of the New York 
office, and whose cases have been reopened for possible 
reactivation, are being given consideration as persons who. 
meet the criteria set by KOLOBASHKIN and who might later be 
placed in eontact with the Soviets through NY 6¢4-5#: 

ORIGINAL FIED IN “GS ~~ 72) 

“Ae Bureau (RAM) 
“ge New Yoric 

μα [tA - Le 02! - 
NOT RECORDED 

178 υεῦ 38 1963 

Were nee operat 
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bID 
bé 

. 10 

is former i ite male, 
33 years ΟΣ age, He was born in 

1 ΒΜ mh Ε 

has cooperated with the New York Office since; 
earl ttended classes at the New York School for 10 
Marxia udies and participated in various front groups in a bin 

- miner capacity. He was never a member of the CP nor did he 
acquire a CP reputation, though he was regarded as left-wing. 

| Ll. an exceptionally. intelligent, stable 
individual, e 5 experience as an informant, is considered bs 
discreet and possesses a kh bic 

eas. He is fluent IbTD 
The circumstances of his background wo altiow for 

a good legend. His motivation is purely patriotic. His 
experience, discretion and common sense are his outstanding 
attributes, ̓ 

a white male, 41 
He was a former 

He attended two 



NY 105~36402 
NY 100-134637 

his clientele are frequently U.N. personnel and members of 
the various diplomatic missions. 

has cooperated with the New York Office since 
August, Originally his activities consisted of bé 
maintaining contact with various progressive individuals in) j7- 
the field of art. Later he was successfully used in } 
intelligence investigations of Egyptian personnel, Source 
has excellent contacts at the U.N. enabling him to attend: 

18 cab 
: then in the 
He 1s friendly 

net, 

Cts not a CP member. During his operation as 
δ source, was encouraged to give the impression of left- 
wing orientation, bg 

ὈΤΟ 

[ et intelligent and considered stable. He is BIL 
experienced both as an informant and double agent. His 
utilization was highly successful, He is serious and possesses 
a high degree of patriotism and will 3 > 
the FBI. In the course of his busines 
times a year to Burope. He is unusually affable, makes friends 
easily, and has. many contacts and friends in the diplomatic 
field, His excellent contacts, level of society in which he 
operates, experience as an informant, and intelligence are 
his main attributes. 

It is noted that] ___ fs 41 years of age and therefor> 
does not exactly conform tothe criteria set by the Soviets. °° 
However, it is deemed advisable to vary from the set pattern 
in order to avoid placing stereotype individuals in contact 
with the Soviets, and in order to stress the difficulty of 
filling their prerequisites. 

| The New York Office will discuss the foregoing 
individuals and their backgrounds, with NY 694-S* without 
revealing their identities to him, in order to obtain his 
opinions and suggestions in this matter. It is felt that 
NY 694-S* is knowledgeable of the attitudes and reactions 

- 3 - 
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of the Soviets, through his long association with them, and 
that he might render valuable assistance in evaluating these 
sources, 

After discussion of the backgrounds ΝΣ Ὁ 
Leith NY 694-9*, interviews will be initiate bic 

© individuals to evaluate their potential and ability. "Ν 
These interviews will be conducted by the SAs handling both 
the SOLO and espionage aspects of th ther 
felt that a number of interviews wit will 
be necessary before a true evaluation ity 
for such an assignment can be made, 
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ReBulet 11/8/63. 15 

ΠΝ : ial Agents PHILLIP M. BROOKS and WILLIAM C. MARTIN - 
met or lunch in the Jiffy Coffee Shop at 8 East 49th 

Street, Jew ὙΟΥΚ ἵν 7 ἮΝ. Y. . . Oo 

Following a 27, a Lon, and wen [eepeared αἱ 

ked 2 ease, he e1r ae ϑροα since 

18 a | as “not he 

have told hin... tle stated that 
he had. . 
their father or 

ony . &In answer to further questioning, 

stated that his ‘nother formerly | resided in Atlantic City, ἢ, > 
lives in Washing 

is deceased. 

ning pis Te τον ἢ 
recently - 108 εἶ : stat [3 one littie 

most of thet, 
ac although one OF The: = 

his 
b7D 

7° 

equipmen 

he retained is 

in the Marines and did 
from the time he Was 

1 Seen @ said he 

did occasional curing 

this period. 

ὁ appeared i Ὁ disposed to answ sfions . 

concernin B τ, Je tien asked when he etl | At... 

this iS poine car Ν | we all about πὶ ἣν ΤΡ 

knet? abou 
| 

you even 
then said that he would g 

him. If the FBI wants him to "bug" ἃ place he will do it, mut, 
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| before he would do such a thing, he would want assurances from the 

FBI that if sf | the FBI would back him up. He ‘said ad 

that as far as OCS , is 3 rusty at it and “ΝΣ 

᾿ἄρπθ any of that work Tor fpoutl | at 3s felt thatf τοο 

did not care to answer the question asked . im and the question was . 

not repeated) — τς : ΕΙΣ ΙΝ 

νος ΣῈ was then explained tol___| that while the FSI appreciates 

the offer of his services, before the FBI can pt such an offer he 

must trust the FBI and the FBI must crust him. [fates that 

he understood this and "doesn't Mind carrying the Bball,” but wants OED 

to be sure the FBI.will back him up. Sle then referred to the | 

Russians as"S.0.B's." in regard to their action in the BARGHOORN case. 

ΕΝ 
bin 

. | as told.that not only must SAs MARTIN and BROOKS feel 

that they can trust him, but. he must convince the officials of the - 

FBI, throuyh 515 MARTIN and BROOKS, that he can be trusted. 

It was most apparent that|___}knew well what the Agents - 

had in ming: . having him volunteer information concerning 

his past. appeared quite pensive and he was told that the IbTD ὦ 

FBI is only interested in the truth and that he should give serious _ 

thought to contacts he had in th -_ might possibly now place 

him in contact with the Soviets. aid he could think of 

ne one he has known, however, he wi ry again to think of someone. ̓  

a interview was then concluded on a most friendly basis 

and acreed to meet with the Agents again. 

Evaluation. 

τ τ ReBulet ποητέοης αι [56 [nae not furnished much more 

information than he provided whén approached in 1959. | : 

. It is desired to cal Bureau's attention the type 

of approach that was made cof es a result of a thorough τ 

discussion between the Agents ana 8 pervisory officials of this 

office prior τὸ the time of the original interview. Realizing the 

his government. This app decided upon as a result of our 

previous experiences wit At that time, and as a result 

of a direct appreach concerning nis background, we got nowhere. 



The new approach has been most successful insofar as he has clearly 
indicated a desire to cooperate with the FBI and, further, we have 

been able to obtain the impression, at least, that he is very much 
anti-Soviet at this time. We have deliberately avoided asking 
direet questions on his background as previous experience has shown 
us that this obviously is the sore spot in his life. Nevertheless, 
it is. planned that during Future interviews, his background will be 
brought up but in a very dis crest manner, ‘He feel. that it is more- 

important to develop this man’s confidence at this time rather than ΄. 

force the issue on his bhackgro ibly lose his cooperation, | 
Therefore, it is believed Ἐπ furnish this - 
background information up toe this point uid in no way be construed 
as a lack of cooperation on his part or any anti-FBI or ὦ. Se Government. 
attitude. . 

We feel that in dealing with a man pore we 
must progress slowly and the interviews must £ an in a most. 

diplomatic manner. This is particularly true since the nature of 

the assignment contemplated for him by us is of such a nature that 

there can be no question of his reliability. 

The N¥O feels that excell 3s has been made thus 
far and we are very optimistic in potential in becoming 
a valuable informant. 
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Trotter 

Tele, Room oy 
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i’ 

CG 5824-S*, who has been in Soviet Russia, is on his way 
back. He will arrive in Los Angeles at approximately 11:35 p.m. 
tomorrow night, November 30, 1963. He is arriving in Los Angeles 
rather than New York presumably on the instructions of the Soviets, 
who told him during his last trip that he shouldn't each time return 
directly to New York, 

After these nerve-wracking and exhaustive trips his health 
is always in a more precarious condition than it is normally. He 
generally needs assistance in dictating and presenting his material. 
In view of this fact, I have authorized SAC Marlin Johnson in Chicago 
to send to Los Angeles to meet CG 5824-S* the two Agents who handle 
him regularly in Chicago, Richard Hansen and Walter Boyle. By doing 
this CG 5824-S5* can be much more rapidl Foriefed and the material 
prepared and relayed to the Bureau. In particular, we are in a hurry 

to get any information relating to the reaction of Soviet Russia to the 

assassination of President Kennedy. . an 

RECOMMENDATION : ἶ 

Ν For your information. 
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Mr. Sullivan 
Mr. J.A.Sizoo 
Mr. Baumgardner 
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ΜΝ ΝΝΝΕΝΥΟΟΥΕΞΥΟΥΥΥε ἐ 

ἦς BOs DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) ΝΕ 

ἣ FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) — ᾧ.. (Ke 
e ey ON ἦν Ἕ 
5 suazect s “Soto rye. ἡ. 
Η Τ8-Ὁ sil ae ἢν ἡ 

Mont 
ReNYairtel, 11/7/63, concerning the return to the 

United States of ABE CHAPMAN and the latter's wife, ISABEL. bs 

( 
ΤΟ 

a 

. On 11/14/63, NY 694-S* furni ina _informa~ 
tion to SAS ALEXANDER C. BURLINSON and 

- On 11/9/63, NY 694-S* conferred with ABE CHAPMAN 
| told him the following: καρ 

who | 

| ale Sexo it. γε,» ἢ 

- *. 

a 

While in Czechoslovakia, , ABE}GHAPMAN acquired through | /: 
purchase a very valuablé collection off modern Czech paintings. 
He is bringing this collection to the United States. Within the 
past few days, CHAPMAN met with an official of the Gugenheim 

‘ Museum and discussed the art collection with him, CHAPMAN 
informed the Guggenheim Museum official that he was interested 
in showing this collection rather than selling it, and that he 
was en route to Chicago where he would settle for the time being.’ 

; τω /eo- ea R357 1} 7, c 

} 3 - BUREAU (100-428091) (RM) 
ξ΄ 1 - catcaco (134-46 δι Β) ΑΜ ἘΜ). (ἡ ΗΝ ἤν 
S| 2 - ΝΥ͂ 134-91 (Inv) (41) τυ ὁ πο ἢ 
2]  - ΝΥ 100-134637 (41) -- ES [1-ἡ 

-ὐ Ny a ACB:mfd (#41) : <i Py. A 
x ΩΝ — ἘΝ " 
. 2 Ν “i 

hs 
k 4 
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(s+ RD DEC GSpeatt { Agent in Charge 
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NY 100-134637 

The official of the Guggenheim Museum telephoned a | 
person in Chicago whom CHAPMAN described only as a leading | 
art official in the Chicago area. CHAPMAN was introduced 
telephonically to this person in Chicago by the official of the 
Guggenheim Museum, 

It is CHAPMAN's intention to exhibit his art collection 
in galleries and to write articles concerning it thereby increasing 
the value of the collection. CHAPMAN noted that he has one Czech 
painting which he values at $1,000. However, by exhibiting the 
ores ofc and writing about it, CHAPMAN hopes to increase the sale 
price of this particular painting to $3,000. a ./,  ,/ 

ἜΔΑΡΗΜ. “τ μι es 
σι i ec to take language courses ΟἿ 

at a university i @ ecome a translator for the United | 
|] Nations or for some other group that may use the services of a 

translator, )}.. 
νον Hh 
ἢ}. : ae ad, { ᾿ ΤᾺ DMA an his wife ISABEL 

and the latter's - 

sit, ABE CHAPMAN was con- bb 
in'his suspicions that is an arde t 7- 

supporter of the line of the 
did not show an open 5] for the CPUSA, is even 
more pro-Chinese than is. 

i ie a πα 

It will be noted that as set forth on page 3 of the 
6 . 

referenced airtel, CHAPMAN had previ. bc 
ccording to TANG Ming-chae and 

é to London repeatedly to contact TANG Ming-chao 
an 

On 1 PMAN informed NY 694-S* that by s re 
i he attempted to determine whether ΙΝ 

een in London recently. They both deni 
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Aen Liaison Lf SUBJECT; ACOMMUNIST PARTY OF AUSTRALIA Mr... Gurley g 
ATHTERNAT SH \ Oa Map CURITY ~~ ο a & 5 lo R | δ 

This memorandum is to recomond that our liaison represent- » 
ative orally advise the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) that the fh 
Bureau ἃ not wish to consider downgrading or declassifying a 
Tre τομαὶ" letter furnished to CIA 9/20/63 in captioned matter.4/; 

During Solo Mission 15 in mid~1963, CG 5824~S* was furnis 
certain information by Laurence Sharkey, General Secretary, Communist 
Party of Australia (CPA), while visiting in Prague, Czechoslovakia. 
This information was to the effect that one (first name unknown) Hill, 
a member of the Political Bureau, CPA, had supported the Chinese 
position in the Sino-Soviet ideological dispute, As a result, Hill 
received and accepted an invitation to visit Peking, China. After 
his arrival in Peking, Hill made public statements in support of the 
Communist Party of China, Because of his endorsement of the Chinese 
position, the CPA expelled Hill from the Party. Hill's expulsion 
subsequently resulted in approximately 50 to 60 other members' leaving 
the CPA and joining with Hill's faction. The above information was 
furnished by Leos hewra" letter to CIA 9/20/63. 

‘a By letter 11/15/63 CIA made reference to our letter and 
enclosed~a number of newspaper clippings from Australia dated between 
June -and September, 1963, which contained similar information. CIA 
noted | that. the information had appeared in the public press and 
believed the Bureau would wish to consider downgrading or declassifying 
our 9/20/63- letter.. Ν 

COMMENT: Ὁ 
i 

é 
Our letter to CIA revealed that one of our sources had μι 

recently learned the above information from an official of the CPA, 
At the time we disseminated this information, we had no knowledge 
that it had appeared in the public press. The fact remains, however, 
that our letter to CIA does reveal a connection between one of our 
Sources and ‘an official of thes GPA. To ot ste one or declassify our 
letter would seriously jeopardize ο Gs 245%, one of our most 
sensitive. squrces, Since CIA could then Haeseminate the information 
as coming: from a reliable source, ‘in, the FBI. {it is believed t 4 

taba. -3 35 ΕἾ 100-428091 att 
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Memorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan 
RE: COMMUNIST PARTY OF AUSTRALIA 
100-428091 

this should not be done and, if CIA desires to disseminate such 
information at any time in the future, it can certainly be done 
from the newspaper articles in its possession. 

RECOMMENDATION : 

That our liaison representative orally advise CIA that 
the Bureau does not wish to consider downgrading or declassifying 
our letter of 9/20/63 in captioned matter, 

wy 
Vt fre [O38 
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Mr, Belmont Tavel Trotter 
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FROM : Mr, F, J. Baumgardner.SyrLs 

bad fet fed fat fed titres 

ee Mr, Baumgardner gona 
Cc) ᾿ Mr, Branigan 

suajEcT: SOLO~' 
INTERNAL SECURITY ~ COMMUNIST bois 

71 Ρ 7 Ot ἊΝ I thought you would be interestéd in learning of the Moat 
indignation expressed by FanedGackson, national functionary of the 
Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), w regar o the Sdévitets*~invita~"-~ ~~ 
| tion for a Negro delegation to visit the Soviet Union, RADY 

|e 

You will recall that in late-O¢fdber, 1963, the Soviets 
advised the CPUSA that the Soviet Uzbek Society of Friendship and 
Cultural Relations desires to invite to the Soviet Union in November, 
1963, a delegation of seven Negro leaders from the United States for 
a visit of one month's duration, The Soviets requested the, CPUSA to 
furnish the names of the Negro leaders to be included in this delega- 
tion, CG 5824-S*, prior to his departure on a Solo mission-to the 
Soviet Union on 11/1/63, was instructed by Gus Hall, CPUSA General 
Secretary, to tell the Soviets that CPUSA functionaries James Jackson 
and Ben Davis are in the process of lining up Negroes to be incluged 
in the delegation. 

On 11/14/63, Arnold Johnson, CPUSA Public Relations Director, 
advised NY 694-S* that the Soviet Embassy, Washington, Ὁ, C., is hold- 
ing seven visas for the Negroes the CPUSA is to select to visit the 
Soviet Union, Johnson indicated that the Soviets are extremely anxious 
that the Negroes visit the Soviet Union as soon as possible and that 
they bé: "outstanding Negro leaders," Pe 

; τὶ Johnson advised he inquired of James Jackson unat. was {boing 
done with respect to this matter and Jackson replied, "not @.damn.. 
thing,!'; Jackson stated that receiving an invitation frow!'the Uzbek 
Soviets: was like Negroes in the North of the United States receiving 
an invitation to go South and pick cotton," Jackson expressed his 
indignation that the invitation was for Negroes to visit Southern 
Russia rather than Moscow, He suggested that perhaps the Soviets were 
ashamed of inviting Negroes to Moscow, 

cuss this matter with Ben Davis, Johnson indicated he would await 
In view of Jackson's reaction, Johnson decided not to dis- 

ΝΑ net a of Gus Hall, to whom he would leave the final 
We Ga ep we : 

, } . . 2 oe A AKG 
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Memorandum to Mr, Sullivan 
RE: SOLO 
100=428091 

decision with respect to what should be done about sending a Negro 
delegation to the USSR. Johnson expressed the opinion that six 
months ago the invitation would have been accepted without comment, 
but today the Negroes, communists or otherwise, are so sensitive 
with respect to the racial situation that a matter such as this 
can become an extremely important issue, Johnson indicated that 
most likely no Negro delegation would go to the Soviet Union in 
view of the nature of the Soviets' invitation, 

OBSERVATIONS: 

Jackson's indignation over the nature of the Soviets' 
invitation is probably due to the fact that the Soviet Republic of 
Uzbek is located in the extreme southern portion of the USSR. The 
Uzbeks are people of Turkish origin who have largely abandoned 
nomadic life for agriculture and town life, The Uzbek Society of 
Friendship and Cultural Relations, the group inviting a Negro dele- 
gation to the USSR, was founded in 1958 by the Society of Uzbek for 
the purpose of strengthening friendship and cultural cooperation of 
the people of the USSR with 411 people of the world, in particular 
the strengthening of cultural exchanges between the United States 
and the Uzbek people, 

ACTION: 

For information, We have previously advised the Attorney 
General, State and Central Intelligence Agency of the fact that the 
Soviets, through the CPUSA, desire to have a Negro delegation visit 
the USSR. The matter of sending a Negro delegation to the USSR will 
not be resolved until Gus Hall, who is currently touring Party Dis- 
tricts throughout the United States, returns to New York, The date 
of Hall's return is indefinite; however, it is anticipated he will 
return on or before 11/23/63, We will continue to follow this matter 
closely and keep you-advised of all pertinent developments, 

Wr ore γί el 
» 
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Date: 11/20/63 

Transmit the following in 
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γαὰ AIRTEL | 
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“τ στ ὙΙΒΕΟΊΌΗ, BIT TTT TTT TTT ΜΝ 
ἡ; Attention: ASST, DIR, WILLIAM C, SULLIVAN 

af 

/ FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

SOLO 
Is~C 

Re Chicago telephone call to Bureau, 10/1/63, 
concerning analyzing materials which have been furnished to 
this office by Solo operation during past 10 years and O-1 
dated 11/18/63, (0-1 enclosed) Welt: 

In accordance with approval received from Bureau, 
Supervisor CARL N, FREYMAN immediately started the project 
of reviewing voluminous material relating to the Solo 
operation, This has now been completed; however, it must 
now be discussed in detail with CG 5824-S*, As the Bureau 
knows, it was not possible to discuss this in detail prior 
to the departure of CG 5824-S* and it is anticipated that an 
we will not be able to discuss this matter with him { 
immediately upon his return. It is felt that the informatio 
which he will have obtained during this mission must be | 
obtained first and immediately furnished to the Bureau, 
In addition, it is anticipated that he will have to meet with 
certain Communist Party officials outside the division to 

brief them on his mission, 

A 

iL 

The Bureau is assured that this project will be 
completed just as quickly as we can hold necessary conferences 
with CG 5824-S* and, of course, in concert with his health 
condition, The Bureau will be kept advised of developments. 

1-0: Viet eau (RM) (Enc. 1) 

1, gents ou: (00-2 §09/ 36 lob 
(4) 
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liengrable Teen Fanci: 

Loewise of tho sousitive wudiaws of owt couico, 
this comumiention 2s boip: οὐρα SEER Boats ον 
“plo invormation do boing Larniched to othexy Interosted 
witielois of tho Coverncont. 

bimeoroly yours, 

NOTE: 

Classified "pe Ke " because unauthorized 
disclosure of this in?oymation could reveal the identity 
of the source, who is of continuing value, and such 
revelation could result in exceptionally grave danger to 
the Nation, 

See memorandum My, Baumgardner to lr. WV. Ὁ, 
Sullivan, 12-2-63, captioned "Solo, Internal Security ~ 
Communist," WGS: pwd. 
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_ BY LIAISON 3 

. - ι 1. = Mr, Belmonts 
ς : ~ Mr, Evang = 

SOLO hie - Mr, Sullivan 
: ἘΝ : ὍΝ, 9.1. = Mr, Baumgardner Ν Honorable John A, McCone Ὑ vl - Mv, Branigan 

: Central Intelligence Agency 10 Uv'(/! ~ Mr. Wannall 
Washington, D, C 1 ~ Liaison 

vos 1 Mr, Shaw 

Dear Mr, McCone: | 

The following information was supplied by a 
gource which has furnished reliable information in the 
p2|et. . 

Nickolay ¥. Mostovets, Head of the North and 
South American Section of the International Department, 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union, is currently in the 
United States as a member of a Soviet tourist group, 
Mostevets recently met with national functionaries of 
the Communist Party, USA, and made the following comments, 

The Soviets at this time are not interested in 
convening an internations1 conference of 811 Communist 
Parties of the world in regard to the $ino-Soviet dispute, a 
However, as 2 follow-up to the duly, 1963, meeting between 
Soviet and Chinese representatives, there will probably 
be another such meating that will take place either at 
the end of 1963 or in early 1964, 

Cubsn Premier Fidel Castro does not disagree 
with the foreign policy of the Soviets, but because of 

Uo pressure exerted upon bim by individuals in his own 
καἰ Jeadership, who are of "pro-Chinese left thinking," he 

᾿ ᾿, sannt "act as he would like to act” in this regard, . 
. - ik ie Gin gts ἢ , 
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Honorable John A, MeCone 

Because of the sensitive nature of our Eource, 
this communication is being classizied " 
This information is being furnished to other interested 
officials of the Government, 

Sincerely yours, 

NOTE: 

Classified oe εξ!" because unauthorized 
disclosure of this inf tion could reveal the identity 
of the source, who is of continuing value, and such 
revelation couid result in exceptionally grave danger to 
the Nation, 

See memorandum Mr, Baumgardner to Mr, W, C, 
Sullivan, 12/2/63, captioned "Solo, Internal Security - 
Communist, " WGS: pwd, 

»- ἢ κ᾿ 
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prrectorn, Far. apap 
(Att: Asst. Dir. WILLIAM C, SULLIVAN) 

SAC, NEW YORK [ann 

‘CPUSA = TOPLEV | “το τ a7 
IS-C ΝΞ τὸν τ τ hs 

On weed ideas interviewed by 
Δὲ SABTIN and PHILLIP M, BROOKS and Supervisor 

in an effort to resolve the questi 
cooperation and future plans. As the Bureau is aware, 
has been talked to on several occasions and although he S 
been cooperative and friendly, he never volunteered information 
eoncern ΞῚ ivities during the time that he was in Russia 
becvaen| The NYO felt that-this was ἃ very crucial: 

riod from andpoint of determining his cooperativeness, 
depending on the ariount of information he volunteered concernins 
‘this: period. oo, . 

During the above-mentioned interview, no effort was A 
actually made to elicit information concerning the a = ioned a 
period... Rather, the time was spent in explaining tof fina ee 
was required of hin from the standpoint of coonerativeness in 
order that he may serve the Government in the capacity intended Ξ 
by the FBI. It was clearly pointed out cof hat as far as. & 
the FBI was concerned, interviews have reached a stage whereby Ξ 
it was now up to him to decide whether or not he was going to ΜΝ 
further cooperate with the FBI, and, if the decision was in the Ὁ 
affirmative, this could only be demonstrated by a free and full 
disclosure of his activities prior to, during and subsequent to 
his stay in Russia. He was requested at that time not to give 
any reply, but to think the matter over thoroughly for a we 
which time he would be reinterviewed for a final decis LOM. 

᾿ς agreed to this 

(yp ~ suRte mo Oe Ὁ fa ho fo γ,- 
ἊΝ = ΝΞ | 50% UBSORDED — 

a ka > co gq DEG 16 1963 

ACHE) ΠῚ macnn 

ΗΝ | 

ΘΟ 181 ὃ 
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7 of ae SAS BROOKS and MARTIN reintervievea[ 
iffy hop, 8 East 49th Street, New York, New York. 
vas asked whether he had given thought to previous — ;,., 

contacts, to which he replied that he had given it deep and 
SePLOUS consideration. 

. | refaced his remarks with the 5 statement that 
-he had ma mistake in his life and although he has 
been unable to determine in his own mind the reason why he 
became involved, he feels that it is an accomplished fact and he 
can't alter the facts, regardless of how he tries. He then 
furnished. the following information, partially as a statement and 
partially through questioning of interviewing agents. 70 

4to work for the Soviets 
whom he has mentioned 

is, he was contacted 
red a passport for the — 

Seviet Union under the name of He oripinally wanted to 
get the passport in his own namé, DUT he was told that such was 
not a proper approach, and that it would have to be obtained 
through a false name. He ‘could not recall the first name used 
in the passport. Thereafter, he went, from N . 
where he was set up ag a maintenance man for 
In Moscow, he was immediately placed under a Sprcion 
because the Russians learned that he had never been a member of 
the Communist Party. He added that he never did join the CP and 
has never been associated with the CP officially; however, ‘Russians 
held the fact that his father was in the Soviet Union over his 
head. . 

inp 
-by one JACK CHILDS and x 

chools to his knowledge 
one f and one for training individuals 
Ι Sin . rained 
in, Ξ with the school, 
People in this school were mainly Chinese, Ss an er 
Europeans. He did not come in direct contact with those attending 

ον the second school, oo, ΟΠ bip 

“In Moscow, he was more or less isolated. He was dis- 
atched by the - Soviets out of Moscow to make 

Engl 2 en 
ed as When he was sent on a mission, 

he. was usually gi ope or small package to be delivered | 7 



to his contact in the particular country to which he was sent. 
He stated he never knew what these packages contained, but, in 
his estimation, they could have contained money or instructions 
of some sort. - 

- He stated that very often he ‘doubted the efficiency of 
the whole operation, as many times he would wait at. a designated 

_ lecation in one of the above-mentioned countries only to. find 
that his con t. keep the appointment. One time, while 
iin London, a was broken, so he built 
a replacement. ‘hen he returned to Mosc 

as 
lo 7D 

‘because ould operate on only and ες ὁ 
ἢ. ‘the could not be change ee equired | 

. code setup. 7 . ες 

n an assignment 
somewhere in 
that he did not 

πὶ the Civil War was then in 
ptured or arrested by the Franco _ 

On ona o 
however, ΤΩ 

Ὁ gO anywhere near 
. progress and he feared ἢ 
τ forces 

ΝΣ or to the United states in[__and arrived 
_in New York City, where he was met by JACK CHILDS. e returned . 
due to fact. that the operation in which he was involved. had been . 

terminated. | ID 

During che interview,[ a Jvotunteered the following 
information concerning the Americans he had met or worked with 

a en in .the | employ of the Russians during the period 

- JACK CHILDS was considered the key man of the operation. 
lly from Chicago. He was a chauffeur to EARL 
‘net CHILDS in New York and later met him in 

iaf that CHILDS went to the "other school" 
eturned to New York in CHILDS met 

CHILDS. wa 
BROWDER. 
Moscow. Was 
in Moscow. When 
him at the boat an 
residence in Yonkers, 

. aS an employee of the 
last saw CHILD 
was trying to 
CHILDS helped hi 
be successful. According to 

' New York area and he believe 
HILDS is still in the 

LDS is listed in the Queens 



' . " . | " . . . . 

Telephone. Directory. He added that he does not know wh ins! 
current sympathies or connections are. While in Moscow 
on at least one occasion met CHILDS's first wife, who a 
time was working for the Soviets in Moscow. It is his belief 
that CHILDS later separated from this wife and was later remarried. | 

. JOHN LNU, a coal miner from Pennsylvania, who was 
recruited because they. wanted a workin than an 
intellectual. (JOHN is believed a 

100-1892], ), ὔ ΝΞ , . . 

MARY LNU, who operated a radio station in Paris, France, 
He described her as being in her twenties, receding chin, light 
complexion, who had been hospitalized in the American Hospital in 

' Paris between the period 1933 to 1936, possibly 1935, She had a 
Midwest accent. Other than meeting her in Paris, he has never 
Seen her again. | _ ο 

- MARY LNU, whe operated a radio station for the Soviets  —- 
_ in Prague, Czechoslovakia. She was sh ight build, dark 17D 

_ complexion, and in her early twenties a πρεοτοα he last saw. 
“MARY LNU in about 1939 while. walking in New York City. At that 
time, she appeared to have put on a great deal of weight, to the 

_ extent that he hardly recognized her. ὁ 

HARRY KUIET was a radio operator for the Soviets and. 
operated aboard ship. The ship on which he was working was sunk 
during #orld War IT and KUIET was drowned. KUIET was married to 
AMY SCHECHTNER , who is deceased, 

| reaffirmed his willingness to cooperate with 
and work with the FBI. He stated that he will continue to review 
his past in an effort to furnish additional information, He said 
he would be willing to view photographs of individuals for 
identification purposes. , 

Ib ree 

ὑπ π 
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Ν . ΝΣ ΝΞ ΒΕ EVALUATION ὁ ὁ _ οι | 

allotted lunch break, ppeared to be nervous when he first related his experfences. Later he appeared to be relieved 
having told his’ experiences, 

It is to be noted that interviews cs, ς΄ ἦμανε ᾿ been ted lunch break. [~~ fopeas duration, his 

Ilb7TD 

It is felt thee] jis a mature individual who, | with proper puidance and don rot, coupled with indirect assistance from existing TOPLEV informants, can be advanced and can be of untold value to the Bureau, ΝΣ ΝΞ ΕΟ 
. 

© de 7D ground investigation and information establishing ΠΝ: be used without danger of future embarrassment due lity and unreliability will be submitted under separate letter, | _ | | 
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, ‘® AINITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Wlemorandum 

TO Mr. We. C. Sullivan DATE, 12-2-63 

FROM: Mer. Ἐς Jd. ae 

/? r 

f !supyecr: ‘SOLO 

Mr, Belmont 

Mr * Sullivan Tele, Room 

My, Baumgardner Gandy 
Mr. Branigan 
Mr, Wannall Al ἘΠῚ: 
Mr, Shaw x τ μια μα μ iert?rse&4 

INTERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNTAT 

Ube Yoel 
¥vS is to acquaint you with recent comments made by 

Nickolay Mostovets,.Head.of_the.North and South American Section_ 
of the international Department, Communist Party of the Soviet 

“Union, to” Officials of the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA). Mostovets, 
;who is currently touring the United States as a, member .of Soviet 
tourist * group,- told the CPUSA officials that the Soviets would not 
at this time convene a meeting of all Commtnist Parties of the 
world, but probably would meet with the Chinese at the end of 1963 
or early 1964 in an effort to settle the Sino-Soviet dispute. He | 
also commented that Cuban Premier Fidel Castro supports the foreign 
policy oftthe Soviet Union, but because of pressure exerted upon him hy 
"nro=Chinese" individuals in his own leadership, he cannot act as he 
would Llike-to act. - 

In the way of background, a Soviet tourist group composed 
of 18 Soviets arrived in the United States in early November, 1963, 
for a proposed stay of approximately 21 days. Mostovets is one .*; 
of the members of this t6éurist group.- In his application for any 
*“unaccredited visitor" visa, Mostovéts' occupation is shown as 
"history teacher." / 

, ἢ 
i, 1-26-63, NY 694-83 received the following informatiof ‘.) 

from Arnol ohnson, CRUSA SA Legislative Director. ΜΕΥ ᾿ | 

Four members of a Soviet tourist group, including 
Mostovets, visited the office of “The Worker," eagti/-coast communist 
newspaper, on 11-21-63, at the invitation of James ckson, / 
Editor of "Th orker," During the course of their visit, the My 
Soviets met Be Davis, GPUSA National Secretary, who happened to —— 
be present, eens 

On the evening of 11.21.63, following a dinner party 
at the headquarters of the Soviet Mission to the United Nations, 

\Mestovets visited une poear pment of CPUSA Chairman.Elizabeth Gurley _ 
Flynn and conferr for about one hour with Flynn “and | Davis. Ny 
\pavisé later nodeted d a ESyeleal members\of the CPUSA NationaL "Ὁ" 
Board that Mostovets during his conference with Flynn and Davis 
had made the following comments, ~ — . oh GF ἘΣ ΤΣ 

Enclosures aan 42.-2-£8 / 66.4 240 Sb 

Του ong REC- 62 2» 50 Bslro6% ΠΣ τ 
ΡΟ πων 

- 
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Memorandum to Mr. Sullivan 
RE: SOLO 
100—4380913 

sino-Soviet Dispute 

The Soviets at this time are not interested in convening 
an international conference of all the Communist Parties of the 
world regarding the Sino-Soviet dispute. However, as a follow-up 
to the July, 1963, meeting between Soviet and Chinese representatives, 
there will probably be another such meeting that will take place 
either at the end of 1963 or in early 1964, 

Fidel Castro . 

Castro does not disagree with the foreign policy,of the 
Soviets, but because of pressure exerted upon him by indivaduals 
in his own leadership, who are of “pro-Chinese left thinking,“ he 
cannot "act as he would like to act" in this regard. 

OBSERVATION; 

New York was alerted by airtel 10-26-63 to the impending 
visit of a Soviet tourist group and the fact that Mostovets was to 
be a member of the group. 

ACTION: 

That the attached letters, classified "[op-s€énet" 
to protect our source, be sent to the Honorable Walter W. Jenkins, 

Special Assistant to the President; the Honorable Dean Rusk, 
the Secretary of State; the Honorable John A. McCone, Director, 
Central intelligence Agency; and the Attorney General and 
Deputy Attorney General. 
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' UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

: Memorandum 

το ; DIRECTOR, FBI (100~-428091 ) DATE: 12/4/63 
SO 

Ν Rom : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637a) 

Cor> SUBJECT: OTs 
TS-c 

wt ReNViet 11/4/63. 

The records of the NYO reflect the following 
transactions regarding SOLO funds, as reported by NY 
during the month of November, 1963: 

94~S* 

Credits 

On hand 11/1/63 $274,595.00 

Debits 

11/4/63 to LENA DAVIS SCHERER for: 
Prompt Press . $6, 000,00 

11/4/63 to ARNOLD JOHNSON for: 
PAT TOOHEY for expenses in 
Puerto Rico $ 500,00 

OAKLEY JOHNSON for 
mailing expenses $ 500,00 

National Office expenses $1, 000,00 is 

HY TOMER for New ρος LGRO 7, SSL 

ay $12,000.00 = eee em 

11/26/63 to LENA DAVIS SCHERER for 6 DEC 51089 λὶ 
National office payroll 
expenses $4,000,000 === πτοσπα 

Total Debits $ 16,000,065. 

Balance ττὶ $258,595 .00 
ἐν ORR 
2 Bureau ec 

~ Chicago (134-46-F)(SOLO)(RM) 
1 - New York(134-91 BBY} ἐπ . 
1 - New York(100-128861 }{ CPUSA-FUNDS~-RESERVE FUNDS ) (#414 ) 

1 - New york(#41) 
NN) 

ΠΡ ΩΣ 



e Φ΄- 

NY 100-13} 6378 

In accordance with Bureau instructions, the NYO, 
where consistan’ with security, is attempting to trace 
transfers of SOLO, funds. 
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Brose 

DATE: November 26, 1963 

Trotter 
Tele. Room 

Holmes 

Gandy 

FROM δὰ F, Downing 
Sn 

ΠΟ sumer Ἔ ΌΠΟ- 

INTERNAL SECURITY - C 
᾿ t μ 

{7 Ib6 
᾿ ᾿ On 11/26/63, Superviso______ ew York Office, bic 

telephonically furnished the plain text of two messages the informant desired 
to transmit and requested they be enciphered. The first was j 
approximately 8:50 A.M. and the enciphered text furnished a 
at about 10:45 A.M, The second was received at approximately 10: . M. 
and the cipher text furnished at about 11:20 A. M. 

The plain text of the messages is set forth below. The cipher 
text is attached. 

TO HUB (Morris Childs) AND REFEREE (Central Committee) URGENT. 
NOTIFY AT ONCE ALL WORLD LANES (CP) ON OUR BEHALF TO 
CONTINUE PUBLIC CAMPAIGN WHICH DIRECTS FIRE AGAINST THE ULTRA- 
RIGHT ELEMENTS AND PROVOCATEURS IN COVE (USA) WHO ARE THE 
REAL PERPETRATORS OF THE ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT KENNEDY 
AND ALSO TO STRIKE AGAINST THOSE COMMENTATORS AND OTHERS . / 
INCLUDING PUBLIC OFFICIALS ESPECIALLY IN THE SOUTH WHO ARE ͵  
FALSELY ACCUSING LANE (CP) COVE (USA) AND WORKING CLASS, τ᾽ 
YOUR STATEMENTS AND ARTICLES WHICH HAVE ALREADY APPEARED 
IN YOUR PRESS ARE MOST EFFECTIVE AND CORRECT AND NEED TO BE 
CONTINUED. BIRCH 

TO REFEREE (Central Committee) - URGENT PLEASE NOTIFY ME HUB'S 
(Morris Childs) APPROXIMATE RETURN DATE. ESSENTIAL TO ORGANIZE 
IMPORTANT MEETING WITH HIM. BIRCH 

[ὧδ REG. 45 Mo- Y §0G/ 3365 
ΤῸΝ 

A δὶ For information. 
ge DEC $7863 

1 - Mr. Belmont | 
.2- Mr, Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 

ἘΝ 

β eS pee 063 

os 

Enclosure 



98898 
75752 
06771 
27102 
34894 
61775 
07734 
31082 
90024 
90920 
04748 
39328 
73094 
07744 

09079 
95764 
37274 
23260 

35380 
87260 
29697 
31244 
50545 
38762 
98915 
83397 
65805 
L4604 
81567 
21977 
31786 
57435 

30950 
430384 
67381 
45445 

94940 
15048 
80170 
85925 
22922 
02899 
84824 
94215 
37994 
T3674 
19498 
25150 
24518 
97441 

94541 
09984 
63841 
02949 

92875 
94903 
34133 
40408 
44211 
10570 
58941 
47136 
L7764 
91289 
79679 
34162 
36989 
42364 

58686 
02227 
70450 

41303 
28135 
45956 
99854 
93898 
22566 
59474 
94782 
76770 
71281 
29314 
21964 
94903 
44647 

72255 
L0170 
20477 

(OU - U2 PO Gf 

92615 
40065 
63736 
40742 
98459 
83730 
83730 
45494 
90778 
61226 
69241 
01209 
98780 
63978 

32603 
77198 
19933 

PWNGLT. ito 

35377 
01128 
19538 
16116 
35544 
44278 
36532 
93450 
98942 
45983 
76541 
88076 
47864 
86305 

37329 
65547 
14276 

88687 01246 
22164 74495 
96462 58592 
56219 65633 
14570 73349 
51748 27181 
63967 51424 
71747 56393 
09702 05013 
36049 17282 
76332 49963 
96641 82742 
86566 40087 

21907 26085 
29427 32194 
18880 52444 

49346 
11545 
56680 
46123 
09859 
95576 
50600 
20846 
76813 
79094 
79308 
L9575 
90499 

64368 
20936 
77902 

A365 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 

το : My, We 6, sully DATE: 

FROM : ur F. J. Baumgardner oc, 

-- suayect: SOLO ᾿ 
“INTERNAL SECURITY « COMMUNIST 

During the course of Solo Mission 
CG 5824-S* had occasion to hold confidential discussions with repre- 
sentatives of the International Department of the Central Committee 
of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) concerning the 
sending of Negro delegations to the Soviet Union. 

In the way of background, CG 5824-S*, prior to departing on 
his Solo Mission, was instructed by Gus Hall, General Secretary,,. 
Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), to advise the 
endeavoring to unite the Negro and the working class in the 
United States by emphasizing such issues as 
nd the effects of automation, Hall further instructed CG 5824-S* to 

determine why the Soviets have not invited a Negro delegation to visit 
the Soviet Union, especially since the present Negro movement is a 
movement that the world has not seen the likes of before." 

Pursuant to Hallts request, CG 5824-5* conveyed the above ph 
‘thoughts to officials of the CPSU, The CPSU leaders replied that any” 
Negro delegation, "if decent and good," can 
at any time, However, the CPSU officials noted it would not be advisa- 
ble to send such a delegation after November, since Moscow, Russia, at 
that time is extremely cold and the Negroes 
unbearably from the effects of such weather, 

OBSERVATION : 

It is believed that the information CG 5824~5* has obtained 
| gousornsn the Soviets' reaction to having Negro delegation visit the 
Soviet Union would be of interest to the Attorney General, wee 

Enc, ss 

100~428091 © 

WGS:eeb (6). 

9/23/63 

- Mr, 
~ Mr, 
~ Mr, Sullivan = 3h 
~ Mr. Baumgardner 
- Mr, Shaw Pel fot feed fe ad 

13 in August, 1963, 

CPSU that the CPUSA is 

shorter hours, more jobs, 

be sent to the Soviet Union 

would probably suffer 

4. oh 

"Yop steret.” to protect 
‘Deputy Attorney General, 
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rs 

SUBJECT: 
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mt 

“INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

᾿ 
[. 
t 

s @ 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

Mr. Conrad Ay’ “4: 

Φ S010=106 

Tolson 
Belmont 
Mohr 

Casper 
Callahen 

Conrad 
DeLoach 

evens 

Gale 

Rosen 
Sull{yvan 

Tavel 

Trotter 
Tele. Room 

Holmes 

Gandy 

ἘΝ 
Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable confidential 

informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communications transmitted 
to him by radio, 

DATE: December 2, 1968 

fo, SF. . Downing 

SOLO | 

On 12/2/63, on scheduled times and frequencies, a transmission 
was heard by the Bureau's radio station at Midland at which time two 
messages were sent. 

The plain text of the messages is set forth below. The cipher 
text is attached. 

NO, 376 GR 18 

HUB (Morris Childs) LOG (departed) VIA OFFICE (Prague) ON NOVEMBER 
(Number) 28. 

NO. 341 GR 30 | 
PLEASE MEET US AT DANN (repeat) DANN ON DECEMBER (Number) 6 , 1 / 
AT THE USUAL TIME, UNTIL THIS MEETING PLEASE DO NOT USE 7 sf. 

nWALKY-TALRY. " (- \ 

DANN is a cover name for the Circus Bar in Queens, New York. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

Enclosure 

1 - Mr. Belmont 
ἃ - Mr, Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A, Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 

Ree 3g 06-Y2609/  F x \ Y PWE:dev_ 
(10) 3’. " . = 22 DEC end. 

a. : Ζ 
EC ‘ois SEEN 



NO. 341 GR 30 

20909 83784 10996 
62444 71890 70128 
58107 75933 68939 

NO. 376 GR 13 

34898 61865 90135 
24117 56162 61350 

33195 
87809 
43556 

88872 

74038 
96376 
74239 

84151 

49003 
36421 
03856 

78330 

77102 
67971 
99820 

06104 

58795 
80333 
3500241 

91802 

67285 
97788 
90865 

61343 

0-42 δος, —B3L7 

ἱ 

86100 
82181 
10535 

20609 



FD-36 (Rev. 12-13-58) 

Transmit the following in 

ἦγ AIRTEL REGISTERED 
¥1ldq — ̓ ς, ὃ 

po TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) © 

pi") Pron: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 4} a 

SUBJECT: “SOLO 
TS~C 

4 

ἐ 
‘ 

πὰ 

af 

FBI 

Date: 

ea 

12/2/63 

(Type in plain text or code) 

(Priority or Method of Mailing) 

On 12/2/63, NY 694-S* received from the Soviets, 
via radio, the following coded-ciphered messages: 

1. "Hub departing via Prague on November 28", 

2. "Please meet us at Dann on December 6 at the 
usual time. Until this meeting, please do not use walkie-talkie." 

Hub, in the first message, refers to MORRIS CHILDS, 

Dann, in the second message, refers to a personal 
contact between the Soviets and NY 694-S*, 

if 2 CSN? 
“= BUREAU (€100-428091) (RM) 

~ CHECAGO (134-46 Sub B) (AM RM) 
~ NY 134-91 (Inv) (41) 
- NY 100-134637 (41) be! bo 

ACB:mfd (#41) 

(7) REC: 16 

ΧΩ, ee 
A DEC 10 1988 
Approved: __.._

———Cs—CSsS—S
CSN βρη 

Special Agent in Charge 

loo-4a8 04) 9b 
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Tolgon 

Belmont 

ΒΓ 

Casper 

Callahan 

Conrad 

December 8, 1963 

1 - Mr. Shaw 

AIRTEL 

To: SACs, Les Angeles - 
Chicago (134-46 Sub B) BEL INFORMATION CONTeHdED 

"BEREWN 1S Ui, ASTI 
From: Director, FBI (160-428091) DA 

ul if AS 

Ol wy SPL 

NIERNAL SECURITY «Ὁ | 

+" 

τῷ HOS: SNES, 
~ + (6). ἃ F-105 

Reference is made to telephone cali from SAC Simon to 

the Bureau, 12/4/63, furnishing the highlights of Sole Mission 

14 pertaining to the reaction of the Soviets to the assassination 
of President Kennedy. 

In referenced call, it-was stated that on 11/26/63 
Boris Ponomarev informed CG 5824-8* that the Soviets were ᾿ 

preparing to turn over to the United States Government their [ 

entire file concernihg Lee Harvey Oswald. Informant indicated | 

APO otc ate τὸς τα syst 

he was given a general briefing on the contents of this file 
regarding Oswald for the purpose of communicating this 
information to the Communist Party, USA. Informant advised 

that since this file is already in the hands of the 

United States Government he would not go into any details on 

this matter. 

coftain data concerning Oswald? 
Bureau needs all possi infoen ἢ obtained as a result 

Ἢ 5 980} pith 
oes 
ΡΝ LY 

aa £ Z ᾿ wih ihe . Γ' 7 

MAIL ROOM 4] TELETYPE UNIT Py 



| 
| 
| 

‘ 
t 

Airtel to Los Angeles 
Chicago 

SOLO 
100..428091 

of informant's bricfing. If, in fact, informant was 
briefed from copies of the material in the Soviet Embassy 
file the briefing may indicate whether or not the Soviets 
withheld any data from the file which was turned over to 
the United States Government, 



*. . Eee BU & ἘΠ 
| Φ ΕἸ (ἢ in = & 

bet 6 1963 

TELETYPE 

Mr. Rogen 
[ Mr, Sullivan. ¥ κά JA ne | Mn Pavel 

a 
il Pele, Room ᾿ as . 
isa Holmes /" URGENT  12-4-63  44-4py KH iiss Condy 

DIRECTOR  100-428091 

ATTENTION ASSISTANT DIRECTOR We C. SULLIVAN 
5 OM SAC, LOS ANGELES 66-1700 , Me 

1S DASH Cs REMY CONVERSATION WITH YOU MORNING oF | ee 
DEC. FOUR INSTANT, AND TELETYPE TO BE SENT RE INTERVIEW op LJ?” “J 
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CG FIVE EIGHT TWO FOUR DASH S* ARRIVED LOS ANGELES LATE } 
PM OF DECEMBER Two LAST FOLLOWING SOLO MISSION WHICH BEGAN «ΑἹ thas) soo

 
NOVENBER ONE LAST, SOURCE CONTACTED DURING AM oF DECEMBER °° THREE LAST. SOURCE WAS IN STATE OF NEAR COMPLETE EXHAUSTION OWING ΤῸ FACT HE HAD SLEPT BUT FEW HOURS DURING LAST TWO meer WEEKS, PHYSICAL CONDITION oF SOURCE NOT GOOD DUE τὸ Ἐχτανθτνεῦ HEMMORHAGING FROM OLD WOUND FOR ΤῊΝ DAY PERTOD IN SOVIET i (Ss ΓΗ UNION, WHICH SOURCE STATES WILL REQUIRE HOSPLTALTZATTON ποῖ {μ᾽ 
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ONE ~ SOVIET REACTION ΤῸ ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT A KENNEDY, LEADING OFFICIALS oF GOVERNMENT AND COMMUNIST PARTY 
RE TRULY SHOCKED AND GRIEVED AND REACTED WITH OUTPOURING oF 

SENTIMENT AND EMOTION RARELY DISPLAYED IN SOURCE ~S EXPERIENCE, OPPICIALS EXHIBITED GREAT RESPECT BOR JENNEDY 8 ΨΕΝΟΝΣ AND ΡΥ ἰδῇ, ὁ ελιας ὦ BND Page ons 777 τῶ 66 Gere “ὥ ae “a ~6 “é τ «Ζῶ. ὌΝ a _ 
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PAGE TWO 
LA 66-1700 

SYMPATHY FOR AMERICAN PEOPLE, THEY STATED ASSASSINATION 

CREATED SERIOUS SITUATION FOR SOVIET UNION, UNITED STATES, 

AND ENTIRE WORLD. USSR CONVINCED ASSASSINATION WAS THE WORK 

OF CONSPIRACY OF ULTRA DASH RIGHT IN UNITED STATES. INITIAL 

REACTION WAS STATE OF NATIONAL ALERT, BELIEVING THIS WAS 

PRETUDE TO A COUP BY ULTRA DASH RIGHT, WHICH MIGHT RESULT IN 

WORLDWIDE CONFLAGRATION, THEY BELIEVE OBJECTIVE OF ASSASSINATION 

WAS TO TERRORTIZE THOSE WHO WOULD STAND IN THE WAY OF A TAKEOVER 

BY THE ULTRA DASH RIGHT, FEAR OF COUP HAS NOW RECEDED AS - 

RESULT OF PASSAGE OF TIME AND RECEIPT OF PRESIDENT JOHNSON-S 

ASSURANCES BUT CONVICTION REMAINS THAT ASSASSINATION WAS WORK 

OF ULTRA DASH RIGHT CONSPIRACY. USSR DISCLAIMS RESPONSIBILITY 

FOR LEE HARVEY OSWALD \WHOM THEY CALL QUOTE A NO GOOD, NEUROTIC 

MANTAC END QUOTE, THEY FEEL THEIR REFUSAL TO ALLOW OSWALD 

mO RETURN TO USSR IS PROOF OF THEIR DISSOCIATION. INFORMED 

SOURCE BEFORE DNS THAT USSR WOULD FURNISH UNITED STATES 

GOVERNMENT WITH USSR FILE ON OSWALD TO PROVE OSWALD NOT 

CONNECTED WITH USSR. 

TWO - SINO DASH SOVIET DISPUTE, IN DISCUSSIONS WITH 

SORTS N, PONOMAREV, MEMBER OF SECRETARTAT AND HEAD OF 

END PAGE TWO 

Approved: Sent —_._ see Per 

Special Agent in Charge 
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PAGE THREE 
LA 66-1700 

INTERNATIONAL DEPARTMENT OF CENTRAL COMMITTEE, CPSU, AND WITH 

VY. KORTANOV, HIS CHIEF DEPUTY, SOURCE LEARNED THAT THERE HAS 

_BEEN NO RESUMPTION OF SINO DASH SOVIET DISCUSSIONS AND NONE 
art debt ICO secee eae OFTEN S ODETTE ME ae AA LC SNA POEL SED ET PCR ϑρρησαννδ HELLIS A REISER ETI 

‘Is IS NowW.ELANNED. RESUMPTION RESTS | UPON REQUEST OF Οἱ COMMUNIST 
Nitra LAR 

PARTY _OF CHINA, WHO HAVE NOT DONE SO TO DATE. ΝῸ NO INTERNATIONAL 
AERO Sema τρτ γαρος ὅρη, A AEE Ltee ἡρηο της Poli THES PE τν ΤΣ 

CONFERENCE “OF COMMUNIST AND WORKERS PARTIES IS SCHEDULED AND 
- - et ame HGH aA a APTA ee eh 

pan weageere: deine? FEF! a αν δ με ee  καῖς Ty Αμαν FT [rica | ee πετευπυσυπα τρρησγμννυσανε. παασμαρονῃ Γα 

If SUCH IS TO BE HELD IT WILL BE IN.THE DISTANT FUTURE. 
musartiy caren del AEE erties ae TMT Mh eA oe Ὁ EE a A! YT 

WHILE CHINESE POLEMICS CONTINUE UNABATED, CPSU FOLLOWS 

POLICY OF LETTING CHINESE CAUSE THE SPLIT. 
βαρ οτος Fas AES TMi 

THREE - REORGANIZATION OF COMECON, KORIANOV ADVISED 
ARTE SR try WEN ETRE OMA Loe a μὰ mine 

a τ΄ 

SOURCE THAT PARTICIPATING COUNTRIES ΤῊ ΟΟΌΝΟΤΤ, ΟΡ. MUTUAL 

ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE ARE. BEING GROUPED ACCORDING TO LEVEL OF 

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION AND TRADE. INTEGRATED INDUSTRIAL 

COOPERATION WILL BE LIMITED TO SOVIET UNION, CZECHOSLOVAKIA, 
Wewagier δεν 

GERMAN :DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC, .AND POLAND AS THEY ARE ONLY 

COUNTRIES WHICH HAVE REACHED IEVEL NEAR THAT OF SOVIET 
papery at 

UNION AND THUS, OTHER LESS ADVANCED SOCIALIST COUNTRIES 
dts Tat in| ie Hee Ν 

WILL NOT CAUSE THEM TQ..LOSE. GROUND..« 

FOUR τ 4 » ALEZET 

GRECHUKHIN, ASSISTANT ΤῸ HEAD OF NORTH AND SOUTH AMERICAN 

END PAGE THREE 

Approved; _. Sent MOP er 

Special Agent in Charge 
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PAGE FOUR 
LA 66-1700 

SECTION, INTERNATIONAL DEPARTMENT, CCCPSU, ADVISED CPSU 

REAFFIRMED CONTINUING SUPPORT OF CUBA ALTHOUGH DISAPPOINTED 

WITH CUBAN BEHAVIOR WHICH THEY BELIEVE IS RESULT OF CHINESE 

PRESSURE. CPSU DISAGREES WITH CUBAN HANDLING OF SHIPMENT OF. 

ARMS TO VENEZUELA, 

FIVE - CHINESE ἈΗΝΤΗΣ OF REVOLUTIONARY GROUPS . GRECHUKHIN 

ADVISED USSR BEING EMBARRASSED IN MANY PARTS OF WORLD BY 

PEOPLES REPUBLIC OF CHINA SHIPMENT OF OLD SPARE PARTS AND 

ARMS OF RUSSIAN MANUFACTURE TO REVOLUTIONARY GROUPS. CITED 

EXAMPLE OF IRAQ WHERE REVOLUTIONARIES ARE USING SOVIET EQUIPMENT 

FURNISHED BY PRC, 

SIX - QUOTE WORLD MARXIST REVIEW END QUOTE. SOURCE 
τ ΜΝ 

MET WITH REPRESENTATIVES OF QUOTE WORLD MARXIST REVIEW END 

QUOTE IN PRAGUE, CZECHOSLOVAKIA, AND LEARNED THAT COMMUNIST 

| PARTY OF FRANCE HAS WALKED OUT OF THE MAGAZINE EDITORIAL 

BOARD, NO DETAILS ARE YET AVAILABLE RE THIS ¥ik@prnc. 

SEVEN - . FUNDS, SOURCE NEGOTIATED WITH CCCPSU FOR FUNDS 

TO SUPPORT CPUSA FOR NINETEEN SIXTYFOUR, REQUEST BY 

SOURCE WAS FOR ONE MILLION TWO HUNDRED NINETYFIVE THOUSAND 
net μεσταὶ 

ND PAGE WOT 

Approved; _ Sent MOP 
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LA 66-1700 

DOLLARS . DETAILS WILL BE OBTAINED FROM SOURCE IN SUBSEQUENT 

INTERVIEW, “pases . 

IN ADDITION SOURCE MET WITH CESAR ESCALANTE, IDEOLOGICAL 

HEAD OF THE UNITED PARTY OF THE SOCIALIST REVOLUTION OF CUBA; 

ἘΝῸ JANDIK, REPLACEMENT OF LADISLAV KOTZMAN AS A MEMBER OF 

THE INTERNATIONAL DEPARTMENT, CP OF CZ; PAVEL LUKIANOYs 

MEMBER OF SECRET SERVICE DEPARTMENT, CCPSU; HENRY WINSTON, 

VICE CHAIRMAN OF CPUSA, CURRENTLY RESIDING IN USSR; AND 

OTHERS » BUT NO DETAILS YET AVALLABLE/ THESE MEBTINGS . 

THOROUGH AND COMPLETE DEERTERING WIZZ CONTINUE, WIREIN τς 
LIMITATIONS OF THE SOURCE-S POOR PHYSICAL STATE, DETAILS 

WILL BE ‘EXPEDITIOUSLY BURNISHED TO THE BUREAU BY AIRTEL. 
Cre μόγαν κε αι τον μόνον RAMEE OR as 

AMSD REGISTERED COPIES TO CHICAGO AND NEW YORK, 

END, 

Approved: Sent MM Per 

Special Agent in Charge 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

__ FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) [ ple 
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Date: 12/6/63 ! 
| 
| 

(Type in plain text or code) 

In accordance with Bureau instructions set forth 
in Buairtel dated 5/14/63 captioned as above, there are 
enclosed herewith for the Bureau the original and three 
copies of a letterhead memorandum entitled "Soviet Aid to 
the Peoples Republic of China." One copy of above is 7° 
enclosed for New York, ΡΥ 

The information set forth in the enclosed letter- 

head memorandum was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 12/3 d 4/63 
to SAs WALTER A. BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN, Bae 

The information in the enclosed lette 
memorandum waS contained in a document entitled Soviet 

Aid_to_China" in a file maintained by the Cenpal Comm ittee, 
“Communist Party, Soviet Union (CPSU), concerfing their 
relations with the CP of China. BORIS N, PONOMAREV, a site dae) 
member of the Secretariat and Head of the International 
Department of the Central Committee, CPSU, instructed that 
this document be made available to CG 5824~S* on. 11/27/63 Ζ 

ral 

A tional Department, so that the CPUSA could be informed of 
es, through VITALY KORIANOV, his Chief Deputy in the Interna- 

a 

HUE aie μ se τ ἌΝ 

its contents in order to "cure the skeptics" in the CPUSA fae 
who might have some doubts about the efforts which have 
been exerted in the past to give every assistance to the 
Peoples Republic of China and aiso to emphasize that this 
effort by the Soviet Union has been going on over a long 
period, This document bore no date nor was CG 5824-5* 
advised when this document had been prepared, The original 
of this document was returned to KORIANOV by CG 5824-5S* 
CEE Same ae «ν᾿ PEC. 3] 29 O -Y ROFL: 2370 Bureau (Enc. At 

New York (100~134687) (Eng. AC nfo) (RM) 
1 - μους ὅδ “ »” f ΟΝ, "1 av DEC 10 i9e3 

wa +- ao, 

WAB:bi1 ἢ δος 
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ane enclosed letterhead memorandun has been classiii 

ys t «ince it sets forth information furnished by 

ὃς 5an4_, a n0St hirhly placed sensitive source who is 

furnishing inforrwition on the highest level concerning the 

international cormunist novement, the disclosure of which 

would tend to identify this source and thus adversely atfect 

the autional defense interest, 

The enclosed letterhead meworandum has been Shown 

as having been made at .jashington, D,.C., in order to further 

protect the source. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D.C. 
File No. December 6, 1963 

SECLASSTPICATION AUTHORITY DREETYED FROM: 

FET AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE 

MATE LZ-ZE-£01i πη 

SOVIET AID TO THE PROPLES 
REPUBLIC OF CHINA 

In early December, 1963, a source, who has fur- 
nished reliable information in the past, advised as follows: 

During November, 1963, it was learned that the 
Central Committee, Communist Party, Soviet Union (CPSU), 
maintains a file concerning the differences between the 
CPSU and the CP of China, Included in this file is a 
document entitled "Soviet Aid to China,'' the essence of 
which is as follows: 

The disinterested fraternal aid given by the Soviet 
Union to China was truly all-embracing. The Soviet Government 
strived to comply to the utmost with the requests of the 
Chinese leadership. This resulted in a mighty industry based 
on modern technology set up in China. fn 1959, the Chinese 
leadership stated, "The fraternal friendship and all-around 
aid and cooperation between the peoples of China and the 
Soviet Union serve the fundamental interests of the peoples 
of both countries," and "The victory of the Chinese revolution 
and the successes in the building of socialism are part and 
parcel of the fraternal support and aid on the part of the 
great peoples of the Soviet Union, The Chinese people are 
deeply grateful to the Soviet Union for its support and aid." 

While helping to establish and strengthen the 
Chinese socialist state set up national industry and a modern 
defense industry in China, the Soviet people, loyal to their 
international duty, conscientiously denied themselves very 
many prime necessities and experienced serious sacrifices, 

ergeetis and 

sasification 



SOVIET AID TO THE PEOPLES 
REPUBLIC OF CHINA 

The volume of economic ties between the USSR and 
the Peoples Republic of China (PRC) almost doubled in the 
period 1953-1959, while the volume of Soviet deliveries for 

Chinese industrial projects grew eightfold. Ail in all, 
the Soviet Union lent technical assistance and helped to 
build 198 modern industrial enterprises in China. 

The operating large-scale enterprises erected or 
modernized with the technical cooperation of the Soviet 
Union include the Anshan Steel Works, Wuhan Steel Works, 
Changchien Automobile Plant, the tractor, bearing and mining 
equipment plants in Loyang, the electrical engineering, 
turbine and boiler plants in Harbin, the synthetic rubber 
factory and oil refinery in Lanchow, the nitrate fertilizer 
plants in Kirin and Taiyun, the shale-processing factories 
in Fushun, the Heavy Engineering Works in Fulaerhchi, and 
a number of high capacity power stations, aircraft factories 
and other specialized plants. 

The production capacities of enterprises built 
with the help of the USSR and put into operation by the 
peginning of 1961 amounted to the following: 

Pig iron 5,700,000 tons 

Steel 4,800,000 tons 

Rolled stock 4,900,000 tons 

Coal extraction 9,300,000 tons 

Aluminum 38,000 tons 

Sulphuric acid 250,000 tons 

Heavy engineering goods 60,000 tons 

Mining equipment 20,000 tons 



“2 
SOVIET AID TO THE PEOPLES 
REPUBLIC OF CHINA 

Generators 600,000 kilowatts 

Oil refining chemical 
equipment 40,000 tons 

Steam and hydraulic 
turbines 1,680,000 kilowatts 

pT54 tractors 15,000 

Lorries 30,000 

Metal cutting machine 
tools 3,700 

Heavy metal cutting 
tools 20,000 tons 

Power station boilers 7,000 tons of steam per 
hour 

The aggregate capacity of turbines put into opera- 

tion at power stations equaled 3,250,000 kilowatts. 

in 1960, the share of enterprises built up with 

the technical assistance of the Soviet Union in total volume 

of industrial output in China accounted for 30 per cent in 

pig iron, 39 per cent in steel, 51 per cent in rolled metal, 

80 per cent in lorries, 91 per cent in tractors, 30 per cent 

in synthetic ammonium, 25 per cent in electric power, 55 per 

cent in steam and hydraulic turbines, 19 per cent in generators, 

25 per cent in aluminum, 11 per cent in heavy engineering, etc., 
of the aggregate production of the PRC, 

In 1959, the newspaper "Jen Min Jih Pao" wrote, 

‘hese plants played a decisive role in creating the founda- 

tions for heavy industry in China's industrialization in the 

period of the first five-year plan. They not only considerably 

26 Sasage 



SOVIET AID TO THE PEOPLES 
REPUBLIC OF CHINA 

poosted the production potential of our industry, which 

resulted in it starting to put out such goods as it could 

not manufacture before, but also helped it train a sizeable 

[inion of technical personnel, The aid given by the Soviet 

Union to the economic upbuilding of our country is unprecedented 

in history, both in quantity and scale." 

In the period 1950-1960, 8,500 qualified Soviet 

specialists were sent to the PRC to render technical aid. 

In the same period, 1,500 specialists were sent to China to 

give a helping hand in science, higher education, public 

health, and other fields. The Soviet Union did this although 

in dire need of such specialists. About 10,000 Chinese 

engineers, technicians, skilled specialists and researchers 

received practical training at Soviet factories, construction 

sites, design offices and research institutes. 

In the course of ten odd years, the Soviet Union 

handed over to China, actually gratis, some 21,000 sets of 

scientific and technical documentation, which were the 

result of tremendous progress in the USSR accumulated for 

many years. The PRC would not be able to get this documenta- 

tion costing billions of dollars anywhere. Among the 

documentations handed over to China were the specifications 

and drawings for 1,400 large-scale enterprises. 

Whole branches of industry - aircraft, automobile 

and tractor, aluminum, power and heavy engineering, instrument~ 

making, radio, various chemical industries - have been set up 

in the PRC with the help of the Soviet Union. Big capacities 

have been put into operation in metallurgy, in power and 

other industries, The USSR helped China lay the foundations 

of atomic industry, Of great importance, notably, was the 

Soviet technical and scientific assistance in nuclear physics 

research and the erection in 1958 with Soviet aid of China's 

first experimental atomic reactor and cyclotron, The Hoviet 

Union was supplying China the very first models of unique 

equipment which even some Soviet enterprises had not as yet 

received, 

5 δὰ 
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SOVIET AID TO THE PEOPLES 
REPUBLIC OF CHINA 

The Soviet Union granted the PRC loans adding up 
to 1,774,000,000 rubles (in new currency) on favorable 
terms. Because of economic difficulties in China, the Soviet 
Union deferred debt and interest payments for five years. 
On its own initiative, the Soviet Union provided China 
interest-free loans of 500,000 tons of raw sugar valued at 
41,600,000 rubies, with 100, 000 tons to be returned in 1964 
and 1965 each, and 150,000 tons in 1966 and 1967 each, In 
1961, aiso on its own initiative, the Soviet Government 
proposed providing the PRC with 1,000,000 tons of grain at a 

time convenient for China. Of this amount, 300,000 tons were 
Shipped in the spring of 1962 at the request of the PRC, 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is 
the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is 
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency. 

-5- 
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(Type in plain text or code} 

AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL . 
(Priority or Method of Mailing) 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 
cL ee 

In accordance with Bureau instructions set forth in 
Buairtel dated 5/14/63 captioned as above, there are enclgsed 
herewith for the Bureau the original and three copies\ p 
letterhead memorandum entitled, "(First Name. Unknown)jJandik, 
International Department, Central Committee, Communist ar 
of Czechoslovakia." One copy of the above is also encléséda™ 
for New Yorks*"==~ 

}2-(3-©3 

A, BOYLE and RICHARD W, HANSEN and on 12/4/63 to SA HANSEN. 

Information reflected in the enclosed letterhead 
memorandum was developed during t course of conversations 
held with JANDIK on 11/4 and ‘ /63., 

WEST Cory “got Snenct Since it sets forth information furnished by 
24-S*, a most highly placed sensitive source who is fur- 

nishing information on the highest level concerning the 

ἐξ ἴθι do CIA witt | eual 

tend to identify this source and thus 0-809) the 
national defense interest. . 
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The information set forth in the enclosed letterhead 
memorandum was furnished by CG 5824-S*. on 12/3/63 to SAs WALTER 

ἜΣ aN el VELOPE 

V 
A 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum has been classified 

international communist movement, the disclosure of which would 

OY -3323 



CG 134-46 Sub B . 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum has been shown 
as having been made at Washington, Ὁ. C. 
protect this source, . 

in order to further 



In Reply, Please Refer to 

File No. 

he : 

LAT Ἐ 

ἜΤ ΘἸΤΕΤΟΑΣΈΞΟΘΙΝ AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE © 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Washington, D, C, 
December 6, 1968 

AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUID: 

f-£2-2011 δ Bpeske 

(FIRST NAME UNKNOWN) JANDIK, INTERNATIONAL 
DEPARTMENT, CENTRAL COMMITTEE , COMMUNIST 
PARTY OF CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, in early December, 1963, advised as follows: 

One (first name unknown) Jandik bas now taken 
over the position in the International Department, Central 
Committee, Communist Party of Czechoslovakia (CP of CZ), 
formerly held by Ladislav Kotzman. In his new position, 
Jandik has the responsibility for dealing and maintaining 
contact with the Communist Party, USA (CP, USA). He 
Similarly has the responsibility for maintaining relations 
on behalf of the CP of CZ with Communist Parties in the 
important capitalist countries of Western Europe such as 
Great Britain, France, and West Germany. 

Jandik is described as follows: 

Race White 
sex Male 

Height 5160-7" 
Build Slender 
Hair Greying 
Characteristics Angular face 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 

τ 

assification 
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7 t Date: 

Transmit the following in 

mee ey eee eee re ee .. oe ee ee ae _—e eee ee 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100~428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

ay 

_~_S0Le~ 
IS = C 

v7 In accordance with Bureau instructions set forth 
Ε in Buairtel dated 5/14/63 captioned as above, there are 
᾿ enclosed herevith for the Bureau the original and three 

fies of a letterhead memorandum entitled, "LADISLAV 

7 ROTZMAN. " One Ce, of above is also, yepclose’ for New York. 

- Js Lek ᾿ 4 

The cirrormavion get “torth~in the enclosed letter- 
head memorandum was furnished by CG 5824-8 on 12/4/6 to 
SA RICHARD ν΄, HANSEN, “ἡ οὐ (690) |p, 

} 
The information contained herein concerning UKOTZHAN . 

was received from (FNU) JANDIK, a representative of the } 
International Department of the Central Committee of the CP 
of Czechoslovakia, on 11/4/63. 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum has been classified 
᾿ Ὁ Brewin" since it sets forth information furnished by 

o24-S*, a most highly placed sensitive source who is fur- 
nishing information on the highest level concerning the inter-~ 
national communist movement, the disclosure of which would tend 
to identify this source and th Ss pied affect the national 
defense interest. “RED, 

G>Bureau (Enc. 4) atin AQ 00 οὐ 2 KO η -θ᾽ ip 
1l-New York (100713 46 an a QnDeo eo 

% to Cre fuser ef feust }2-(3- ED tChicago & {7 DEC 10 1983 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, Ὁ, Ὁ, 
File No, December 6, 1963 

DECLASS 

FE 

DATs 

FICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 
n ᾿ AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION CUIDE eon 

| lf-f2-2011 " 

LADISLAV KOTZMAN 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, in early December, 1963, advised as follows: 

According to a representative of the International 
Department of the Central Committee of the Communist Party 
of Czechoslovakia, Ladislav Kotzman, an individual formerly 
assigned to the International Department, is now working in 
Prague, Czechoslovakia, with the Foreign Ministry Office 
of the Peoples Republic of Czechoslovakia. In August, 1963, 
it was learned that Kotgman had been designated the new 
Czechoslovak Ambassador to Cuba but now he will not take such 
an assignment. Kotzman now, however, will in the near future 
be sent to Brazil for assignment by the Foreign Ministry 
Office, but the specific nature of this assignment is unknown. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 
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TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) Refit 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 2 

SUBJECT: ( sono 7 τῷ Bre 
ΞΟ ἢ» 

tee Nala 

BURLINSON as follows: Ἂ Sulo- ΞΟ ΣΤ Reeders 

Pursuant to instructions received by the informant 
via radio from Moscow that he meet his Soviet contact 
on the evening of 12/6/63 at the Dann Rendezvous, NY 694-S* 

BATES een, HeCowe AO ἐς 

[2- ἐν 

conferred with ALEKSEI M, KOLOBASHKIN, who furnished to 
the informant what the Soviet deseribed as "a translation 
prepared at the Soviet UN Mission of an 11 page letter, 

ts & dated 11/29/63, written by Premier N.S, KHRUSHCHEV, πὸ _ 
2 and sent to MAO-TSE-TUNG and the Central Committee of Δ Ζῇ cf 
.. the CP of China". KOLOBASHKIN stressed the necessity Ψ ἌΣ: 
“ of the informant's delivering the aforesaid document yg 
s* aS soon as possible to GUS HALL. Photostats of the wee 

documents are enclosed herewith for the Bureau and 
Chicago, 

e . . 

~ In connection with the KHRUSHCHEV letter, / 
Ἢ KOLOBASHKIN told NY 694-S* to transmit to HALL verbally 

τοῦ the following message: SEER, L- 
| teaok & cod ane de YO ἢ : 

-~ New York (134-91 
- New York (105-36 ἬΝ 
- New York (100 -8 00} 

ACB: jom/ 

029) 51.105: “10: 84... 

Pt Pt ft pt 

Approved: . 
wl faci ἐ j 

or Jf ri ~ rn Syeacicl Age t Charge 

λιν ἘΠ 
ὌΝ 
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NY 100-134637 

"While the CPSU will call off polemics for 
30 days in the hope that the CPC will do the same, 
by no means are you being asked te do the same. As 
a fraternal party the CPUSA is free to do what it 
thinks best, If you feel that you want to continue 
with articles, statements, and any other form of polemics, 
just continue to do so. The CPSU will in no way feel 
bad if you do. Do what you think is best. 

"Further, the CPSU will not call for an inter- 
national conference of CP's in this period - it will 
call for such a conference in a period when there will 
be a much 'warmer climate' then there is now. This 
document was translated from the original with all 
possibly speed. Therefore, it is an ‘unofficial translation". 

Regarding the Soviet-Chinese dispute, K®LOBASHKIN 
remarked, "It's really getting worse with each day". 
KOLOBASHKIN also said that the personnel of the Soviet 
Mission to the UN were "horrified" at the Chinese actions 
following the report of President KENNEDY's assassination. 

NY 694-S* asked KOLOBASHKIN whether the arrest in 
ν᾿ Moscow of "the American Professor", who later was released, 
had been a mistake. KOLOBASHKIN replied that the arrest 
had been no mistake, thet the Professor was “the genuine 
article" (a spy), but that, because of its respect for 
President KENNEDY and in the interest of cultural exchange 
negotiations, the Soviet Government acted as it did. 

NY 694-S* then transmitted to KOLOBASHKIN, GUS HALL's 
Suggestion that the Soviets contact LEE OSWALD's wife 
to determine whether @SWALD had had any relations with 
the Ultra-right, the FBI or JACK RUBY (see NY airtel 11/25/63, 
captioned, "CPUSA, IS-C; ASSASSINATION @F PRESIDENT, 
JOHN F, KENNEDY" re HALL's suggestion). KOLOBASHKIN said 
he doubted this could be done, but that he would discuss 
this suggestion with his "Chief", | 

-2_ 
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NY 100-134637 

KOL@BASHKIN then inquired whebher NY 694-S* 
could furnish him yet with the names of the “three young 

people" who work with the Soviets. NY 694-S* replied 
that he was proceeding very slowly and cautiously in 

this matter, since these young people are not to come 
from the ranks of the party. The informant explained 

that he must locate such people through party contacts, 

to whom the real purpose of his interest in these young 

people was not known. KOLOBASHKIN expressed the desire 

that NY 694-S* "handle this soon". 

Regarding NICOLAT MOSTOVERS, Head_of The North 

and South American sections of the,CCCPSU, who recently 
was on tour of the USA with a grotp’of-Seviets, -KOLOBASHKIN 

stated that he had been MOSTOVETS' guide" while the latter 

was in NYC and that he took MOSTOVETS to see the Statue 

of Liberty and Wail Street. MOSTOVETS, he said, sent 

his best regards to NY 694-S*. MOSTOVETS had expressed 

to KOL@BASHKIN his disappointment at not having been 

able to confer with GUS HALL while in NYC. He also 

described to KOLOBASHKIN his meeting with leading CP 

functionaries including ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN, and BEN 

DAVIS, when he visited the CPUSA National Office and 

the "Worker" Office. His talk with FLYNN and DAVIS, 

MOSTOVETS said, concerned, primarily, the Soviet-Chinese 

dispute. 

Further details regarding NY 694-S*'s contact 

with K@LOBASHKIN will be furnished by separate airtel. 

* 
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ee Lie ee 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-42809 1) 

FROM; SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

In accordance with Bureau instructions set forth in 
Bureau airtel 5/14/63 captioned as above, there are enclosed 
herewith for the Bureau the original and three copies of a 
letterhead memorandum (LHM) captioned "INFORMATION CONCERNING A 
DEBRIEFING PROGRAM BY COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE SOVIET UNION OF ALL 
FORMER SOVIET EXPERTS AND TECHNICIANS WHO PREVIOUSLY WORKED IN 
THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA." One copy of the above ay, is 
also enclosed for New York. ip 

Ruel yet 
The information in enclosed LHM was furnished by 

CG 5824-S* on 12/4/63 to SAs RICHARD W. HANSEN and WALTER A. 
BOYLE, 

Dann yee 

Enclosed LHM has been classified 36 Serres! ἜΞΩ» since 
it sets forth information by CG 5824=S*, a most highly placed | 
sensitive source who is furnishing information on the highest hi 
level concerning the international communist movement, the 
disclosure of which would tend to identify this source and 
thus adversely affect the national defense interests. 

The enclosed LHM has been shown as having heen made 
at Washington, D.C., in order to further protect the identity 
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In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D.C. 
File Ne. 

ha a ee PR Ἐς ΗΕ πῆι δι ων 
τ been τὴν τ, Ἐπεὶ ἡττὶ 

AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION ἐκ 

DATE ~~ 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

Raat tat Ἢ 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

December 7, 1963 

Dag acer 
INFORMATION CONCERNING A DEBRIEFING 
PROGRAM BY THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE 
SOVIET UNION OF ALL FORMER SOVIET 
EXPERTS AND TECHNICIANS WHO PREVIOUSLY 
WORKED IN THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, during early December, 1963, advised as follows: 

During November, 1963, Timur Timofeev, Deputy 
Director, Institute of World Economy and International Relations, 
an affiliate of the USSR Academy of Sciences, Moscow, USSR, 
made the following remarks, 

The Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) is 
presently engaged in carrying out a program of interviewing 
all Soviet experts and technicians who had ever worked in the 
People's Republic of China. The CPSU is debriefing such 
individuals in order to secure every bit of information 
possible with the purpose in mind of attempting to determine : 
if there might be a possibility of the establishment today in 
the People's Republic of China of an opposition to the present 
leadership. 

in this same regard, Timofeev noted that he had 
learned that the debriefing of the Soviet experts and technicians 
who had been among the last to leave the People's Republic of 
China seemed to point out that there was no possibility of 
reconciliation with the present Leadership of the CP of China 
and the People’s Republic of China. In view of this, the CPSU 
officials emphasized that there must be no illusions or false 
hopes held out for such reconciliation. The CPSU will, 
therefore, pursue the tactical line of letting the Chinese 
yell themselve hoarse and be labelled the splitters. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and 
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency. 

od peers. 
Group 1 
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In accordance with Bureau instructions set forth 
in Buairtel dated 5/14/63 captioned as above, there are 
enclosed herewith for the Bureau the original and three 
copies of a letterhead memorandum entitled, “Information . 
Concerning Assembly Sponsored by the. ocialist | Unity, Party 
of Germany Commencing Approximately ecember 8, 1963." 
One Copy of the above is also enclosed for New York. ΙΝ, ΤῊΝ 

ἐδ τ (7 

The information set forth in the enclosed πον 
2 memorandum was furnished by CG 5824~S* on 12/4/63 to SAs WALTER 

A. BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN. 

The information concerning the Assembly referred to 
in the enclosed letterhead memorandum was developed during the 
course of conversations held during 11/63 with NORMAN FREED, 
CP of Canada representative, in Prague and HENRY WINSTON, CP, 
USA representative, in Moscow. At the request/a τς Ὁ 5822. 5 
NORMAN FREED agreed to report back to him on the results of 
the discussions held at the Socialist Unity Party of pgrmany 
Assembly commencing on o about 12/8/63 ΒΕ he oy tA Han (cet 

The enclosed Letterhead memorandum has been FOr) 

nef 4-S* ,. 
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a most highly placed sensitive source who is fur- 
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to identify this source and thus adversely affect the national 
defense interest. 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum has been shown as 

having been made at Washington, D.C., in order to further pro~ 
tect this source, 



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, Ὁ, C, 
File Na, December 7, 1963 

MECLASS EPICATION AUTHORITY DRBIVED PRON: 

Pe 
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AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE et Byer 

INFORMATION CONCERNING ASSEMBLY SPONSORED BY THE 
SOCIALIST UNITY PARTY OF GERMANY COMMENCING 
APPROXIMATELY DECEMBER 8, 1963 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, in early December, 1963, advised as follows: 

On approximately December 8, 1963, there is 
scheduled to commence in East Berlin, German Democratic 
Republic (GDR), an assembly being held under the sponsor- 
ship of the Socialist Unity Party of Germany (SUPG). 
Representatives from every possible Communist and Workers 
Party are being invited to attend this assembly to hear 
lectures and to participate in seminars. The purpose 
of this is to enable the SUPG to inform representatives 
of the participating Parties all about the internal situa- 
tion in the GDR, its economy, its politics, and in general 
to better acquaint them with the GDR. 

Attending this function on behalf of the Communist 
Party of Canada will be Norman Freed, that Party's representative 
to the "World Marxist Review" in Prague, Czechoslovakia. Henry 
Winston, a Vice Chairman of the Communist Party, USA, who is 
now temporarily residing in the USSR, is tentatively scheduled 
to attend this affair on behalf of the Communist Party, USA. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 

classification 
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In accordance with Bureau instructions set forth 
in Bueirtel dated 5/14/63 captioned as above, there are 
enclosed herewith for the Bureau the original and three 
copies of a letterhead memorandum entitled, "VISIT OF SOVIET 
DELEGATION OF JOURNALISTS AND PROFESSORS TO CEYLON, BURMA 
AND INDIA, DECEMBER, 1963," One copy of above is also ot 
enclosed for New York. PR A by s 

The information set forth in the enclosed letter~ 
head memorandum was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 12/4/63 to 
SAs RICHARD Τί, HANSEN and wALTER A, BOYLE, R πος 

χά re 
ix the enclosed letterhead 
uring the course of personal 
IMOFEEV held in Moscow in early 

The information 
memorandum was developed 
conversation with TIMUR) 
November, 1963, 

classified " % since it sets forth information fur- 
nished by CG 5824-S*, a most highly placed sensitive source 
who is furnishing information on the highest level concerning 
the international communist movement, the disclosure of which 
would tend to identify this source and thus adversely affect / 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D.C. 

File No. December 7, 1963 

MECLASS EPICATION AUTHORITY DRBIVED PRON: 

Pe. ADTORATIO DECLASSEFICATION GUIDE 

DATE ΔΕ ΣΌΣ, iP SE 

VISIT OF SOVIET DELEGATION OF 
JOURNALISTS AND PROFESSORS TO 
CEYLON, BURMA AND INDIA, 
DECEMBER, 1963 

ἃ source who has furnished reliable information in 
the past during early December, 1963, advised as folilows: 

An official Soviet delegation consisting of 
journalists and professors had been scheduled to depart from 
the Soviet Union on November 25, 1963, for Burma, Ceylon and 
a short visit to India, Plans had been subsequently changed 
and now this official delegation will not leave the Soviet 
Union until approximately December 15, 1963, Among the 
individuals participating in this official Soviet delegation 
will be Timur Timofeev, Departmental Director, Institute of 
World Economy and International Relations, an affiliate of 
the USSR Academy of Science, Moscow. 

This document contains neither recommendations 

nor conclusions of the FBI Wt is the property of the 

FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and iis contents 

are not to be distributed outside your agency. 

assification 
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In accordance with Bureau instructions set forth in 
Bureau airtel 5/14/63 captioned as above, there 6. enclosed 
herewith for the Bureau the original and three,topies of a 
letterhead memorandum (LHM) captioned "V.P”TERESUKIN, 
INTERNATIONAL DEPARTMENT , _CENTRAL “the above MC 3 7250 (τ 

τη 

OF ' THE SOVIET UNION." One copy of the above LHM is 
enclosed for New York. fait 42] 

---..-----.--. BR Ὧ Ἢ 

The information in enclosed LHM was furnished ΤᾺ 
CG 5824~S* on 12/2/63 to SAs RICHARD W. HANSEN and WALTER A 
BOYLE. 

Enclosed LHM has been classified teh Spee, since 
it sets forth information by CG 5824-S*, a most highly placed [ 
sensitive source who is furnishing information on the highest f 

‘level concerning the international communist movement, the 

disclosure of which would tend to identify this source an fU 
thus adversely affect the national defense interests. ΖΗ lpees 

᾿ } 

The enclosed LHM has been shown as having been de 

at Washington, D.C., in order to further protect the identity 
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H UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D.C. 
File No. 

December 7, 1963 
Pp Ss ἫΝ 

V. BP, TERESHKIN, INTERNATIONAL 
DEPARTMENT, CENTRAL COMMITTEE, 
COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE SOVIET UNION 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, during early December, 1963, advised as follows: 

¥. P. Tereshkin, a Deputy to Boris N. Ponomarev, 
Member of the Secretariat and Head of the International 
Department, Central Committee, Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union (CCCPSU) was recently operated on for cancer and his 
condition is now described as hopeless. While Tereshkin is 
still working and maintains an office at the International 
Department, CCCPSU headquarters in Moscow, it is not antici- 
pated he will live much longer, 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and 
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency. 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) Ν᾽ 2 \ i 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

>) | pe aft \O sone- i Be δ ει 
In accordance with Bureau instructions set forth 

in Buairtel dated 5/14/63 captioned as above, there are 
enclosed herewith for the Bureau the original and phivree 
copies of a letterhead memorandum entitled, MORMANSEREED 

COMMUNIST PARTY OF .CANADA. REPRESENTATIVE TO "WORLD! MARXIST 

nishing information on the highest level concerning the inter- 
national communist movement, the disclosure of which would tend 
to identify this source and thus adversely ject = 49504) - 42 
defense interest. 

T-105 REC- 3] 

REVIEW, ' PRAGUE, CZECHOSLOVAKIA..." One copy of the-above is 
also enclosed for New York. ; {Φ. ,͵ὸ 77 

The information set fosthin-the-ibLosed- “téhter-—— 
head memorandum was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 12/4/63 to 
5 Ἧ E . BOYLE RICHA W. HANSEN, . AS WALTER A and RICHARD NSEN Shia: C er 7 

The information appearing in the enclosed terhead / 
-- memorandum was developed during the course of conver ion 
Ν with NORMAN FREED which was held in Prague during 11/63, μ- 

St The enclosed letterhead memorandum has been classified 
ν᾽ nade Spee since it sets forth information furnished by 
x CG 4-8*, a most highly placed sensitive source who is fur- 
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